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1. SUMMARY
The condition of 3,397 areas of privately owned bush in the shires of Beverley, 
Brookton, Cranbrook, Cuballing, Gnowangerup, Kent, Kojonup, Lake Grace, Pingelly, 
Plantagenet, West Arthur, and Williams have been documented. This identified that 
about 6 percent of these were in near natural condition (Remnant Vegetation). Less 
than 10 percent of the areas observed were fenced. Predominantly these were areas 
considered Remnant Vegetation of which about one third were fenced. About 1.5 
percent of the bush areas mapped from aerial photographs appeared to have been 
cleared in the last 5 to 10 years.
Twenty-six of the remnants were examined in some detail to provide a description of 
the vegetation types present and an indicative plant species list for each. About one 
quarter were found to contain plant species of particular conservation significance.
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Figure 1. Shires in which vegetation surveys were undertaken.
2. INTRODUCTION
This is the second phase of the Southern Wheatbelt Region Remnant Vegetation 
project aimed at surveying pieces of bushland in the 'Great Southern' of Western 
Australia. The first phase was completed during 1991-1992 and covered 11 shires 
(BROOMEHILL, CORRIGIN, DUMBLEYUNG, KATANNING, KENT, 
KONDININ, KULIN, LAKE GRACE, NARROGIN, TAMBELLUP, WAGIN, 
WICKEPIN, and WOODANILLING - see Mollemans, 1992a,b. In this report shire 
names are capitalised to avoid confusion with place names.) This second phase 
encompasses the shires of BEVERLEY,
CUBALLING, GNOWANGERUP, KENT,
PINGELLY, PLANTAGENET, WEST ARTHUR, and WILLIAMS. The total area 
of these 12 shires (Figure 1) is 43,253.75 square kilometres (Table 1) bringing the total 
area surveyed during Phases I and II of this project to c. 71,250 square kilometres.
BROCKTON, CRANBROOK, 
KOJONUP, LAKE GRACE,
The aims of this survey were to document what is left (as on-farm remnant bush areas), 
so that the information is a available for use by the wider farming community (see also 
Mollermans 1992a, b).' In addition, native vegetation was defined as "endemic floral 
... communities which have not been planted and which are in place as a result of 
natural processes" (ACF vide Mollemans, 1992a,b). Furthermore, remnant vegetation 
is 'that component of the native vegetation (as defined) which is still intact or 
fragmented into isolated aggregates.'
History, physiography, geology and soils, aboriginal prehistory, the European 
influence, and previous vegetation studies were all part of the background dealt 
Mollemans (1992a,b) for Phase I of this survey. Much of this background information 
is equally applicable to the areas considered during the present work. It is only 
necessary to state here that the shires surveyed for the present work adjoin the 
southern and western boundaries of the area surveyed during 1991-1992 and are 
therefore closer to the coast. Because of this they receive additional rainfall and 
therefore contain vegetation communities which in part reflect this increase. This 
rainfall varies from a low average of c. 300 mm in the driest parts of the study area to a 
maximum of c. 850 mm in the wettest. In the same areas the dry season ranges from 7 
to 4 months.
The western part the vegetation is dominated by Jarrah and Marri and Wandoo 
communities, while in the south, mallee and scrub and heath communities predominate 
interspersed with communities occurring in association with variably saline drainage 
lines. Physiographically the western shires are characteristically more elevated and 
undulose (associated with granite outcrop and/or markedly dissected laterite 
substrates), while the southern shires, particularly in the south-east, tend to be 
relatively flat and of low elevation (associated with sandplain and or laterite 
substrates). In the extreme south physiography is altered (in CRANBROOK and 
PLANTAGENET), by the elevated rocks suites of the Stirling Ranges and the 
Porongurup’s. Accordingly the plant communities are significantly different in 
composition and diversity
Biogeographical aspects dealt with by Mollemans (1992a,b) included the Darling 
Botanical District, Avon Botanical District, Roe Botanical District and Eyre Botanical 
District. The western portion of the present survey is mainly in the Darling Botanical
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District the northern in the Avon Botanical District, and the southern and eastern n the 
Roe and Eyre Botanical Districts (Beard 1979; 1980a,b).
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TABLE 1. Number of remnant bush areas reported by Beeston 
et. al. (1995)




Total > 50 ha
Beverley 239,896 484 19
Brookton 25161,283 578
Cranbrook 326,719 2011 238
Cuballing 39117,351 1228
Gnowangerup 454,958 832 107
Kent 575,537 1375 128
Kojonup 292,938 4905 133
Lake Grace 1,031,972 1216 259
Pingelly 26128,552 944
Plantagenet 485,073 1542 193
Williams 153228,482 4710
West Arthur 282,614 2468 82
Total 4,325,375 22293 1402
3. METHODS
Available funding indicated a time frame of 52 weeks for the project to be completed. 
This would allow for an initial orientation phase, in which map and field preparation is 
carried out and local farm groups are contacted to advertise the survey and elicit 
support. Detailed surveys would then commence on a sample of areas larger than 50 
hectares, while field observations on numerous additional remnant bush areas would be 
made in passing. The remainder of the time was to be devoted to plant species 
identification, final map preparation, collation of other physiographic data collected 
during field work and final write-up.
Orientation Phase
The project commenced at the end of June, 1992. Work at Perth (head office) 
involved the acquisition of shire remnant vegetation inventory maps from Spatial 
Resources Information Group’s database at a scale of 1:50 000. Because of the 
exceptional distances involved in the expanded survey area encompassed by Phase II, 
Land Conservation District Committees (LCDC's) were given a detailed brief of the 
survey and its aims by letter.
Field Work Phase
Field work was planned to commence in early August and be completed in late 
December. The major aim of the field work phase of the project was to survey as
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many patches of bushland as possible on private land in the available time. This 
comprised two parts:
(1) Detailed surveys by a botanist of a sample of representatives of the more than 
1,000 bush areas greater than 50 Ha in area; and
(2) Opportunistic field observations of other remnant bush areas.
In the maps produced by the Spatial Resources Information Group’s database, remnant 
bush areas were mapped from aerial photographs into three classes of condition 
(Beeston et. al, 1995)., namely:
Remnant Vegetation:
• most closely reflects the natural state of vegetation for a given area,
• intact understorey,
• structurally diverse and complex,
• minimal disturbance by agents of human activity,
Modified Vegetation:
• degraded understorey,
• obvious human disturbance - clearing mining, grazing,
• saline incursions,
Scattered Trees:
• cleared parkland, no understorey present,
• no canopy continuity,
• no significant chance of regeneration.
Field maps generally comprised plots in green (Remnant Vegetation), red (Modified 
Vegetation) and blue (Scattered Trees), with cadastral linework. Part of the aim of the 
present survey was to verify by field observation the nominated condition of the 
remnant bush areas traced from the aerial photographs.
In an attempt to follow differences in peak flowering times and thereby facilitate plant 
identifications, surveys were commenced in LAKE GRACE and progressed through 
BEVERLEY, BROOKTON, KENT, PINGELLY, CUBALLING, WILLIAMS, 
WEST ARTHUR, KOJONUP, GNOWANGERUP, CRANBROOK and finished with 
PLANTAGENET.
Farmers were visited to discuss their remnant bush and in some cases to seek 
permission to survey in detail some of the Remnant Vegetation areas larger than 50 
Ha. This comprised vegetation mapping, and soil and plant data collections to indicate 
species occurrence within patches of bush. Other additional ecological and 
physiographic observations (plant and soils data, and vegetation, ecological and 
physiographic observations) were made and detailed on a pro forma sheet (Appendix 
1). Time constraints prevented a thorough coverage of each Remnant Vegetation area. 
Additional notes on vegetation detail were made on the 1:50 000 base maps.
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A large sample of other remnant bush areas, generally smaller and less intact were 
observed from vantage points. Notes were made on the condition, fencing status and 
the predominant vegetation of these.




A total of 3,397 remnant bush areas were observed during this study (Table 2, 
Appendix 2). These are shown in the accompanying atlas. This represents about 15% 
of the total number thought to remain in these shires. The proportion observed was 
not uniform, varying from 9% in West Arthur to 35% in Beverley.








Beverley 484 171 169 2
Brookton 578 98 96 2
Cranbrook 2,011 524 522 2
Cuballing 1,228 193 191 2
Gnowangerup 172 170 2832
Kent 1,375 234 230 4
Kojonup 4,905 505 504 1
Lake Grace 1,216 150 146 4
Pingelly 209 208 1944
Plantagenet 1,542 425 423 2
West Arthur 415 413 24,710
Williams 22,468 301 299
26Total 22,293 3,397 3,371
* From Beeston et. al. (1995), includes all categories (remnant vegetation,, 
modified vegetation and scattered trees).
There were differences between shires in the classification of the condition of the 
remnant bush areas observed. This was particularly so for some of the shires such as 
LAKE GRACE in which all bush areas had been previously placed into one category 
(Remnant Vegetation). For other shires, the Spatial Resources Information Group’s 
database had between 30 and 90 % of the bush areas classified as Remnant Vegetation. 
Only between 5 and 25 % of those observed in this study were considered to be 
Remnant Vegetation (Table 3).
Less than ten percent of the bush areas observed in this study were totally fenced 
(Table 3). Predominantly these were areas considered in this study to be Remnant 
Vegetation. Only a very small proportion of Scattered Trees were fenced. There 
appeared to be a wide variation in the proportion of bush areas fenced off in the 
different shires. WEST ARTHUR, WILLIAMS and PINGELLY had very low 
proportions while LAKE GRACE and BROOKTON had almost one-sixth fenced. 
The condition of the bush fenced off also appeared to vary between shires. Shires such
7
as BEVERLEY, GNOWANGERUP and PINGELLY had about two-thirds of the 
Remnant Vegetation fenced while less than a half were fenced in WEST ARTHUR, 
KENT, BROOKTON, CRANBROOK and PLANTAGENET. It was also noted that 
the degree of fencing varied between enterprises. If any bush area was fenced from 
stock on a particular property, most was likely to be fenced.
TABLE 3. Percent of areas fenced
Areas Recorded As 













4833Lake Grace 150 15
67Pingelly 3209 3
4250Plantagenet 425 11
2015West Arthur 415 2
50Williams 301 2 4
207 433,397 7Total
There were also some differences due to misunderstanding of land status. Some Public 
land had been classified as privately owned remnant bush areas (Table 4). About 1.5% 
of the mapped areas observed in this study were actually public land. Many of these, 
particularly in the LAKE GRACE and KENT Shires, were road reserves which from 
aerial photography would have been difficult to distinguish from adjacent private land. 
Some were small miscellaneous reserves, often partly cleared for a gravel pit or hall.
There were some bush areas which appeared to have been cleared since the 
interpretation of the aerial photographs. About 1.5 % of the areas observed had 
apparently been totally cleared. The shires of PLANTAGENET, LAKE GRACE, 
KOJONUP and KENT were those where most apparent clearing had occurred. The 
first two of these were shires which had the highest proportion of large remnant bush 
areas (see Table 1). A further 40 areas (about 1 %) were noted as partly cleared, 
generally between one and two-thirds cleared.
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as BEVERLEY, GNOWANGERUP and PINGELLY had about two-thirds of the 
Remnant Vegetation fenced while less than a half were fenced in WEST ARTHUR, 
KENT, BROOKTON, CRANBROOK and PLANTAGENET. It was also noted that 
the degree of fencing varied between enterprises. If any bush area was fenced from 
stock on a particular property, most was likely to be fenced.
TABLE 3. Percent of areas fenced
Shire All Areas Observed Areas Recorded As 





Beverley 171 8 8 63
Brookton 9 3398 14
Cranbrook 524 9 35 40
Cuballing 193 3 7 43
Gnowangerup 172 12 10 70
Kent 234 11 25 32
Kojonup 63505 8 8
Lake Grace 150 15 33 48
Pingelly 209 3 3 67
Plantagenet 425 11 50 42
West Arthur 20415 2 15
Williams 50301 2 4
Total 7 207 433,397
There were also some differences due to misunderstanding of land status. Some Public 
land had been classified as privately owned remnant bush areas (Table 4). About 1.5% 
of the mapped areas observed in this study were actually public land. Many of these, 
particularly in the LAKE GRACE and KENT Shires, were road reserves which from 
aerial photography would have been difficult to distinguish from adjacent private land. 
Some were small miscellaneous reserves, often partly cleared for a gravel pit or hall.
There were some bush areas which appeared to have been cleared since the 
interpretation of the aerial photographs. About 1.5 % of the areas observed had 
apparently been totally cleared. The shires of PLANTAGENET, LAKE GRACE, 
KOJONUP and KENT were those where most apparent clearing had occurred. The 
first two of these were shires which had the highest proportion of large remnant bush 
areas (see Table 1). A further 40 areas (about 1 %) were noted as partly cleared, 
generally between one and two-thirds cleared.
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Table 4. Apparent clearing and misclassification of land 
status (bush areas either apparently cleared since 1985 or 






Misclassified public land 
(Number)Shire
Beverley 171 1 0
Brookton 98 0 0
Cranbrook 524 6 5
Cuballing 3 2193
Gnowangerup 172 61
Kent 234 5 19
Kojonup 505 11 9
Lake Grace 150 6 5
Pingelly 0 3209
Plantagenet 425 16 1
West Arthur 415 4 1
Williams 301 2 0
Total 3397 55 51
Twenty six of the remnant bush areas were surveyed in detail (Table 1, Figure 2). 
These are described in Appendix 4. About 700 plant species were recorded from 
them. With more exhaustive surveys at different times of the year, the number of 
species would have been substantially greater. Six of these were found to contain one 
of five plant species on the Department of Conservation and Land Management’s 
Priority List (as at January 1994):- Acacia microneura (PI), Boronia coriacea (?2), 
Leucopogon tamariscensis (PI), Microcorys virgata (P2) and Stylidium 
pseudohirsutum (P3).
Discussion
Part of the aim of the present survey was to verify by field observation the nominated 
condition of the bush areas interpreted from the aerial photographs to produce Spatial 
Resources Information Group’s database.
From the present survey, 207 of the 22,297 bush areas observed were considered to be 
Remnant Vegetation. This is a significantly smaller proportion than was interpreted 
from the aerial photographs. Most of those previously considered Remnant 
Vegetation were here mostly classified as Modified Vegetation. The difference in 
classification appears most likely to be due to the difficulties in distinguishing between 
Remnant Vegetation and Modified Vegetation from aerial photographs. Only 21 of 
the 26 areas thought to be Remnant Vegetation and surveyed in detail proved to be 
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Figure 2. Remnant bush areas surveyed in detail.
their relatively large size (>50 Ha) and an appearance from external observations of 
being in a near natural condition.
A small proportion of the areas of mapped in the Spatial Resources Information 
Group’s database were found to have been cleared. Prior to clearing, these were 
apparently from a range of sizes and condition. More were cleared in the shires which 
had had larger remnant bush areas (eg. KENT, LAKE GRACE and KOJONUP). The 
process of clearing larger areas has commonly produced a number of much smaller 
ones.
5.1 Condition of the Bush & Fencing
With only about 10 % of the bush areas observed being considered Remnant 
Vegetation, there is a considerable proportion which have been partially or massively 
modified by clearing and grazing activities. While the free access by stock is a major 
contributor to the decline in condition, there are other factors interacting with the lack 
of fencing. The principal ones are size and length of time since settlement. The 
margins of the bush areas are massively affected compared to the core. This appears 
to be particularly so for sheep. Consequently, small bush areas subject to grazing are 
most likely to be Modified Vegetation while large unfenced ones may still be Remnant 
Vegetation. Larger bush areas in the older settled areas, eg. BROOKTON are more 
likely to be Modified Vegetation than those in the more recently settled, eg. LAKE 
GRACE and the western part of WILLIAMS and CRANBROOK which are more 
likely to be Remnant Vegetation.
Fencing need not indicate an absence of stocking. Some properties use fences more to 
manage their stock than to protect bush. Some fenced bush paddocks are deliberately 
stocked. On the other hand the lack of fencing need not indicate that stock are having 
an impact. This depends in part on the nature of the enterprise, ie. cropping or 
grazing. Also some bush areas are free of stock even though being incompletely 
fenced. In these cases some boundary fences are missing but are of no consequence 
for excluding stock.
A higher proportion of the areas of Remnant Vegetation are fenced than bush areas of 
poorer condition. While the argument above suggests fenced bush generally means 
bush in better condition, there is another factor involved. This has to do with the 
recognition by some land owners, perhaps only recently, that it is important to fence 
off the better bush areas. Cultivation of this awareness appears critical for the 
retention of the better on farm bush areas. The corollary, ie. that the smaller and 
poorer areas such as trees are not worth fencing, is a dangerous one to allow to 
proliferate. Many of the Modified Vegetation has the potential to be self sustaining but 
only in the absence of stock. The fate of the Scattered Trees which are generally 
unfenced must be in serious doubt.
5.2 Significance of Bush Areas
Some of the areas inspected contain plant species of conservation significance. This 
attribute is just one of many things which can contribute to the assessment of the 
conservation significance of bush areas. The size and condition are undoubtedly
10
important but these qualities must be assessed in a regional context. This is beyond the 
scope of the present study.
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PRIVATE LAND REMNANT VEGETATION DOCUMENTATION
Spatial Resources Inventory Group 
Department of Agriculture 
SOUTH PERTH WA 6151
E.A. Griffin, ph.: 361 0373
Project: Remnant vegetation protection scheme - Save the Bush










Save the Bush remnant number:
about 1/4 nilComplete
Quadrat (100 m2) Releve (ca 100 m2) marked Relev£ (ca 100 m2)
about 3/4 about 1/2
Litter cover: %••••••••
Moderate Light











TA: TB: Tl: T2: MT: MS: S: SA: SB: SC: SD: MP: B: H: ST:
(Density codes: 1 = 70-100%, 2 = 30-70%,
3 = 10-30%, 4 = 2-10%, 5 = patches 2%)
SL:
+ - solitary insignificant 1 - few insignificantSpecies cover codes:
>1%
2-
5 - 10-25%3 - 1-5% 4 - 5-10% 6-25-
33%
9 - 75%7 - 33-50% 8 - 50-75%
Collect No. CC SpeciesCC SpeciesCollect No.
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Details on Bush Areas ObservedAppendix 2
Beverley Shire
BEV01000 SCATTERED It is apparent that these are all granite domal 
remnants ± laterite with White gum ± Marri woodland; and all 
are unfenced and disturbed, so grass covers the fringes and 
occasional shrubs/understorey shrubbery may occur in the larger 
area. Refers to 46 remnants.
BEV03001 
& BEV03002: SCATTERED Unfenced, ± disturbed laterite hilltop, probably 
over granite, with White gum woodland.
SCATTERED Unfenced, + disturbed laterite hilltop, probably 




& BEV03005: SCATTERED Unfenced, ± disturbed laterite hilltop, probably 
over granite, with White gum woodland; associated with farm 
buildings.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed granite domal ± outcrop 
hill; White gum dominated over grass at edges ± occasional 
Marri, Sheoak, York gum ± cycad and Blackboy 
{Xanthorrhoed)\ potential for some diversity in denser summit 
area viz. Marri ± White gum open woodland with ± Jacksonia 
sternbergiana, Leptospermum erubescens, Lechenaultia biloba, 
Hakea trijurcata. Acacia pulchella, Adenanthos sp., Parrot 
Bush, Drosera macrantha, Hibbertia glaberrima, Allocasuarina 
humiUs, Opercularia vaginata, Dianella revoluta, Kennedia 
prostrata, Loxocarya fasciculata, Mirbelia sp. (curved pungent 
leaf, purple flower sp.), Dryandra sp., Acacia sp. (with 20 cm 
flat stem), + Neurachne alopecuroidea, and ± sedges in the 
understorey on boulder laterite, pebble, gravel loam soil.
BEV03006:
MODIFIED Granite domal summit dominated by White gum; 
unfenced, + disturbed, with a generally unvegetated understorey.
BEV03007:
SCATTERED Drainage area, with open White gum woodland; 
disturbed, unfenced over grass.
BEV03008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed White gum + Marri 
woodland on a rise of laterite over granite; centrally have a 
relatively diverse area of Dryandra spp. (Kerosene bushes),
BEV03009:
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Blackboy {Xanthorrhoed), Harsh Hakea, Hakea ruscifolia, 
Leucopogon sp., poisons of Gastrolobium spp. and Daviesia sp.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum 
woodland over grass on granite ± outcrop domal hills.
BEV04001:
REMNANT Unfenced, continuation of the White gum 
woodland of the adjacent State Forest area (to the north), with a 
diverse natural understorey; there is a cleared strip between the 
remnant and the State Forest.
BEV04002:
BEV04003 
& BEV04005: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum 
woodland over grass on granite ± outcrop domal hills.
BEV04006 
& BEV04007: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum 
woodland over grass on granite ± outcrop domal hills.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass.
BEV04008:
SCATTERED Fenced drainage low White gum ± Marri 
woodland over tall shrubland over grass; 5-10% dead trees.
BEV04009:
BEV04010 
& BEV04011: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass on lateritised granite domal + outcrop rise 
+ sandy loam soil; scattered shrubs of Parrot Bush, Blackboy 
(Xanthorrhoea), Banksia sp. and Ricinocarpus ("Chinese" tree 
as seen at Mt Caroline Nature Reserve in 1990); some trees 
bumt/senescent.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum ± 
Marri woodland over grass or leaf litter/branches on gravel soil; 
some areas of shrubs - Prickly Poison, Parrot Bush, + ground 
layer shrubs; (old service station).
BEV04012:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed over grass, granite domal 
ridge with Sheoak ± York gum ± Jam ± White gum + Marri 
lower down; some scattered Hakea's and Dryandra's, the 
majority of slopes are disturbed over grass.
BEV04013:
BEV04014 
to BEV04016: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed over grass, granite domal 
ridge with Sheoak + York gum ± Jam + White gum + Marri 
lower down; some scattered Hakea's and Dryandra's\ the 
majority of slopes are disturbed over grass.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed over grass, granite domal 
ridge with Sheoak ± York gum + Jam ± White gum ± Mam 
lower down; some scattered Hakeds and Dryandra's.
BEV04017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed over grass, granite domal 
ridge with Sheoak + York gum + Jam ± White gum + Marri 
lower down; some scattered Hakea's and Dryandra's.
BEV04018:
REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed White gum - Sheoak 
woodland; rocky granite outcrop hills; looks in good condition; 
slopes to 30 degrees.
BEV04019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed over grass, granite domal 
ridge with Sheoak ± York gum ± Jam + White gum + Marri 
lower down; some scattered Hakea's and Dryandra's.
BEV04020:
REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed White gum - Sheoak 
woodland; rocky granite outcrop hills; look in good condition; 
slopes to 30 degrees.
BEV04021:
BEV04022 
& BEV04023: SCATTERED Granite domal hill; unfenced, disturbed over 
grass; summit White gum, mid-slope Jam - Sheoak - York gum - 
White gum, lower slope Sheoak - some blackboys, York gum; 
lot of open patches of green (grass pastures) and significant 
granite outcrop.
MODIFIED NW end - Granite domal hill; unfenced, disturbed 
over grass; summit White gum , mid-slope Jam - Sheoak - York 
gum - White gum, lower slope Sheoak - some blackboys, York 
gum; lot of open patches of green (grass pastures) and 
significant granite outcrop. SE end York gum, Sheoak, Jam, 
Harsh Hakea, White gum, ± Marri, Acaciapycnantha.
BEV04024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam 
wooded ± granite outcrop ridgeline over grass ± leaf litter.
BEV04025:
BEV04026 
& BEV04027: MODIFIED ± Unfenced, disturbed, thickly wooded drainages 
with Flooded gum - York gum - Jam over Paperbark over grass.
BEV04028 
& BEV04029: SCATTERED Granite domal hill; unfenced, disturbed over 
grass; summit White gum, mid-slope Jam - Sheoak - York gum - 
White gum, lower slope Sheoak - some blackboys, York gum; 
lot of open patches of green (grass pastures) and significant 
granite outcrop.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed rocky outcrop hill with 
White gum ± Sheoak + Marri over leaf litter or grass; obviously 
grazed or used by sheep for cover at times.
BEV04030:
BEV05001 
to BEV05005: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on laterite & (?)granite on hill 
summits and ridgelines; none fenced, but slopes of hills appear to 
be sufficiently steep to prevent general stock movement over the 
summit areas, nevertheless summits are bare of other vegetation 
due to clearance or grazing; observed small ridges of granite 
outcrop and larger ridges of laterite gravel ± over granite; valleys 
in this area are wide and the hills low, apart from the sharp 
ironstone ridges.
BEV05006 
& BEV05007: MODIFIED Small area of fenced and disturbed vegetation 
apparent - White gum over scrub of Hypocalymma 
(?)angustifolium (leaf terete), Prickly poison, Allocasuarina 
campestris, 3-spine pea leaf to 2 cm long, Dampiera 
lavandulacea + Blackboy - square TS leaf (on laterite & 
(?)granite); owner says a number of kangaroos in the area - 30+ 
in the bush and adjacent pastures.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage area and adjacent 
slope with Sheoak - Jam - York gum over grasses and herbage.
BEV05008:
BEV05009 
to BEV05012: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on laterite & (?)granite on hill 
summits and ridgelines; none fenced, but slopes of hills appear to 
be sufficiently steep to prevent general stock movement over the 
summit areas, nevertheless summits are bare of other vegetation 
due to clearance or grazing; observed small ridges of granite 
outcrop and larger ridges of laterite gravel ± over granite; valleys 
in this area are wide and the hills low, apart from the sharp 
ironstone ridges.
BEV05014
&BEV05015: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass on laterite over granite on domal hills.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland over grass in catchment area leading to a dam.
BEV05016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed open cover of York gum ± 
Jam ± some Sheoak, some scattered Blackboy and other shrubs, 
all over grass and ± outcrop of granite boulders on a granite 
domal hill; soils granite sand loam.
BEV05017:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey York gum ± 
Jam woodland ± White Acacia pycnantha ± Sheoak ±
Harsh Hakeaf?ano\. Bush over grass on a granite domal hill; 
some gravel extraction associated with the remnant/granite area.
BEV05018:
CLEAREDBEV05019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open Sheoak (+ White gum) 
- Jam - York gum woodland over grass on a ± outcrop granite 
ridge.
BEV05020:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open White gum - Sheoak - 
Jam - York gum woodland over grass on a ridge.
BEV05021:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage area and adjacent 
slope with Sheoak - Jam - York gum over grasses and herbage.
BEV05022:
Unfenced, edge disturbedMODIFIED/REMNANT 
swampy area of White gum woodland over tall Melaleuca sp. 2- 
3 m scrub ± Hakea marginata over a ground layer of Gahnia, 
Jacksonia, Acacia pulchella, Neurachne alopecuroidea.
Mosses, Lichens, Fungi, Drosera spp. including D. macrantha, 
Wurmbea dioica, Ptychosema sp., Podolepis capiHaris, 
Caladenia dilatata, Verticordia acerosa Melaleuca acuminata, 
and Actinostrobus arenarius; roo dung noted so kangaroos 
present; on high ground upslope to the WSW the bush is more 
scrubby and there is more White gum woodland; the remnant 
also contains a brown mallet area; water-logged low area at SE 
comer; some introduced pine has self-seeded into the area from 
an adjacent farm strip.
BEV05023:
MODIFIED Disturbed, unfenced open White gum ± Marri 
woodland ± Jam mostly over grass; some understorey remnant 
shrubbery, but of very limited extent in the west; good condition 
understorey in eastern half.
BEV05024:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed open Banksia low open 
woodland/tall shrubland over 2 m Adenanthos open scrub over 1 
m Eremaea pauciflora + Leptospermum erubescens + Daviesia 
thicket on buff surface sand over brown sandy subsoil; ± White 
gum, Sheoak, + York gum, Acacia pycnantha. Parrot Bush, 
Allocasuarina humilis, Marri, Lechenaultia biloba, 
Xanthorrhoea nana - Blackboy (erect form), and Cycad present.
BEV05025:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Fenced, natural, variable 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed open White gum ± Jam ± 
Sheoak woodland over + Allocasuarina campestris ± Blackboy 
± Prickly Dryandra open tall shrubland over grass or just the 
woodland over grass; minor Salmon gum and Red Morrel 
present.
BEV07001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland overgrass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise; 
drainage area in the NW of the remnant.
BEV07002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise.
BEV07003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - York gum - 
Jam drainage woodland over grass ± over Tamma 
(Allocasuarina campestris) tall shrubland; 5% tree deaths.
BEV07004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise; 
dam at north end of remnant.
BEV07005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
woodland over grass; breakaway ridge towards north end.
BEV07006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± York gum 
woodland over grass on a hilly grade; breakaway ridge uphill 
separated by a paddock; dam catchment at west end.
BEV07007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± granite ± 
outcrop ridge with White gum + Brown mallet woodland over 
grass or leaf litter.
BEV07008:
BEV07009 
to BEV07023: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± granite ± 
outcrop ridge with White gum + Brown mallet woodland over 
grass or leaf litter.
BEV07024 
& BEV07025: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± granite ± 
outcrop ridge with White gum ± Brown mallet woodland over 
grass or leaf litter.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Jam over grass 
in drainage area; some Blackboy.
BEV07026:
BEV07027 
to BEV07030: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open White gum - York 
gum wooded drainage area over grass.
BEV07031:
BEV07032 
& BEV07033: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
ironstone ridges over grass or leaf litter.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
ironstone ridges over grass or leaf litter; unfenced, disturbed 
drainage of York gum over grass at south end.
BEV07034:
MODIFIED Affinities to BEV05026; fenced, edge disturbed 
White gum woodland ± Brown mallet; mostly 100+ m of grass 
around the edge, under trees; significantly disturbed generally; 
high ground areas have shrubby vegetation, probably with similar 
composition to BEV05026.
BEV07035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open York gum + Jam + 
Sheoak over grass drainage; 30-50% salt killed trees generally.
BEV07036:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise.
BEV07037:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise; 
higher ground appears to carry scrub similar to BEV05026
BEV07038:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise.
BEV07039:
MODIFIED Unfenced, part disturbed dense to open White 
gum - Sheoak - Jam woodland over scrub/thicket in the eastern 
part, all over grass; drainage basin through NE comer.
BEV07040:
BEV07041 
& BEV07042: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Jam over grass 
in drainage area; some Blackboy.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± granite + 
outcrop ridge with White gum ± Brown mallet woodland over 
grass or leaf litter.
BEV07043:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland over grass or leaf litter on slopes of an ironstone rise.
BEV07044:
MODIFIED Part fenced, part disturbed White gum + Brown 
mallet woodland over low shrubland and leaf litter; watertank 
within northern end with farm house adjacent to and immediately 
east of the bush near the watertank.
BEV07045:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± granite ± 
outcrop ridge with White gum ± Brown mallet woodland over 
grass or leaf litter.
BEV07046:
Unfenced, edge disturbed remnantMODIFIED/REMNANT 




to BEV07057: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± granite ± 
outcrop ridge with White gum + Brown mallet woodland over 
grass or leaf litter.
SCATTERED Disturbed, open Sheoak - Jam ± over grass with 
+ flat granite outcrop.
BEV07058:
BEV07059 
& BEV07060: SCATTERED Disturbed, unfenced open York gum ± Jam + 
Sheoak over grass drainage.
REMNANT (See Detailed) Fenced, natural,diverse 
vegetation dominated by White gum,Salmon gum - Morrel, York 




& BR001002: Unfenced, significantly edgeMODIFIED/REMNANT 
disturbed White gum woodland over grass ± Marri with this 
woodland, fringing rocky outcrop granite domal hills ± Sheoak, 
Blackboy, Cycad, Prickly poison, Leptospermum erubescens, 
Hypocalymma angustissima, Kermedia prostrata, Hibbertia sp. 
elliptic 3x1.5 cm leaf, Hibbertia enervia, Trymalium myrtillus, 
Petrophile serruriae, Lechenaultia biloba, Acacia pulchella, 
Gastrolobium (broad leaf undulose leaf), Conostylis setacea, 
Dryandra nivea, Dampiera 5 mm wide flat stem, Dianella 
revoluta, Stipa elegantissima, a terete stem sedge of 
Lepidosperma sp., Daviesia sp. with 2.5 pungent terete leaf, 
Parrot Bush, Dodonaea caespitosa (ground mat - R. Cranfield 
ID), Holly-leaved Hakea with leaves like Grevillea insignis but a 
Hakea ft!Grevillea synapheae like flower, Diplolaena, Drosera 
sp. 69f, Hakea trifurcata, Diuris longifolia, Caladenia sp. pink 
flower, Narrow leaf poison and Stylidium sp.; 15-20 kph cold 
wind from west-north-west.
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MODIFIED/REMNANT Unfenced, significantly edge 
disturbed White gum woodland over grass ± Marri with this 
woodland, fringing rocky outcrop granite domal hills ± Sheoak, 
Blackboy, Cycad, Prickly poison, Leptospermum erubescens, 
Hypocalymma angustissima, Kennedia prostrata, Hibbertia sp. 
elliptic 3x1.5 cm leaf, Hibbertia enervia, Trymalium myrtillus, 
Petrophile serruriae, Lechenaultia biloba. Acacia pulchella, 
Gastrolobium (broad leaf undulose leaf), Conostylis setacea, 
Dryandra nivea, Dampiera 5 mm wide flat stem, Dianella 
revoluta, Stipa elegantissima, a terete stem sedge of 
Lepidosperma sp., Daviesia sp. with 2.5 pungent terete leaf, 
Parrot Bush, Dodonaea caespitosa (ground mat - R. Cranfield 
ID), Holly-leaved Hakea with leaves like Grevillea imignis but a 
Hakea f\!Grevillea synapheae like flower, Diplolaena, Drosera 
sp. 69f, Hakea trifurcata, Diuris longifolia, Caladenia sp. pink 
flower, Narrow leaf poison and Stylidium sp.; 15-20 kph cold 
wind from west-north-west.
BR001003 
& BR001004 REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed White gum - Sheoak ± 
Marri woodland on a rocky granite outcrop hill; appears in good 
condition.
BR001005
&BR001006 SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri + open 
woodland over grass on gravel, pebble loam soil.
BR001007 
& BR001008 SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed rocky outcrop ridge with 
White gum woodland over leaf litter.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass on ironstone soil.
BR001009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass on ironstone soil.
BR001010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, significantly edge disturbed over grass 
White gum ± Jarrah ± Sheoak woodland over mixed diverse 
shrubland on gravel loam pebble, laterite soil; abutting State 
Forest.
BROOlOll:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed - mostly over leaf litter 
at the edge - White gum + Jarrah + Sheoak woodland over 
mixed diverse shrubland on gravel loam pebble, laterite soil; 
adjacent to State Forest.
BRO01012:
SCATTERED Unfenced White gum woodland.BRO01013:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed edge zone ± granite boulder 
rocky outcrop White gum + Jarrah + Sheoak woodland with an 
open understorey, mostly over grass and with minor understorey 
shrubland all on gravel loam pebble, laterite soil.
BRO01014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass.
BRO01015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass.
BROOK) 16:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
woodland; many trees burnt, over grass ± Parrot Bush.
BRO01017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 




to BR001025: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 
woodland; many trees burnt, over grass ± Parrot Bush.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
woodland; many trees burnt, over grass ± Parrot Bush.
BR001026:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 




to BR001033: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
woodland; many trees burnt, over grass ± Parrot Bush.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak 
(mostly lower down) woodland on granite domal rise on grass or 
leaf litter; no understorey shrubs apparent from the south.
BR001034:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass.
BR001035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass.
BR001036:
MODIFIED Unfenced, significantly edge disturbed over grass 
White gum ± Jarrah ± Sheoak woodland over mixed diverse 




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
woodland; many trees burnt, over grass ± Parrot Bush.
BR001038:
BR002001 
& BR002002 SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland ± 
Sheoak + Jam over grass or leaf litter ± granite outcrop ± 
ironstone breakaway areas; no apparent understorey.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland ± 
Sheoak + Jam over grass or leaf litter + granite outcrop + 
ironstone breakaway areas; no apparent understorey; main 
component of this area fenced on three sides and open to stock 
grazing on the fourth, eastern side.
BR002003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland ± 
Sheoak ± Jam over grass or leaf litter + granite outcrop ± 
ironstone breakaway areas; no apparent understorey.
BR002004:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - White gum ± 
Marri ironstone over granite, domal hill over grass or shrubland 
ground layer.
BR002005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - White gum 
± Marri ironstone over granite, domal hill over grass or 
shrubland ground layer.
BR002006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed hilltop with White gum + 
Jam woodland over grass; obviously grazed underneath.
BR002007:
REMNANT Wetland - an example of a particularly rare 
community in the Wheatbelt: Unfenced, disturbed edge swamp 
with fringing White gum woodland then (Melaleuca acuminata) 
tall shrubland and, where water is shallow, abundant dense cover 
of 1-2 m tall rushes and sedges; Typha present, along with 
Juncus, Lepidosperma and Cyperus, Cotula and native grasses 
under rushes at edges in heavy grey brown clay soil; 5% dead 
trees otherwise in good condition internally; some weeds along 
road verge; puggy edges in farm at the fence show evidence of 
cattle movement; dam and windmill in this remnant south of 
road; frogs heard; bush grades into fringing Sheoak - White gum 
- Jam woodland over grasses, sedges mostly native ± orchids, + 
Drosera huegellii, D. glanduligera, Neurachne alopecuroidea 
and minor cape weed at edge of the drainage to the east; water 
present centrally in that portion of the remnant to the north of 
the road and at the west end. Area requires fencing to protect it 
from disturbance by cattle.
BR002008:
SCATTERED Wooded hilltop, probably White gum woodland; 
shape indicates that is unfenced.
BR002009:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland on 
brown loam over Leptospermum erubescens shrubland thicket or 
grass; replaced in the north by shrubland of Leptospermum 
erubescens ± other shrubs on buff sand.
BR002010:
MODIFIED Fenced, (?)natural White gum woodland over 
Blackboy etc. shrubland and grassland, where there seems to 
have been grazing in the past; Salmon gum woodland is present, 
but even though the area is fenced the understorey appears to 
have been significantly disturbed.
BRO02011:
SCATTERED Disturbed, unfenced swampy low drainage area 
remnant of Melaleuca's ± fringing ± dead White gum/Jam over 
bare ground or grass.
BR002012:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed White gum - Jam woodland 
over (+ scrub and) grass; gravel extraction.
BR002013:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak 
woodland over abundant blackboys over grass or leaf litter on 
gravel soil; limited Dryandra scrub; gravel extraction; areas 
slopes towards west.
BR002014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Jam woodland 
in the north-north-west grading to White gum woodland at the 
south-south-east end all over grass on a granite domal rise.
BR002015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone breakaway 
woodland over grass.
BR002016:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum ± White gum 
with minor York gum woodland on a rise all over grass; active 
rubbish tip present, old machinery strewn through remnant.
BR002017:
BR002018 
&: BR002019 heavily woodedSCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, 
breakaway with + granite outcrop, White gum woodland and 
Brown mallet slopes; fringe disturbed; vegetation apparently 
intact on breakaway.
SCATTERED Part-fenced, disturbed White gum woodland ± 
Sheoak + Jam over grass or leaf litter + granite outcrop ± 
ironstone breakaway areas; ironstone ridges with Brown mallet; 
no apparent understorey.
BR002020:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Part-fenced, disturbed White gum 
woodland ± Sheoak + Jam over grass or leaf litter + granite
BR002021:
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outcrop + ironstone breakaway areas; ironstone ridges with 
Brown mallet; appears to be in good condition on top.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass on ± granite outcrop hill; not seen, but 
likely to be the same.
BR002022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass on ± granite outcrop hill; part bare on top, 
due to conversion to pasture; NNW-SSE ridge at eastern end.
BR002023:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass on ± granite outcrop hill.
BR002024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass on + granite outcrop domal hill.
BR002025:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed + open 
Powder Bark Wandoo (with pale orange white bark due to 
Eucalyptus sap staining) ± Brown mallet woodland on ironstone 
breakaway slopes over grass and herbage generally on ironstone 
soil; quite disturbed and bare in parts.
BR002026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Sheoak - Jam - 
White gum woodland on ± granite domal hill over grass.
BR002027:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (apparently 
dense) woodland over leaf litter; no apparent understorey.
BR002028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (apparently 
dense) woodland over leaf litter; no apparent understorey.
BR002029:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± open 
Powder Bark Wandoo (with pale orange white bark due to 
Eucalyptus sap staining) + Brown mallet woodland on ironstone 




to BR002039 SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland ± granite domal hill over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
woodland breakaway slopes over grass and leaf litter; remnant 
appears open and disturbed.
BR002040:
BR002041 
& BR002042: REMNANT Fenced, diverse, natural breakaway summit of 
White gum (may be Powder Bark Wandoo) over scrub and slope
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White gum over open scrub; analogous to BEV05026 but 
somewhat different in species composition as this area receives a 
higher rainfall; excellent condition.
REMNANT (See Detailed) Fenced, diverse, natural 
breakaway summit of White gum (may be Powder Bark 
Wandoo) over scrub and slope White gum over open scrub; 
analagous to BEVO5026 but somewhat different in species 
composition as this area receives a higher rainfall; excellent 
condition.
BR002043:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed breakaway edged 
ridge; appears natural on top as BEVO5026.
BR002044:
MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed White gum - Sheoak 
woodland rise ± breakaways.
BR002045:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed ironstone ridges; 
Brown mallet slope; White gum summit over shrubland - 
reference BEV050.
BR002046:
SCATTERED Disturbed, unfenced breakaway woodland over 
grass or leaf litter.
BR002047:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway 
woodland over grass or leaf litter; White gum woodland, Brown 
mallet slope and Powder Bark Wandoo slope.
BR002048:
MODIFIED "Beverley Hills" - Extensive granite domal ± 
ironstone breakaway complex - generally White gum - Sheoak - 
Jam (± Marri in lowlands) woodland over shrubland and dwarf 
scrub where fenced and only grass or leaf litter where unfenced; 
high ground areas where not accessible, amenable to cropping or 
grazing, appear to be intact and in a relatively natural condition; 
borrow pit at the west edge.
BR002049:
REMNANT Fenced, good condition White gum woodland 
over mixed 1-1.2 m shrubland on gravel soil with + granite 
outcrop. Weam Nature Reserve.
BR003001:
MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed Sheoak - White gum 
woodland over 1 m tall mixed shrubland on a laterite rise; 




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet - White gum 
woodland on a breakaway rise.
BR003003:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Brown 
mallet - White gum woodland on a breakaway rise; also 
unfenced, edge disturbed, ± scrub vegetation at east edge.
BR003004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, edge disturbed, ± scrub.BR003005:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass ± Jam ± York gum over + granite outcrop.
BR003006:
MODIFEED Fenced, edge disturbed heavily wooded hilltop - 
a laterite substrate breakaway ridge, with a slope of dense 
shrubland; disturbed gravelly understorey in the NE comer.
BR003007:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Not fenced, granite dome with 
Sheoak surrounding. Near natural,diverse vegetation dominated 
by Sheoak, Thryptomene australis + Dodonaea angustissima 
shrubland and Borya with areas of Sheoak, Jam, White gum 
woodland/pasture grasses grazed by stock.
BR003008:.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet - White gum 
woodland on a breakaway rise.
BR003009:
MODIFIED Fenced White gum woodland over grass.BR003010:
Cranbrook Shire
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swampy low Banksia and 




& CRA01010: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + 
Banksia and Blackboy.
CRA01003 
to CRA01008 MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
Banksia and Blackboy.




SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over + 
Banksia attenuata + Blackboy over grass.
CRA01012:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over ± Banksia 
attenuata ± Blackboy over grass; contains a central NNW-SSE 
swamp Melaleuca spp. low drainage area.
CRA01013:
MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed, in the north and 
unfenced edge disturbed in the south, burnt Jarrah ± Marri forest 
alternating with swampy Melaleuca spp. - Leptospermum mixed 
spp. heath on sandy seasonally wet soil; cleared strip along north 
edge.
CRA01014:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Tiny, fenced, edge disturbed 
Jarrah over Blackboy remnant.
CRA01015:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Jarrah over Banksia and 
Dryandra over Paperbark over sedge swamp on sand; gravelly 
scrub at west extremity.
CRA01016:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Woodland over grass ± farm 
buildings.
CRA01017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Jarrah over Banksia and 
Dryandra over Paperbark over sedge swamp on sand.
CRA01018:
REMNANT Diverse, natural, open Jarrah + Marri woodland 
over 2 m mixed scrub ± swampy, water-filled lows.
CRA01019:
MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed burnt Jarrah ± Marri 
forest alternating with swampy Melaleuca spp. - Leptospermum 
mixed spp. heath on sandy seasonally wet soil.
CRA01020:
CRA01021 
to CRA01026: MODIFIED Unfenced edge disturbed, burnt Jarrah + Marri 
forest alternating with swampy Melaleuca spp. - Leptospermum 
mixed spp. heath on sandy seasonally wet soil.
Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum forestCRA02001: MODIFIED
over natural understorey; trees cut/bush burnt and logging in 
progress; planted trees abutting the south-east side of the
remnant.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over ± 
scattered shrubs over grass.
CRA02002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + 
understorey shrubs over grass; cattle observed grazing within the
CRA02003:
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remnant; at the southern end is a disturbed swamp community of 
low Paperbark over grass.
MODIFIED Jarrah ± Marri over ± scrub; no pasture evident.CRA02004:
MODIFIED Jarrah over disturbed natural ground layer, trees 
planted at west edge for 5/8 th of the length commencing at the 
southern comer.
CRA02005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.CRA02006:
CRA02007 
& CRA02008: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
Blackboy ± scattered shrubs all over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum + Marri 
over + scattered shrubs, including Prickly Dryandra, all over 
grass or bare ground on ironstone soil.
CRA02009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.CRA02010:
REMNANT Diverse, natural Jarrah ± Marri + White gum 
over scrub heath; abutting east end of nature reserve.
CRA02011:
SCATTERED Jarrah + White gum + Marri over grass or bare 
ground.
CRA02012:
SCATTERED Jarrah ± White gum ± Marri over grass or bare 
ground ± Blackboy.
CRA02013:
REMNANT Fenced, diverse, natural Jarrah ± Marri + White 
gum over scrub heath.
CRA02014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri ± White gum 
over ± Blackboy over grass on ironstone ridges and rises.
CRA02015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass on 
ironstone rises.
CRA02016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass on 
ironstone rises; ± scattered shrubs - Blackboy and Bull Banksia.
CRA02017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.CRA02018:
REMNANT Apparently unfenced, diverse natural Jarrah ± 
Marri over scrub.
CRA02019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over ± 
disturbed understorey over grass.
CRA02020:
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REMNANT Fenced, natural ± Jarrah + Marri over Banksia, 
Paperbark, Melaleuca, Leptospermum swampy low area in the 
North-west comer; remainder is diverse, natural Jarrah ± Marri 
forest over scrub on sand with north-east comer recovering from 
fire; there is a dam at the central west edge and Unicup Hall 
abuts the south-west comer.
CRA02021:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
Blackboy over grass; minor Paperbark - sedge swamp in the 
south-west comer.
CRA02022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.CRA02023:
CRA02024 
& CRA02025: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass; 
as observed from edges.




to CRA02029: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
CRA02030 
& CRA02031: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± Harsh 
Hakea, Blackboy, Bull Banksia, + Paperbark in the south-east - 
all grazed to sheep reach height and all over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri.CRA02032:
MODIFIED South-west 1/5 on west side of road is cleared; 
narrow northern limb 1/5 is comprised of fenced, undisturbed 
Jarrah + Marri over scrub heath; north-north-west 1/5 is Jarrah ± 
Marri over grass; central southern 1/5 is natural Jarrah + Marri 
forest; eastern 1/5 not seen.
CRA02033:
MODIFIED Apparently unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri 
over ± scrub all over grass.
CRA02034:
MODIFIED Unmapped bush abutting the north-western 
extremity of Quindinup Nature Reserve.
CRA02035:
Either cleared or being cleared at the time ofCLEARED
observation, apart from two small areas of unfenced, disturbed 
Jarrah ± Marri over scrub, and one small area of unfenced,
CRA02036:
disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.
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CRA02037 
& CRA02038: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass in 
the north, and unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah forest in the 
south.
CRA02039:
MODIFIED Fenced Jarrah ± Marri over scrub heath with a 
lake immediately to the east.
CRA02040:
MODIFIED Fenced Jarrah + Marri over scrub heath with a 
lake immediately to the north-east.
CRA02041:
Cleared; appears to have been replaced by aCRA02042: CLEARED 
eucalypt plantation.




& CRA02047: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.
SCATTERED Salt-killed drainage, 85% of trees dead.CRA02048:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass; salt 
deaths evident.
CRA02049:
CLEARED Cleared apart from 2 tiny remnants of unfenced, 
disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + scrub over grass.
CRA02050:
CRA02051 
& CRAO2052: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
MODIFIED + Flooded gum with fringing White gum over 
Paperbark ± woodland or shrubland all over grass, and a ± 
Blackboy, parrot bush fringe.
CRA03001
SCATTERED/MODIFIED West of road: Unfenced, 
disturbed White gum + Jarrah over + Parrot Bush + scattered 
shrubs all over grass; East of road: Northern half comprised of 
unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over + Parrot Bush + 
scattered shrubs all over grass, and southern half cleared.
CRA03002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA03003:
CRA03004 
to CRA03006: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate 
+ White gum over Paperbark over grass.
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SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Jarrah over + Parrot Bush + scattered shrubs all over grass.
CRA03007:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum 
+ Swamp yate ± White gum over grass.
CRA03008:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA03009:
CRA03010 
to CRA03014: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Flooded gum ± Jarrah ± 
White gum over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA03015:
CRA03016 
& CRA03017: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass; ± Prickly Dryandra.
CRA03018:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA03019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + 
Parrot Bush over grass; ± Prickly Dryandra ± Blackboy ± 
Melaleuca.
CRA03020:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over + Parrot Bush over grass; ± Blackboy.
CRA03021:
CRA03022 
to CRA03027: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over 
grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage Flooded gum over 
± sedges over grass; 5% dead trees.
CRA03028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
shrubs ± grass in north-west; unfenced, disturbed White gum 
over scattered shrubs over grass in the south-east.
CRA03029:
CRA03030 
to CRA03032: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± shrubs over 
grass.
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& CRAO3035: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
CRA03036 
to CRA03038: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA03039 
to CRA03042: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
CRA03043:
SCATTERED Low country; Eucalyptus woodland; not 
accessible; no apparent understorey, apart from grass.
CRA03044:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum; salt dead 
gully with up to 40% dead trees.
CRA03045:
CRA03046 
& CRAO3047: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
CRA03048 
to CRA03050: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over ± 
shrubs over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over + shrub areas over ± grass.
CRA03051:
CLEARED Major cleared area of 0398 CRA03053 to north 
of road.
CRA03052:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over ± 
scrub over grass; isolated remnant formerly continuous with 
remnant CRA03051, but now isolated from that remnant by 
clearance of major area CRA03078 to north of road.
CRA03053:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over grass.CRA03054:
SCATTERED Salt lake area, fringe of Paperbark (some dead) 
and chenopods over grass.
CRA03055:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA03056:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Swamp yate 
over grass.
CRA03057:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass in the 
north-west; fenced, undisturbed, part-cleared area of Jarrah ± 
White gum over scrub in a moderate width E-W strip in the 
upper southern half; and unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum 
over ± Parrot Bush ± Prickly Dryandra ± ?Redheart mallee over 
grass at the southern end.
CRA03058:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
Parrot Bush + scrub over grass.
CRA03059:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Jarrah + White gum over grass ± 
Prickly Dryandra.
CRA03060:
SCATTERED Jarrah + White gum over grass.CRA03061:
SCATTERED Jarrah ± White gum over grass ± ?Redheart 
mallee.
CRA03062;
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Jarrah ± White gum over Parrot 
Bush over grass.
CRA03062:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
CRA03064:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage Paperbark with ± 
White gum over ± scrub ± grass - contains salt dead trees; 
Swamp yate + White gum over grass at south-west end.
CRA03065:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over grass.
CRA03066:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum over + 
shrubby sections over ± grass at north end; Swamp yate ± 
Flooded gum over grass centrally; open Jarrah ± White gum at 
the southern end.
CRA03067:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate± Flooded gum 
over grass; 70% dead/dying.
CRA03068:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over Parrot Bush over bare ground/leaf litter.
CRA03069:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
Parrot Bush over bare ground and leaf litter at west end; fenced,
CRA03070:
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+ disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + scrub over grass in the 
north-east; southern end grazed to sheep reach height.




& CRA03073: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
Parrot Bush ± Prickly Dryandra over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed open White gum + Jarrah ± 
Parrot Bush + Prickly Dryandra ± buildings over grass in the 
north; in the south have a Paperbark - Chenopod - sedge over 
grass lined water-filled channel with fringing Banksia attenuata 
over scattered shrubs, including Leptospermum erubescens, over 
grass and fringing ± Swamp yate ± White gum ± Jarrah .
CRA03074:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA03075:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
over grass.
CRA03076:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed scattered Flooded gum over 
grass; 5% dead.
CRA03077:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Jarrah over + Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA03078:




& CRA03081: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
CRA04001 
& CRA04002: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.CRA04004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
CRA04005:
MODIFIED West of road: Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah + 
Marri over scrub; a central road-edge area of Swamp yate ±
CRA04006:
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White gum over swampy low shrubs and Drosera gigantea, a 
borrow pit near the south edge. East of road: Jarrah + White 
gum over grass in the north-west comer; a central road-edge 
area of Swamp yate ± White gum over swampy low shrubs and 
Drosera gigantea, and a fenced, undisturbed Jarrah + White 
gum over + Banksia ± mallee over scrub over sedgeland 
community in the remainder.
CRA04007 
& CRA04008: Road reserve generally: Unfenced, JarrahPUBLIC LAND 
+ White gum over + scattered shrubs over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04009:




to CRA04016: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over + Parrot Bush over grass.
Road reserve generally: Unfenced, JarrahCRA04017: PUBLIC LAND 
+ White gum over + scattered shrubs over grass at west-north­
west end; and unfenced, Jarrah ± White gum over grass towards 
east-south-east.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, distuibed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04018:
SCATTERED Flooded gum drainage.CRA04019:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04020:
SCATTERED Flooded gum drainage.CRA04021:
CRA04022 
to CRA04024: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
MODIFIED Swampy area of Banksia over scrub heath with + 
dead trees.
CRA04025:
REMNANT Jarrah ± White gum over scrub.CRA04026:
Road verge: extensions into adjacentPUBLIC LAND 
farms mostly along creeklines treated separately as CRA04030, 
CRA04031, CRA04036 and CRA04037: Unfenced, disturbed
CRA04027:
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Jarrah ± White gum over grass with Jarrah ± Marri over scrub in 
parts towards the east-south-east.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.CRA04028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± White gum 
over + Parrot Bush + Blackboy over grass.
CRA04029:
MODIFIED Fenced Jarrah ± Marri over scrub; some fenced 
Swamp yate ± Marri in the south-east; minor Jarrah ± Marri over 
grass in the south-west comer.
CRA04030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over grass
CRA04031:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± White gum 
over + Parrot Bush + Blackboy over grass.
CRA04032:
SCATTERED Jarrah ± Marri over grass.CRA04033:
Cleared, apart from two tiny remnants ofCLEARED
unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri ± Banksia over grass on 
ironstone. [Mostly Cleared].
CRA04034:
MODIFIED Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah ± Marri over scrub; 
part cleared, regenerating.
CRA04035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed water-logged drainage of 
Swamp yate + White gum over sedges and grass - up to 40% 
dead/dying.
CRA04036:
SCATTERED Unfenced, White gum over grass.CRA04037:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass drainage.CRA04038:
SCATTERED Half cleared: Remainder is unfenced, undisturbed 
Jarrah + Marri over grass. [50% Cleared].
CRA04039:
CRA04040 
& CRA04043: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± Marri 
over grass.
PUBLIC LAND Eastern extremity of CRA04027: Banksia 
over scrub heath.
CRA04044:
MODIFIED Drainage woodland over scrub.CRA04045:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.CRA04046:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass; 
trees planted.
CRA04047:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA04048:
SCATTERED Pine trees planted.CRA04049:
CRA04050 
& CRA04051: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass; 
White gum ± mallee over grass at east end; trees planted at NE 
east edge near east end.
CRA04052:
CRA04053 
& CRA04054: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum + Marri 
over ± Prickly Dryandra ± Blackboy ± Parrot Bush + 
Leptospermum erubescens over grass.
CRA04055 
to CRA04057: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over + Parrot Bush over grass on ironstone rise.
REMNANT Generally undisturbed Jarrah ± Bull Banksia + 
Paperbark over scrub; area contains a lake.
CRA04058:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - White gum - 
Flooded gum over Paperbarks over + grass.
CRA04059:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over ± 
mallee over grass.
CRA04060:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush + Bull Banksia over grass on 
ironstone rise.
CRA04061
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri + White gum 
over grass.
CRA04062:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - White gum - 
Flooded gum over Paperbarks over + grass.
CRA04063:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04064:
SCATTERED Paperbark drainage, mostly salt killed, ± Swamp 
yate ± Flooded gum.
CRA04065:
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SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Jarrah + Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04066:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
CRA04065:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over ± Bull Banksia over grass ± buildings.
CRA04068:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Swamp yate ± Flooded 
gum and fringing White gum salt killed drainage; 60% dead.
CRA04069:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri over + Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04070:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum over + Parrot Bush over grass on ironstone rise.
CRA04071:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± White gum 
over grass.
CRA04072:
SCATTERED Salt-killed drainage, a few dead White gums 
remain; trees planted.
CRA04073:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
± scrub ± grass.
CRA04074:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
scrub.
CRA04075:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri ± White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04076:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + 
Banksia ± mallee over scrub over sedgeland; a strip of blue gums 
planted along the north end.
CRA04077:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum ± Marri 
over grass.
CRA04078:




to CRA04083: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over ± scrub over ± 
grass; cattle grazing within remnant.
CRA04084:
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to CRAO4091: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA04092 
& CRAO4093: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum + Marri 
over grass.




to CRA04097: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri + White gum 
over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum ± Marri 
over ± shrubs over grass on the northern upslope side; a central 
E-W flood way vegetated by Paperbark over grass; and a 
southern upslope community of White gum over ± shrubs over 
grass.
CRA04098:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri + White gum 
over grass.
CRA04099:




to CRA04104: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± White gum 
over grass.
CRA04105 
to CRA04108: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over 
grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri ± White gum over ± shrubs over grass.
CRA04109:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over 
± shrubs over + grass; cattle grazing.
CRA04110:





SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri + White gum 
over grass.
to CRA4115:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over ± shrubs over 
± grass.
CRA04116:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum ± 
Marri over scrub over + grass.
CRA04117:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum ± 
Marri over scrub over ± grass throughout most of this remnant; 
and unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum ± Marri over grass 
in the south-east comer.
CRA04118:
MODIFIED Edge disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± Marri over 
scrub.
CRA04119:
MODIFIED Yate Melaleuca swamp, White gum woodland 
and Jarri - Marri forest.
CRA04121:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
grass; 10% dead/dying.
CRA05001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass; 5% dead/dying.
CRA05002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over grass.
CRA05003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
CRA05004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over + mallee (same multi-fruit species as CRA09006b) ± 
Jacksonia over grass; 30% dead/dying.
CRA05005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
mallee over grass.
CRA05006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over grass.
CRA05007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over ± mallee over Chenopods; 50% dead/dying.
CRA05008:
REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed, diverse natural 
White gum ± Sheoak over scrub over heath; some Borya 
suggestive of a subsurface granite in parts; variety of bird calls
CRA05009:
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heard; 2 borrow abutting the northern boundary in the western 
half; minor weed invasion at the north-east comer.
CRA05010 
& CRA05011: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over grass.
SCATTERED White gum over grass.CRA05012:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Drainage remnant: Unfenced, 
disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum over grass in the west; 
unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Flooded gum ± White gum 
over ± mallee all over grass in the south; unfenced, disturbed ± 
Flooded gum over grass including a dam in one limb of the 
drainage in the north-west; unfenced, disturbed White gum + 
Sheoak ± Marri over + mallee all over grass in the north; and 
unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark over grass with 
5-10% salt deaths in the south-east.
CRA05013:
CRA05014 
& CRA05015: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
Parrot Bush ± scattered shrubs over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
over + mallee over grass ± granite outcrop.
CRA05016:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah + White gum + 
Brown mallet over scrub ± grass generally; with unfenced, 
disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± mallee over grass in the 
south-east; unfenced, disturbed White gum with a bare 
understorey at the north western extremity of the Flooded gum 
dominated eastern drainage; unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± 
White gum over + sedges over grass at the north eastern 
extremity of the Flooded gum dominated eastern drainage; White 
gum ± Jam ± shrub/herb ground layer to the east of the Flooded 
gum dominated eastern drainage; ± Sheoak mallee ± scrub over 
grass to the south of the drainage in the south-east comer; also 
in the south-east comer Flooded gum gives way to a Paperbark 
+ Melaleuca ± Swamp yate community.
CRA05017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over Paperbark 
over grass within a drainage.
CRA05018:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee over 
± scrub/heath, mostly of Prickly Dryandra and some Parrot 




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over ± Paperbark over grass.
&CRA05021:




to CRAO5026: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over grass.
CRA05027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over ± 
Prickly Drycmdra + Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA05028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
in the south and east; part cleared along the southern boundary; 
area fragmented and replaced in part by tree planting.
CRA05029:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Paperbark 
over grass.
CRA05030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Flooded gum 
over grass; 25% of trees dead/dying; salt dead zone immediately 
to the north-west.
CRA05031:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA05032:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass with 
buildings.
CRA05033:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over grass.
CRA05034:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± undisturbed White gum over scrub; 
apparently in generally good condition.
CRA05035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over grass.
CRA05036:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over ± mallee ± Paperbark + Melaleuca swamp + scrub and 




to CRA05040: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Swamp 
yate ± White gum over ± mallee ± Paperbark ± Melaleuca 
swamp ± scrub and tussock grass all over grass.
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CRA05041 
& CRA05042: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
over ± mallee over Parrot Bush over grass.
CRA05043:
MODIFIED Disturbed White gum over mallee over scrub; 
paddock containing this remnant eaten bare by stock grazing.
CRA05044:
CRA05045 
& CRA05046: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over grass.
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed White gum ± scrub over grass; 
northern half of this remnant cleared.
CRA05047:
CRA05048 
& CRAO5049: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
SCATTERED Mostly cleared: Only narrow strips of vegetation 
remaining around the edge of this formerly large remnant; a 
small E-W breakaway slope remains in the centre-south; 
Vegetation now is unfenced, disturbed White gum over scrub; a 
N-S road edge strip adjoins the south-east comer of the former 
remnant area and is comprised of unfenced, disturbed White gum 
± Sheoak over grass.
CRA05050:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
over grass.
CRA05051:
REMNANT White gum + Swamp yate - major salt dead zone 
with 80% mortality in the approximately N-S drainage in the 
north-eastern part of the remnant; vegetation cover is fenced, 
undisturbed generally White gum over ± mallee over 
Leptospermum erubescens over Parrot bush and natural herbage.
CRA05052:




& CRA5055: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Swamp yate swampy 
Melaleuca Paperbark Leptospermum ± Nuytsia over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass; with 
some unfenced, disturbed ± Swamp yate swampy Melaleuca 
Paperbark Leptospermum ± Nuytsia over grass.
CRA05056:
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SCATTERED Major salt death zone of apparently different land 
tenure (to CRA05060) within fenced, disturbed Swamp yate 
over Paperbark over rushes over grass with 90% salt deaths 
evident.
CRA05057:
REMNANT Unfenced, undisturbed (generally) Jarrah + 
White gum over scrub over heath; one borrow pit in sand in the 
north-west comer area of the remnant.
CRA05058:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA05059:
MODIFEED Fenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over rushes over grass with 90% salt deaths evident; fenced, 
disturbed White gum over grass in the north; minor area of 
Banksia over Leptospermum scrub on sand in the south.
CRA05060:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed water-filled lake with 
Swamp yate over grass fringe.
CRA05061:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± scrub over 
grass.
CRA05062:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA05063:
MODIFIED South-west of the road: Fenced, ± undisturbed 
White gum over mallee over scrub grading into White gum over 
Parrot Bush over grass in the south, and large gravel pit in the 
south-east comer; North-east of the road: Unfenced, disturbed 
White gum + Swamp yate + scrub over grass.
CRA05064:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Swamp yate 
over + mallee ± Leptospermum erubescens ± Prickly Dryandra 
over Chenopods; to 5% salt dead.
CRA05065:
REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed White gum over 
scrub over heath; minor edge disturbance; some tree senescence.
CRA05066:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over ± Paperbark over grass; salt dead lake at north-east edge.
CRA05067:
REMNANT White gum ± Sheoak over scrub.CRA05068:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA05069:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum ± over 
mallee over + Parrot Bush + over shrubs over grass on 
ironstone.
& CRA06003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage area of Swamp 
yate over + mallee over + Melaleuca over grass.
CRA06004:
CRA06005 
& CRA06006: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
mallee ± Parrot Bush over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + 
mallee ± shrubs over grass.
CRA06007:
CRA06008 
to CRA06010: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over grass.
SCATTERED Salt dead zone to the north-west of CRA06012.CRA06011:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum + Jarrah 
over + mallee over scrub.
CRA06012:
REMNANT North of the road: Unfenced, edge disturbed 
White gum + Jarrah over + mallee over scrub in the north-west; 
unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over native herbs over ± grass 
in the south-west; then progressively to the south-east (as 
observed abutting the road) the vegetation is fenced, undisturbed 
White gum + Jarrah over scrub; then White gum + Jarrah over 
grass; the a cleared N-S strip; then more fenced, undisturbed 
White gum ± Jarrah over scrub; then scrub; then a limited area of 
Jarrah + White gum over Parrot Bush over grass; and White 
gum ± Swamp yate over grass in the south-east comer of the 
remnant; in the north-north-east is a drainage component of this 
remnant which is comprised of unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Swamp yate ± Jarrah over scrub - with a major salt death zone in 
the centre; and in the north-east an area of unfenced, disturbed 
White gum over grass.
CRA06013:
South of the road: Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
± scrub ± grass in the north; unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White 
gum over grass in the south-west; and fenced, undisturbed Jarrah 
+ White gum over scrub in the east.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over native 
herbs ± Melaleuca over ± grass.
CRA06014:
SCATTERED Swamp yate drainage.CRA06015:
SCATTERED White gum ± Jarrah over grass.CRA06016:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
CRA06017:
MODIFIED Fenced, undisturbed (generally) White gum over 
scrub - with large planted pines in the north-west; unfenced, 
disturbed White gum over grass in the south-west; fenced, 
undisturbed White gum over scrub/heath ± Paperbark swamp in 
the north-east; unfenced, disturbed open woodland over scrub 
and heath on the north-east slope of the south-easterly extending 
limb of this remnant; and fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum 
over grass on the south-west slope of the south-easterly 
extending limb.
CRA06018:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.CRA06019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over Paperbark.
CRA06020:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Swamp yate 
over grass.
CRA06021:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA06022:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed White gum over scrub/heath 
± Paperbark swamp in the east; and mallee over scrub in the 
west; same remnant as CRA06024, but different block as 
separated from that area by a road.
CRA06023:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Swamp yate 
over grass; same remnant as CRA06023, but different block as 
separated from that area by a road.
CRA06024:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum ± 
over mallee and Blackboy all over sedges.
CRA06025:
REMNANT Woodland over scrub heath.CRA06026:
MODIFIED Woodland over scrub heath in the northern half 
and fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over grass.
CRA06027:




& CRA06030: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over grass.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over rushes over grass.
CRA06031:
CRA06032 
to CRA06034: MODIFIED Fenced, ± edge disturbed White gum ± scrub.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
CRA06035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over grass; 70% dead/dying.
CRA06036:
REMNANT Fenced, with generally undisturbed White gum 
over dwarf scrub over heath through most of the remnant, apart 
from an area of Swamp yate over Paperbark over tussock grass 
over rushes in the north-east comer.
CRA06037:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over tussock grass over rushes; salt death zone immediately to 
the north-east of the remnant.
CRA06038:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over + mallee over grass.
CRA06039:
Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ±CRA06040: PUBLIC LAND 
Flooded gum over grass; Nature Reserve 2096 Kwongkup.
MODIFIED Unfenced, undisturbed (with + disturbed 
sections) White gum ± Jarrah over ± mallee over ± Banksia over 
+ scrub/heath all over grass.
CRA06041:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± 
mallee/scrub over a bare ground layer; there is a dam in the 
south-west part of the area.
CRA06042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
CRA06043:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over
grass.
CRA06044:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over grass in the small remnant area west of the road at the 
south-west comer of the remnant; and unfenced, disturbed White 
gum ± Jarrah over ± herbage and rare shrubs over grass in the 
remainder; salt affected zone to the south.
CRA06045:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed Jarrah over + mallee ± 
scrub over + grass; generally continuous ground layer present.
CRA06046:
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REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed White gum over 
scrub.
CRA06047:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
Parrot Bush over grass in west and unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah 
over + mallee ± scrub over ± grass in the east; remnant in + 
good condition in the south because the ground layer has been 
eaten down by sheep.
CRA06048:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± undisturbed (generally) White gum + 
Jarrah over scrub heath ± grassy areas.
CRA06049:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + 
White gum over grass.
CRA06050:
CRA06051 
to CRA06056: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
scattered shrubs over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
mallee over grass.
CRA06057:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open mallee over grass.CRA06058:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + 
mallee ± scrub over grass.
CRA06059:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over ± 
mallee over grass.
CRA06060:
MODIFIED Fenced, undisturbed, natural Jarrah ± White gum 
over scrub in the west-north-west; and unfenced, disturbed 
Jarrah + White gum over grass in the south.
CRA06061:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed, natural Jarrah ± White gum 
over scrub; a broad (20 m) firebreak cuts the remnant into two 
parts in the east.
CRA06062:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over grass.CRA06063:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
scrub.
CRA06064:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over ± 
scattered shrubs over grass.
CRA06065:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA06066:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
scattered shrubs over grass; ± rubbish.
CRA06067:
CRA06068 
& CRA06069: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
scattered shrubs over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
scattered shrubs over grass at the west end; and unfenced, 
disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over grass at the east end.
CRA06070:
CRA06071 
& CRA06072: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
scattered shrubs over grass.
REMNANT Fenced, + burnt, otherwise undisturbed White 
gum over scrub in the west; and unfenced, generally undisturbed 
Swamp
scrub/sedgeland/herbland over + grass.
CRA06073:
White mallee over++yate gum
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over 
Paperbark over Chenopod saline drainage with fringing mallee; 
30%+ dead/dying trees and shrubs; and unfenced, disturbed 
Swamp yate over tussock grass ± Paperbark + mallee over + 
grass in the south-east.
CRA06074: +
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over tussock 
grass ± Paperbark ± mallee over + grass.
CRA06075:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
mallee ± scattered shrubs over grass.
CRA06076:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over ± 
scrub + grass.
CRA06077:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate 
+ White gum over ± mallee ± Prickly Dryandra over grass; a 
large part of the south-east comer is cleared.
CRA06078:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over tussock 
grass + Paperbark + mallee over + grass; 40% salt deaths.
CRA06079:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over + mallee over grass.
CRA06080:
SCATTERED 98% salt dead Swamp yates.CRA06081:
CRA06082
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + 
mallee over± scattered shrubs over grass.
& CRA06083:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
mallee over ± Parrot Bush ± Bull Banksia ± scattered shrubs 
over grass.
CRA06084:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + 
mallee over± scattered shrubs over grass.
CRA06085:
MODIFIED Fenced, generally undisturbed ± Jarrah ± White 
gum over Banksia ± mallee over scrub/heath fringing Paperbark 
over Chenopod lined lake(s).
CRA06086:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass; apparently from road.
CRA06087:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah + 
mallee over grass; and fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over + 
Bull Banksia + scattered shrubs over ± grass fringing a lake.
CRA06088:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± Bull 
Banksia + scattered shrubs over + grass.
CRA06089:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.CRA06090:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
scattered shrubs over grass
CRA06091:
CRA06092 
to CRA06096: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over + 
mallee ± scattered shrubs over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over tussock 
grass ± Paperbark ± mallee over ± grass.
CRA06097:
MODIFIED Unfenced, natural Jarrah over ± scrub over ± 
grass; borrow pit at the south end.
CRA06098:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed apparently good 
condition Swamp yate over Melaleuca spp. scrub over 
chenopods, tussock grasses, Frankenia over ± grass with 
Paperbark fringed lakes in the east; and unfenced, disturbed 
Swamp yate over Paperbark over chenopods/Frawfew/a and 





MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed salt lakes with fringing 
Paperbark over chenopods over tussock grasses.
& CRA07003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over + scrub over ± Melaleuca spp. including Broombush over± 
grass; and unfenced ± disturbed Swamp yates over Melaleuca 
spp. including Paperbark over chenopods over grass; currently 
very full of water; 5% of Paperbarks dead/dying.
CRA07004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over grass.
CRA07005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark over chenopods 
saline lake fringe.
CRA07006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over grass; 20% dead/dying.
CRA07007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over mallee over ± scrub areas over grass.
CRA07008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Swamp yate Paperbark 
fringe over chenopods; 100% mortality of chenopods in salt 
lake.
CRA07009:
REMNANT Unfenced, ± disturbed Paperbark ± Melaleuca 
spp. over chenopods over tussock grass over grass lake fringe; 
lots of swans and ducks in the lake; unfenced, undisturbed ± 
Swamp yate ± Sheoak + Jam + Acacia pycnantha ± White gum 
over + dwarf scrub over grass in the north-west; unfenced, edge 
burnt, ± disturbed Swamp yate over ± Chittick/± Banksia 
attenuata over mixed scrub on white sand - Synaphea 
polymorpha, Stylidium repens, Conostylis spp., Melaleuca spp., 
Petrophile ericifolia, Petrophile longifolia, sedges and rushes, 
Leptospermum erubescens, Loxocarya subflexuosa, and 
Jacksonia R68a.
CRA07010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over grass - ?minor ± scrubby core.
CRA07011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass; ± 
buildings.
CRA07012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over grass on a ± granite outcrop rise.
CRA08001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - White gum 
over ± mallee over grass in the west, with significant salt deaths;
CRA08002:
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and unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± Paperbark over ± 
chenopods/tussock grasses over grass in the east.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Swamp yate over ± 
mallee over mixed scrub, with c. 1% dead/dying trees in the 
west; and ± Swamp yate over Paperbark over Melaleuca flat in 
the east.
CRA08003:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Swamp yate over ± 
mallee over mixed scrub - generally in good condition.
CRA08004:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Swamp yate over + 
mallee over mixed scrub.
CRA08005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + undisturbed Swamp yate ± White 
gum over scrub over grass.
CRA08006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
CRA08007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, generally natural condition ± Swamp 
yate over + mallee over scrub heath interspersed with houses.
CRA08008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, generally natural condition ± Swamp 
yate over ± mallee over scrub heath interspersed with houses; 




to CRA08012: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over rare mallee and shrubs over grass.
CRA08013:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± White gum over ± shrubs 
over grass.
CRA08014:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over mallee and 
+ shrubs over grass; central part of area comprised of a 
depressed hollow area.
CRA08015:
MODIFIED Swamp yate over Paperbark drainage depression.CRA08016:
REMNANT Eucalyptus spp. + mallee over 1.5-2 m scrub on 




to CRA08022: REMNANT Unfenced (fence present, but no wire), edge 
disturbed Jarrah over + mallee over diverse natural mixed scrub 
on a quartzite ridge/rise.
MODIFIED Unfenced (fence present, but no wire), edge 
disturbed Jarrah over± mallee over diverse natural mixed scrub 
on a quartzite ridge/rise; borrow pit with dumped rubbish.
CRA08023:
CRA08024 
to CRA08025: REMNANT Unfenced (fence present, but no wire), edge 
disturbed Jarrah over + mallee over diverse natural mixed scrub 
on a quartzite ridge/rise.
REMNANT Fenced, diverse natural extension of mallee and 
scrub of Hamilla Hill extension of the Stirling Range National 
Park.
CRA08026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart mallee over grass.CRA08027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart mallee over grass 
in the north grading to Paperbark over chenopods over grass 
with ± White gum fringe; drainage.
CRA08028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over + mallee over grass.
CRA08029:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over tussock grass over grass; evident dead/dying trees and 
shrubs due to salinity.
CRA08030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.CRA08031:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± scrub 
areas over grass.
CRA08032:
SCATTERED Water-filled lake with occasional fringing Swamp 
yate and some Paperbark; both species include ± dead 




& CRA08035: REMNANT Water-filled lake with occasional fringing Swamp 
yate and some Paperbark; externally unfenced and have mallee 
over shrubland ± grass on sand; area generally undisturbed.
REMNANT Fenced, diverse natural extension of mallee and 





& CRA08038: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over scrub over + grass.
REMNANT Partly of fenced, diverse natural extension of 
mal7ee and scrub of Hamilla Hill extension of the Stirling Range 
National Park; otherwise of + Swamp yate over tussock grass 
over grass.
CRA08039:
REMNANT Fenced, diverse natural extension of mallee and 
scrub of Hamilla Hill extension of the Stirling Range National 
Park.
CRA08040:




& CRA08043: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed fringing ± Swamp yate over 
Paperbark over chenopods over grass about a water-filled lake.
REMNANT Fenced, diverse natural extension of mallee and 




& CRA09002: REMNANT Diverse natural mallee over scrub as in Stirling 
Range National Park.
MODIFDED Unfenced, edge disturbed ± Swamp yate over ± 
mallee over scrub and/or over Paperbark over Melaleuca spp. 
over chenopods over tussock grasses and sedges; appears to be 
of generally good condition.
CRA09003:
CRA09004 
& CRA09005: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over scrub on 
gravel.
(See Detailed) c. 400 m wide cleared strip alongREMNANT
southern boundary, which has resulted in the remaining 
vegetation being unfenced; Remaining bush made up of 
components of CRA09006a, b = heaths + Paperbark, a + b, b + 
tussock grass + a, and White gum + Swamp yate woodland over 
scrub over + grass in south-east comer, [c. 40% Cleared].
CRA09006:
MODIFIED Diverse, natural, unfenced, edge disturbed mixed 
Tallerack + mallee Eucalyptus spp. over scrub heath and White 
gum ± Swamp yate over mixed scrub mosaic.
CRA09007:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± mallee 
over scrub.
CRA09008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± mallee over + scrub over 
± tussock grasses over grass; unfenced, edge disturbed ± mallee 
over scrub in parts.
CRA09009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Redheart 
over grass.
CRA09010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart mallee ± Swamp 
yate ± Christmas tree ± Banksia attenuata over ± scrub over 
grass.
CRA09011:
CLEARED Very large cleared component of CRA09013.CRA09012:
MODIFIED Small lakes fringed by Paperbark over tussock 
grass; adjacent vegetation is ± Swamp yate over Melaleuca over 
chenopods - evidently the plants are mostly being replaced by 
Samphires due to the rising salinity; similar composition to 
CRA09006a^ but the area is largely affected by salinity.
CRA09013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage hollow with White 
gum ± Swamp yate over ± Paperbark over ± mallee over ± low 
scrub/ shrub-land over± grass.
CRA09014:
CRA09015 
& CRA09016: REMNANT Natural mallee and scrub rise.
REMNANT Natural mallee and scrub rise; eastern 25% 
cleared. [25% Cleared].
CRA09017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage hollow with White 
gum ± Swamp yate over ± Paperbark over ± mallee over ± low 
scrub/ shrubland over + grass.
CRA09018:





to CUB01003: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite outcrop dome + 
isolated outcrop with Sheoak + York gum woodland and 
fringing White gum over grass.
CUB01004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open White gum 
woodland over grass and capeweed.
CUB01005:
CUB01006 
& CUB01007: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Brown mallet 
woodland on laterite outcrop slope all over grass.
CLEARED Not evident.CUB01008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed gravel hill; White gum 
woodland ± Dryandra shrubland and scattered blackboys over 
scattered grass and bare ground; a very large central elongate 
gravel borrow pit; some Sheoak at southern edge indicative of 
granite.
CUB01009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
woodland on laterite outcrop slope all over grass.
CUB01010:
MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed White gum woodland (± 
Jam, Sheoak) all over Blackboy (2 m) Leptospermum - 
Petrophile mixed scrub and heath with areas of pasture grasses 
particularly in the south; a relative diversity present depending 
on the degree of grass encroachment.
CUB01011:
REMNANT (See DetailedXTriangle remnant): Unfenced to 
road on one side, otherwise fenced, edge disturbed White gum 
woodland (+ Jam, Sheoak) all over blackboy (2 m) 
Leptospermum - Petrophile mixed scrub and heath with areas of 




& CUB01014: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
woodland on laterite outcrop slope all over grass.
CUB01015 
to CUB01017: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open White gum 
woodland over grass and capeweed.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Brown mallet 
woodland on laterite outcrop slope all over grass.
CUB01018:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open White gum (± 
Sheoak) woodland over grass.
CUB01019:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
gravel rise over bare ground or grass.
CUB01020:




& CUB01023: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
gravel rise over bare ground or grass.
SCATTERED Flooded gum drainage with ± fringing White 
gum and York Gum over grass over weeds or bare ground ± 
Jam; 25% tree deaths due to salinity.
CUB01024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri woodland over grass.CUB01025:
SCATTERED Flooded gum drainage with ± fringing White 




to CUB01029: SCATTERED Flooded gum drainage with ± fringing White 
gum and York Gum over grass over weeds or bare ground ± 
Jam; 25% tree deaths due to salinity.
SCATTERED Flooded gum drainage with + fringing White 
gum and York Gum over grass over weeds or bare ground ± 
Jam; 40% tree deaths due to salinity.
CUB01030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam woodland 
in low drainage area all over grass; 30% tree deaths due to 
salinity.
CUB01031:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite outcrop dome + 
isolated outcrop with Sheoak + York gum woodland and 
fringing White gum over grass; ± Jam present.
CUB01032:
SCATTERED Flooded gum drainage with + fringing White 
gum and York Gum over grass over weeds or bare ground ± 
Jam; 25% tree deaths due to salinity.
CUB01033:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Powder Bark Wandoo ± 
White gum + Brown mallet over scattered shrubs e.g. Petrophile 
divaricata on boulder outcrop (ironstone) slope and Dryandra 
nobilis at summit all over bare ground or grass ± capeweed.
CUB01034:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Powder Bark Wandoo ± 
White gum ± Brown mallet over scattered shrubs e.g. Petrophile 
divaricata on boulder outcrop (ironstone) slope and Dryandra
CUB01035:
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nobilis at summit all over bare ground or grass + capeweed; has 
a relatively intact scrub understorey.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass/herbs on ± granite outcrop.
CUB02001:
CUB02002 
to CUB02004: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum/Powder Bark 
Wandoo ± Brown mallet woodland over bare ground or grass on 
ironstone rises/ridges.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak 
grading to south to Sheoak + White gum + Parrot Bush over 
gravel soil through to boulder outcrop at the north end over 
grass over weeds; then White gum (+ Marri 3 seen) + Dryandra 
sp. (R72b) ± Parrot Bush.
CUB02005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage ± 
Jam and fringing White gum all over grass.
CUB02006:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway rise with White 
gum ± open woodland and some sections of shrubs but mostly 
over grass at fringes.
CUB02007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway rise with White 
gum + open woodland and some sections of shrubs but mostly 
over grass at fringes; some brown mallet.
CUB02008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over 
and capeweed.
CUB02009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± open White gum ± Marri 
woodland over grass and native herbage ± a few scattered shrubs 
(Stackhousia pubescens, Hibbertia elliptic leaf CUB09006, 




& CUB02012: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum (± White gum 
± Jam) wooded drainages all over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone carrying ± open 
White gum ± Brown mallet over bare ground or grass.
CUB02013:
CUB02014 
&CUB02015: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway rise with White 
gum ± open woodland and some sections of shrubs, but mostly 
over grass at fringes.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage ± 
Jam and fringing White gum all over grass.
CUB02016:
SCATTERED Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum woodland 
+ Brown mallet over scrub vegetation on boulder outcrop 
laterite ridge.
CUB02017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over bare grass 
and capeweed.
CUB02018:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland over grass.
CUB03001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, significantly White gum + Sheoak + 
Jam + Salmon gum woodland + Blackboy over grass; 60% salt- 
killed trees.
CUB03002:
Popanninying town bush: Diverse naturalPUBLIC LAND 
White gum woodland over scrub and heath vegetation, and a 
central area of Salmon gum woodland; bush in excellent 
condition where still intact; long-necked tortoise observed at NE 




& CUB03005: PUBLIC LAND Popanninying town rubbish dump within 
west edge of bush of CUB03003.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam woodland 
(± Salmon gums) with Lesser Bottlebrush ± sedge areas all 
grazed over grass/capeweed and part waterlogged; 5% dead 
trees; remnant appears to contain a broad subtle drainage.
CUB03006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam woodland 
(± Salmon gums) with Lesser Bottlebrush + sedge areas all 
grazed over grass/capeweed and part waterlogged.
CUB03007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± boulder granite rise 
Sheoak - Jam - York gum - White gum over grass.
CUB03008:
CUB03009 
to CUB03013: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum ± 
Brown mallet woodland on ± breakaway rises and slopes over 
bare ground or grass.
CUB03014 
to CUB03016: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Salmon gum 
woodland over grass.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Jam - Sheoak - 
White gum woodland over grass.
CUB03017:




to CUB03021: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± York gum ± Jam 
woodland over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey White gum ± 
Brown mallet woodland (± Salmon gums - 4 present) on ± 
breakaway rises and slopes over bare ground or grass.
CUB03022:
MODIFIED Fenced, mostly disturbed White gum and mixed 
scrub over gravel soil borrow pit; north comer in good 
condition; grades to NE into White gum - Sheoak over sedges 
etc over + grasses.
CUB03023:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Fenced, edge disturbed White 
gum woodland over Dryandra mixed scrub and heath + a Brown 
mallet slope.
CUB04001:
SCATTERED Fenced, except road verge, significantly edge 
disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam + White gum woodland 
over grass.
CUB04002:
REMNANT Unfenced, limited disturbance apparent, York 
gum - Sheoak - Jam + White gum woodland over mixed native 
grasses, herbs and Borya dwarf scrub; flat terrain.
CUB04003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite outcrop hill with 
White gum woodland over grass.
CUB04004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite outcrop hill with 
White gum woodland over grass; open Sheoak and White gum 
to the south.
CUB04005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak 
woodland over grass on gravel soil; south end only observed.
CUB04006:
SCATTERED see CUB06002CUB04007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak 
woodland over grass on gravel soil.
CUB04008:




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - White gum 




& CUB04012: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak 
woodland over grass on gravel soil.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland drainage area over grass.
CUB04013:
CLEARED Being cleared see CUB06002. [Being Cleared].CUB04014:
CUB05001 
to CUB05003: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed higher 
ground plateaus of White gum woodland and breakaway ± 
Brown mallet slopes over bare ground or grass, then grading 
into York gum - Sheoak - Jam - White gum woodland over grass 
± granite domal outcrop rises; in some parts the granite is at the 
breakaway level, which allows for Sheoak to occur on 
breakaways with White gum.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed higher ground plateaus of 
White gum - Sheoak ± Salmon gum ± Red Morrel over bare 
ground or grass; east end unfenced, disturbed higher ground 
ironstone ridge White gum ± Powder bark Wandoo with 
breakaway ± Brown mallet slopes; summit area generally bare 
but green area has Leptospermum erubescens shrubland all over 
bare ground or grass on gravel soil.
CUB05004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite dome with Sheoak - 
Jam - White gum over grass.
CUB05005
CUB05006 
to CUB05008: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed higher ground ironstone 
ridge White gum ± Powder bark Wandoo with breakaway ± 
Brown mallet slopes; summit area generally bare but green area 
has Leptospermum erubescens shrubland all over bare ground or 
grass on gravel soil.
CUB05009 
to CUB05011: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Salmon gum - 
Red Morrel ± open woodland on gravel rises with a bare ground 
or grass understorey.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± granite domal outcrop 
with fringing White gum woodland over grass; Sheoak 
woodland + White gum associated with granite + some areas of 




& CUB05014: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed higher 
ground plateaus of White gum woodland and breakaway ± 
Brown mallet slopes over bare ground or grass, then grading 
into York gum - Sheoak - Jam - White gum woodland over grass 
± granite domal outcrop rises; in some parts the granite is at the 
breakaway level, which allows for Sheoak to occur on 
breakaways with White gum.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam 
over + grass ± granite rises.
CUB05015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam 
over + grass + granite rises; ± Blackboy lower down.
CUB05016:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam ± 
White gum over + grass ± granite rises.
CUB05017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam 
over ± grass ± granite rises.
CUB05018:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Jam - White 




& CUB05021: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam 
over ± grass ± granite rises.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED West end of CUB05027 (different 
tenure): Unfenced, disturbed higher ground plateaus of White 
gum woodland and breakaway + Brown mallet slopes over bare 
ground or grass, then grading into York gum - Sheoak - Jam - 
White gum woodland over grass ± granite domal outcrop rises; 
in some parts the granite is at the breakaway level, which allows 
for Sheoak to occur on breakaways with White gum.
CUB05022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum ± 
open woodland over grass/weeds on a ± granite boulder outcrop
CUB05023:
hill.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak woodland ± White 
gum associated with granite + some areas of Hook-leaf 
Thrytomene shmbland.
CUB05024:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Sheoak woodland ± 
White gum associated with granite + some areas of Hook-leaf 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak woodland + White 
gum associated with granite + some areas of Hook-leaf 
Thrytomene shrubland.
CUB05026:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED East end of CUB05026 (different 
tenure): Unfenced, disturbed higher ground plateaus of White 
gum woodland and breakaway + Brown mallet slopes over bare 
ground or grass, then grading into York gum - Sheoak - Jam - 
White gum woodland over grass ± granite domal outcrop rises; 
in some parts the granite is at the breakaway level, which allows 
for Sheoak to occur on breakaways with White gum.
CUB05027:
CUB05028 
to CUB05033: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam + White gum 
over grass on granite domal outcrop hills; limited area of 
summit.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed granite dome York gum - 
Sheoak + White gum - Jam over sedges, some shrubs and herbs 
+ grasses/weeds.
CUB05034:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, significantly edge 
disturbed ± dense Sheoak ± York gum + Jam woodland over 
grasses/weeds.
CUB05035:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, significantly edge 
disturbed + dense Sheoak ± York gum + Jam woodland over 
grasses/weeds at the edges.
CUB05036:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed granite dome 
hill York gum - Sheoak ± White gum - Jam over sedges, some 
shrubs and herbs + grasses/weeds.
CUB05037:
SCATTERED Unfenced, significantly ± disturbed ± granite 
dome hill York gum - Sheoak + White gum - Jam over sedges, 
some shrubs and herbs ± grasses/weeds.
CUB05038:
CUB05039 
to CUB05041: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open wooded Sheoak - 
White gum ± York gum ± Jam on granite + outcrop rises over 
grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed dense Sheoak + York 
gum ± Jam woodland on granite domal hill; other granite plant 
species present in parts; south-western extension is a cleared 
regenerated breakaway ± plateau summit with dense scrub 
dominated by Dryandra sp. BR002043 slope 




typical Sheoak - York gum - Jam - White gum; in this instance 
the granite is above the level of the breakaway - plateau.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open York gum ± Sheoak 
± Jam woodland over grass on ± granite outcrop rise.
CUB05043:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum woodland over 
grass.
CUB05044:
SCATTERED Unfenced, not fenced to road, trees planted.CUB05045:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak woodland over 
grass.
CUB05046:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± Jam ± White gum 
over + granite outcrop rise over grass and capeweed.
CUB05047:
REMNANT Apparently intact, undisturbed granite domal hill 
with dense cover of Sheoak + Jam ± White gum (some dead) 
over leaf litter and shrub sections Hook-leaf Thrytomene edge 
disturbed; ironstone ridge along the south-south eastern part of 
this remnant; electric fenced.
CUB05048:
CUB05049 
& CUB05050: REMNANT Apparently intact, undisturbed granite domal hill 
with dense cover of Sheoak + Jam ± White gum (some dead) 
over leaf litter and shrub sections Hook-leaf Thrytomene edge 
disturbed.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite ± outcrop rise with 
Sheoak - White gum ± Jam woodland over grass; also present is 
a central eastern granite dome with Sheoaks ± Hook-leaf 
Thrytomene at edges over grass and on granite Kunzea 
pulchella.
CUB05051:
MODIFIED Unfenced White gum over mixed disturbed scrub 
with a couple of obvious dominants suggesting significant 
disturbance or suppression of more palatable species.
CUB05052:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced relatively dense Sheoak 
+ Jam ± York gum on granite ± outcrop slope over grass with 
Hakea broad ovate leaf species BR003008.
CUB05053:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Sheoak - White gum 
woodland + Blackboy + Jam ± York gum on granite ± outcrop 
rises over grass.
CUB05054:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Sheoak - White gum 
woodland on granite + outcrop rises over grass.
CUB05055:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed gravel hill with White gum - 
Sheoak over bare ground; lower down White gum - Sheoak 
occurs associated granite ± boulder outcrop and grass; some 
York gum and Brown mallet on the gravel rise.
CUB05056:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed gravel hill with White gum - 
Sheoak over bare ground; lower down White gum - Sheoak 
occurs associated granite ± boulder outcrop and grass.
CUB05057:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed gravel hill Red Morrel ± 
White gum woodland over grass and bare ground.
CUB05058:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - Eucalyptus 
wooded drainage with some York gum + Salmon gum; the area 
contains 30% dead trees killed by salt/waterlogging, with ± farm 
buildings near the road.
CUB05059:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - White 
gum wooded drainage low.
CUB05060:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone breakaway at SE 
end with White gum - Sheoak; downslope to NW have Sheoak - 
White gum + granite boulder outcrop; trees planted southern 
edge.
CUB05061:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - York gum ± 
Blackboy ± White gum wooded area - relatively dense in the 
centre; + granite boulder outcrop domal hill are at SW end.
CUB05062:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over 
grass.
CUB05063:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite ± outcrop rise with 
Sheoak - White gum ± Jam woodland over grass.
CUB05064:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite ± outcrop rise with 
Sheoak - White gum ± Jam woodland over grass.
CUB05065:
SCATTERED Part fenced, significantly edge disturbed Brown 
mallet ± Powder Bark Wandoo ± White gum woodland over 




& CUB05068: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone rises and slopes 
with White gum + Brown mallet woodland over bare ground or 
grass; plateau remnants present, but no evident scrub cover 
observed.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed granite ± outcrop rise with 
Sheoak - White gum + Jam woodland over grass.
CUB05069:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass.
CUB05070:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± granite outcrop hill ± 
open York gum ± Sheoak with fringing White gum - Salmon 
gum + Red Morrel open woodland all over grass.
CUB05071:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± White gum wooded 
granite domal rise with + outcrop and grass.
CUB05072:
REMNANT Small are of unfenced, undisturbed Brown mallet 
± White gum over scrub over gravel soil at junction of four 
roads.
CUB05073:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± Jam ± White gum 
over ± granite outcrop rise over grass and capeweed.
CUB05074:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum - White gum ± 
Brown mallet on a gravel rise over bare ground or grass.
CUB05075:
Fenced, disturbed drainage area FloodedSCATTERED 
gum over grasses and weeds; dam at west end.
CUB05076:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - York gum ± 
Blackboy ± White gum wooded area - relatively dense in the 
centre; ± granite boulder outcrop domal hill are at SW end.
CUB05077:
REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed (due to the fire break) 
Sheoak ± White gum woodland over Dryandra nobilis - Parrot 
Bush scrub with Hakea lissocarpha, Daviesia rhombifolia, and 
Hibbertia sp. and the herbs Pink Buttons (Helipterum 
manglesii). White buttons (= white flower, white centre daisy 
R81) on ironstone plateau; vegetation apparently in good 
condition.
CUB05078:
Being cleared see CUB06002.CLEARED = CUB04014 
Area being cleared at the time it was observed, apparently 
without approval; the paddock was burning a dozer was in use 
pushing up heaps of timber to be burned. Bush that is currently 
undisturbed, but about to be cleared is excellent condition 
(where still intact) White gum woodland over Dryandra spp. 
(Kerosene bushes) etc. scrub on gravel soil rise. [Part Cleared 
and the Remainder Being Cleared]
CUB06001:
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Unfenced, ± disturbed White gumMODIFIED = CUB04007 
woodland ± over Dryandra mixed species scrub or grass; some 
mallee scrub sections on gravel soil and there is a significant area 
which would benefit from fencing.
CUB06002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass; 10% dead trees due to salinity and waterlogging.
CUB06003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland drainage low; some fruit trees planted.
CUB06004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway slope Brown 
mallet ± White gum over bare ground; there is also a ± 
regenerating slope with White gum over scrub which is also 
partly bare.
CUB06005
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway slope Brown 
mallet ± White gum over bare ground.
CUB06006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum wooded slope 
over bare ground and grass.
CUB06007:
REMNANT = CUB05078: (Fenced, edge disturbed (due to 
the fire break) Sheoak + White gum woodland over Dryandra 
nobilis - Parrot Bush scrub with Hakea lissocarpha, Daviesia 
rhombifolia, and Hibbertia sp. and the herbs Pink Buttons 
(Helipterum manglesii). White buttons (= white flower, white 
centre daisy CUB01012 = Podolepis nutans) on ironstone 
plateau; vegetation apparendy in good condition)]; edge 
disturbed understorey open Sheoak ± White gum (± Salmon 
gum) over an open understorey; granitic domed unfenced, edge 
disturbed Sheoak woodland mostly.
CUB06008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam - Sheoak - Salmon gum 
- White gum drainage over grass; grades to ± open Flooded gum 
woodland in the south-east; 60%+ dead trees in parts; a drainage 
passes from this remnant through CUB06012 and CUB06013 to 
the east.
CUB06009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum ± White gum 
open wooded + granite outcrop hill.
CUB06010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum ± White gum 
open wooded ± granite outcrop hill.
CUB06011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Jam + White 
gum drainage over grass with some fringing Sheoaks; White 
gum ± Salmon gum over grass in the south; an east-west
CUB06012:
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drainage passes through this remnant and then through 
CUB06013 to the east.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Jam ± White 
gum drainage over grass with some fringing Sheoaks; an east- 
west drainage passes through this remnant and through 
CUB06012 to the west; wood ducks present.
CUB06013
CUB06014 
to CUB06017: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone breakaway and 
slopes with Sheoak ± White gum and fringing Red Morrel over 
bare ground or grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced (generally), disturbed ironstone 
breakaway and slopes with Sheoak ± White gum and fringing 
Red Morrel over bare ground or grass; area is fenced at the SE 
edge, has a Dryandra etc. mixed scrub summit, and has a 
southern limb adjoining the boundary fence, which carries Brown 
mallet over Gastrolobium trilobum in part and Sheoak and Jam 
over Box Poison in part - in this area there is a lateritic plateau 
and a breakaway slope; fenced apparently good condition 
breakaway over granite area in the south-east of the remnant; 
evident granite is apparent lower down the topography, outside 
of the remnant.
CUB06018:
MODIFIED Unfenced, significantly disturbed White gum 
woodland ± Brown mallet breakaways and limited areas of 
Sheoak - White gum over Parrot Bush associated with a 
subsurface granite, otherwise mostly over bare ground or grass. 
A series of markedly dissected plateaus spread over a limited 
altitudinal range make up the area. viz. Some road gravel 
extraction has taken place in the south-east comer of the 
remnant.
CUB06019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed with 3% tree deaths, some 
Flooded gum ± White gum + Sheoak + Salmon gum ± Jam 
drainage over grass.
CUB06020:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland over grass.
CUB06021:
MODIFIED Unfenced (generally), disturbed ± White gum + 
Sheoak ± Salmon gum ± Jam with ± Dryandra scrub 
understorey over grass; 20% tree deaths.
CUB06022:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak 




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed gravel hill White gum ± 
Salmon gum woodland over bare ground or grass.
CUB06024:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± York gum 
woodland over + Blackboy over grass drainage low; 30% dead 
trees ± Jam - Sheoak over rushes in part.
CUB06025:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Sheoak 
woodland over ± Dryandra scrub over mixed native dwarf scrub 
on gravel soil; significant borrow pit activity.
CUB06026:
CUB06027 
& CUB06028: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - White gum over 
Dryandra - Blackboy scrub; edges grassy.
CLEARED Cleared.CUB06029:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± White gum + Sheoak + 
Salmon gum ± Jam drainage over grass; 30-40% tree deaths.
CUB06030:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak 
woodland over ± Dryandra scrub over mixed native dwarf scrub 
on gravel soil; significant borrow pit activity.
CUB06031:
Gnowangerup Shire
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Red Morrel 
over + Moort over + Melaleuca in some parts over + scrub all 
over + grass; drainage runs through area and there is a dam at 
the NE comer.
GN001001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum with ± mallee ± 
Acacia pycnantha + scattered Melaleuca’s over ± scattered 
shrubs including Waitzia acuminata all over grass; 5% dead 
trees; two dams at the east edge.
GN001002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Red Morrel 
over + mallee over grass.
GN001003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee wandoo over 
Darwinia sp., Acacia erinacea, a terete sedge Lepidosperma sp., 
Neurachne alopecuroidea, Broombush, M. adnata ± Melaleuca 
spp. all over grass; 5% of the area within a triangular road verge 
abutting the bush is still in a natural condition; a dragon fly and 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Red Morrel 
over + scattered shrubs over grass remnant associated with 
several converging drainage lines.
GN001005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed (small) grove of Moort; 
recently part cleared. [Part Cleared],
GN001006:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed York gum (+) Hakea sp. 
?preissii over grass; western 25% cleared; ± Red Morrel ± 
White gum at north edge. [25% Cleared],
GN001007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Red Morrel 
over grass.
GN001008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + York gum + 
Salmon gum + Red Morrel over grass.
GN001009:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed York gum ± White gum + Red 
Morrel ± Jam over grass with farm buildings.
GNOOIOIO:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed York gum ± White gum ± Red 
Morrel ± Jam over grass; a few understorey shrubs in the SE 
comer.
GNOOlOll:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart - York gum ± Red 
Morrel ± Sheoak over grass.
GNO01012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart - York gum over 
grass; western two-thirds cleared. [66.6% Cleared].
GNO01013
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart - York gum over 
grass.
GNO01014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Salmon gum ± 
Jam over grass.
GNO01015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart - York gum ± Red 
Morrel over grass on + granite outcrop.
GNO01016:
GNO01017
&GNO01018: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart - York gum ± Red 
Morrel over grass.
GNO01019 
& GN001020; SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart - York gum over 
grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart - York gum over 
grass; ± Salmon gum - Red Morrel/York gum ± White gum over
GNO01021:
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grass in the east; York gum over + sedges/chenopods over grass 
in the south with buildings; 5 - 10% dead trees; drainage in the 
south-east.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed with scattered Red Morrel 
over grass.
GN001022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum over grass + farm 
buildings.
GN001023:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage area Swamp 
Sheoak ± Red Morrel ± Jam and Acacia pycnantha over grass ± 
sedges/with chenopods & wire grass couch.
GN001024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage area Swamp 
Sheoak ± Red Morrel ± Jam and Acacia pycnantha over grass.
GN001025:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Red Morrel - White gum - 
Sheoak - Jacksonia BR003008a - York gum over Waitzia 
acuminata over grass over weeds on sand; dam at south edge.
GN001026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage with York gum (± 
Jam) ± granite outcrop over grass.
GN001027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed York gum ± Red Morrel + 
Acacia pycnantha + scattered shrubs over grass.
GN001028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± granite outcrop Red 
Morrel ± open woodland ± York gum over grass.
GN001029:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam over 
grass; 50% dead trees.
GN001030:
MODIFIED Pallerup River Crossing area: Unfenced, 
disturbed Swamp Oak ± Jam + Acacia pycnantha ± chenopods 
in river channel over grass; York gum + Jam over grass in SSW 
part of area.
GNO01031:




&GN001034: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum over grass ± farm 
buildings.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum - Red 
Morrel/York gum + White gum over grass.
GN001035:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed salt affected Chenopod flat 
with swamp Sheoak trees in central part all dead.
GN001036:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Red Morrel 
woodland over grass.
GN001037:
SCATTERED Major salt death zone along Pallerup River.GN001038:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over + Mallee 
wandoo over + Melaleuca over + scrub over + grass; shrubby 
ground layer; borrow pits present in north-west part of this small 
remnant.
GN002001:
MODIFIED Not mapped by the Database: Unfenced, 
disturbed ± gimlet over Mallee wandoo over + Melaleuca over 
grass.
GN002002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage area with White 
gum ± Salmon gum ± Red Morrel over Redheart over mallee 
over Melaleuca spp. includes (Broombush and Melaleuca non- 
Paperbark drainage species) ± Lesser Bottlebrush over mixed 
shrub and herb ground layer Pelargonium australe + grass; 
mallee scrub in north east comer.
GN002003:
MODIFIED Not mapped by the Database: Unfenced, 
disturbed narrow strip of mallee ± scrub.
GN002004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed waterlogged Moort over 
Melaleuca swamp in the west; south of road Swamp yates 
dead/dying - still flooded at this date (17.11.92); Salmon gum ± 
Swamp yate over Paperbark over Melaleuca acuminata and M. 
lateriflora over sedges is the general vegetation cover in the 
remainder.
GN002005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, dead/dying Swamp yates 
over mallee over grass.
GN002006:
MODIFIED Unfenced, undisturbed apart from salinity effects 
mallee over Leptospermum erubescens in parts over scrub and 
heath in the north and Salmon gum ± Swamp yate over 
Paperbark over Melaleuca acuminata and M. lateriflora over 
sedges is the general vegetation cover in the south; broad 
central-northern east-west major salt death zone of Swamp yates 
over Melaleuca spp. - c. 100% mortality apparent.
GN002007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum woodland over 
scattered mallee over shrubs over grass c. 5% dead/dying trees; 
drainage floodway in NW comer.
GN002008:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Salmon gum 
woodland over scattered mallee over shrubs over grass + farm 
buildings; most of southern half cleared leaving a few strips of 
Salmon gum - Red Morrel over York gum over grass.
GN002009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed York gum + Swamp oak 
with a few scattered Salmon gums all over + Hakea sp. ?preissii 
over grass in a drainage area.
GN002010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over ± 
Melaleuca spp. over low grasses over shrubs - chenopods, 
Templetonia sulcata, Lomandra effusa, and Wilsonia humilis - 
in the NW; mallee over grass abutting this community to the 
south; and mallee over Broombush and scattered shrubs over 
grass towards the south end.
GNO02011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over ± scrub - heath 
over grass.
GN002012:
SCATTERED Salt affected drainage.GN002013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart over Moort over 
Melaleuca over scrub.
GN002014:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee ± Salmon gum over 
± York gum over Moort drainage over + Melaleuca over grass; 
mallee over grass fringe.
GN002015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over grass.GN002016:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Moort 3-4 m tree-scrub, some 
open areas, some Salmon gum over grass.
GN002017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum woodland over 
± scattered shrubs over grass.
GN002018:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage, mostly dead trees over 
chenopods.
GN002019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum ± Flooded gum 
woodland over ± scattered shrubs over grass. Part salt killed 
drainage.
GN002020:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum - Red Morrel 
over Redheart over ± sparse shrubs over grass; farm buildings 
present.
GN002021:




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum - Red Morrel 
over Redheart over ± Melaleuca ± Jam over grass.
GN002023:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± Jam 
over grass with farm buildings.
GN002024:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Red Morrel - York gum - 
Redheart + Jam over + Melaleuca over grass.
GN002025:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mostly York gum + Jam 
over grass south of he road; north of the road there is a small 
area of Swamp yate over Broombush over grass in the south­
west comer, and the remainder is unfenced, partly to 
substantially disturbed Sheoak ± Jam ± White gum woodland 
over + scattered shrubs and grass or just grass.
GN002026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over York gum 
over + mallee over grass.
GN002027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage channel Swamp 
yate woodland over + Redheart over + Melaleuca 2-2.5 m 
thicket over grass.
GN002028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart over Moort over 
Melaleuca over scrub in a drainage area.
GN002029:
MODIFIED Appears to be unfenced, disturbed Redheart over 
Moort over Melaleuca over scrub in a drainage low.
GN002030:




Agricultural School farmlands (represented as PUBLIC LAND 
RESERVE); contains a small unfenced disturbed area of Salmon 
gum over mallee over grass in the SE comer - about 1/3Oth of 
the area is bush. [Public Land Reserve: 97% Cleared].
GnowangerupGN002032:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum ± Red Morrel 
over + Moort over + Hibiscus, scattered shrubs and grass.
GN002033:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Diverse mallee communities and 
Moort and Brown Mallet.
GN002035:
GN003001 
& GN03002: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate woodland over 
± Melaleuca over grass.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed with mallee ± Sheoak ± Jam 
over + Melaleuca spp. over sedges, scattered shrubs and grasses 
in the north; Red Morrel ± Salmon gum over Jam in the central- 
north; mallee over scrub over grass in the central-south; Sheoak 
± White gum ± Jam over Leptospermum erubescens ± Dryandra 
± Dianella revoluta over grass in the south and east; vegetation 
of a more open character in the south-west; two dams at the 
north end.
GN003003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed open Red Morrel ± Jam 
over grass in the west; grading to Sheoak ± Jam over natural 
understorey in part otherwise grass all over pale brown sand 
over ± diamictic laterite east.
GN003004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over ± Broombush 
over grass; central drainage hollow lake; 5% of malices 
dead/dying.
GN003005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - Paperbark 
drainage hollow; many Paperbarks dead/dying.
GN003006:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over scrub/heath up 
to c. 30% cover of grass.
GN003007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over lower 
storey Eucalyptus layer over grass associated with a drainage.
GN003008:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed mostly over grass Swamp yate 
± Red Morrel - Sheoak - Jam throughout most of the area; areas 
of Banksia attenuata, WEA07007 and Leptospermum 
erubescens on sand present; some Sheoak over Leptospermum 
erubescens scrub rises associated with probable granite in 
subsurface also present; a limited area of mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub over + grass is present in the NE comer.
GN003009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over Melaleuca 
scrub broad flat drainage area.
GN003010:
MODIFIED Unfenced remnant, disturbed at north end; 
southern half mallee over scrub/heath; an area of woodland over 
bare ground in the north-east part of the southern; northern half 
is a drainage hollow with salt deaths; between the northern and 
southern halves is a breakaway slope.
GNO03011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed subsurface granite domal hill 
with mallee over scrub over grass and Eucalyptus woodland + 
Sheoak on the northern half of the east facing slope.
GN003012:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus woodland ± 
Sheoak.
GN003013:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum over grass.GN003014:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Swamp oak + Jam over grass; 
water in channel.
GN003015:
GN003016: REMNANT Fenced, top quality diverse natural mallee over 
scrub/heath and blue mallee over scrub/heath mosaic.
Road reserve only, indicated as a line ofGN003017: PUBLIC LAND 
scattered trees on the map: ± Sheoak over Blue mallee over 
mixed scrub heath.
MODIFIED Unfenced, substantially disturbed with no 
apparent understorey Swamp yate ± Red Morrel - Sheoak - Jam 
throughout most of the area; areas of Banksia attenuata, 
Jacksonia WEA07007a and Leptospermum erubescens on sand; 
some Sheoaks over Leptospermum erubescens scrub rises 
associated with probable granite in subsurface.
GN003018:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed salt killed drainage with a 
mallee over Melaleuca fringe.
GN003019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over mallee 
over Melaleuca scrub over grass in the north; broad central 
Chenopod drainage fringed by Melaleuca scrub; York gum ± 
Jam over granite ± outcrop slope on the south side of the 
drainage near the road; and fenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate over 
Melaleuca spp. over ± grass in the south.
GN004001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over grass with 
a line of Melaleuca's along the edge of the drainage.
GN004002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over mallee over + Melaleuca over grass.
GN004003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over grass - drainage extends south from this area to 
GN004005; area in between which is designated on the map as 
public land was waterlogged at the time of the survey in mid- 
November.
GN004004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum + 
Jam drainage over grass - drainage extends north from this 
remnant to GN004004; area in between which is designated on 





to GNO04011: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage Swamp yate + 
White gum over + Melaleuca over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed Swamp yate over 
Redheart over Melaleuca scrub over ± grass ± farm buildings.
GN005001:
REMNANT Appears from road to be fenced, undisturbed 
mallee and mallee scrub towards south end and Swamp yate - 
Salmon gum over mallee over scrub at the north end.
GN005002:
REMNANT One-third at west end cleared. Of the remainder 
the northern half is unfenced, mostly undisturbed York gum ± 
Jam over Melaleuca elliptica - Broombush and Waitzia 
acuminata dominated ground layer + grass (Stipa spp.) on ± 
outcropping + flat granite; and the southern half is mallee over 
Allocasuarina campestris - Melaleuca acuminata shrubland 
over a low c. 50 cm shrubby ground layer.
GN005003:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed diverse natural mallee - 
Broombush scrub heath on buff sand over clay soil; community 
similar to GN002035a + Leucopogon ?gibbosus, but no 
Dryandra's or Banks ids observed.
GN005004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed tall gum Red Morrel 
woodland over Jam - Redheart mallee - mallee over Melaleuca 
scrub over ± grass.
GN005005:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± Jam over 
+ Melaleuca over grass.
GN005006:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed drainage low area of Swamp 
yate + Jam + Melaleuca ± scattered shrub s/sedges over grass.
GN005007:
MODFEED Unfenced, disturbed + Swamp yate over ± York 
gum ± Jam over ± Melaleuca over grass.
GN005008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jam ± Sheoak ± granite 




MODIFIED/SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate 
(10% dead) ± Sheoak + York gum + Jam over ± Paperbark in 
channel over chenopods over grass in drainage low area.
GN005010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Swamp yate over mallee ± 
Jam + Melaleuca over grass.
GNO05011:
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MODIFIED/SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate 
(5% dead/dying) over + York gum + Jam + Paperbark over + 
sedges, chenopods and grass in drainage low area.
GN005012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Red Morrel over mallee 
over grass.
GN005013:
GN005014: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over + 
Melaleuca ± Jam over grass in drainage low area.
GN005015: MODIFIED/SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Red 
Morrel over mallee ± Jam over grass.
GN005016: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee ± Jam over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed + open Red Morrel 
woodland over ± York gum over + Jam + granite outcrop over 
grass associated with NW-SE drainage; ± Paperbark + 
chenopods in channel linking this remnant with GN005019 to 
the south-east and east.
GN005017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Red Morrel 
woodland over + York gum over + Jam + granite outcrop over 
grass associated with NW-SE drainage; ± Paperbark + 
chenopods in channel linking this remnant with GN005018 to 
the north-west.
GN005018:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed + Swamp yate over Swamp 
Gimlet, mallee over Melaleuca spp. ± grass.
GN005019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over scattered 
shrubs over grass.
GN005020:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed Swamp Gimlet ± Gimlet 
over Paperbark over chenopods ± grass.
GN005021:
MODIFIED/SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum 
- Red Morrel over mallee + Jam over grass.
GN005022:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed remnant with a water-filled 
fast flowing channel, and fringing Swamp yate over Melaleuca 
over grass and chenopods.
GN005023:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed drainage low area with a 
major zone of salt deaths of Swamp yate over ± scattered 
Paperbarks and Swamp Gimlet over chenopods.
GN005024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed lake depression with 
Paperbark swamp - chenopods with fringing Swamp yate and
GN005025:
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Swamp Gimlet; SE side and southern half of centre cleared; 
northern half of lake centre waterlogged; unfenced, disturbed 
Red Morrel - Salmon gum over Swamp Gimlet along north-west 
fringe; south-west fringe comprised of abundant Swamp yate 
over grass; significant number i.e. up to 60% dead trees along 
the central part of the west side.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark over Chenopod 
drainage with fringing Swamp yate - Sheoak - Jam over grass.
GN005026:
(See Detailed) (see GN009014) Mosaic ofREMNANT
mixed mallee - scrub - heath.. Drawings on the map indicate 
parts of the northern extension which have been cleared. [Part 
Cleared].! 1
GN006009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over + mallee 
over ± Melaleuca over grass.
GN006027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± mallee 
over ± Melaleuca over grass in the northern half and mallee over 
Broombush over scattered shrubs over grass in the south.
GN006028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Jam over 
grass in a drainage low area.
GN006029:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jam ± Sheoak ± York gum 
over shrubland over grass; old chimney present.
GN006030:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed + Swamp yate over + Jam ± 
York gum over± sedges and grass.
GN006031:
REMNANT Excellent quality, diverse natural mallee over 
scrub/heath.
GN006032:
Road reserve edge bush only shown as aGN006033: PUBLIC LAND 
green line at the south side of the road verge on the field map - 
diverse natural heath ± mallee/Broombush.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
ovtr Melaleuca generally over grass drainage.
GN006034:
Remnant 89 (see GN009014).GN006035:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over a 
Eucalyptus 3-5 m layer ovtr Melaleuca over grass.
GN008001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed 2-3 m Moort over 
Melaleuca over grass swamp.
GN008002:
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MODIFIED Apparently unfenced, disturbed mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. scrub.
GN008003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark swamp over 
chenopods with fringing Swamp yate over Swamp Gimlet.
GN008004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over 
Melaleuca spp. ± Jam over grass and ± fringing mallee or 
Swamp Gimlet.
GN008005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark swamp over 
chenopods with fringing Swamp yate over Swamp Gimlet over 
Melaleuca spp.; 95% of Swamp yates and Melaleucds dead; a 
significant proportion 40-60% of Paperbarks in the swamp 




& GN008008: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark swamp over 
chenopods with fringing Swamp yate over Swamp Gimlet.




to GN008012: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark swamp over 
chenopods with fringing Swamp yate over Swamp Gimlet.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed series of flooded lake lows, 
with fringing + Swamp yate over Redheart - Gimlet over Swamp 
Gimlet over Melaleuca, interspersed with cleared areas which 
are in pasture or crop.
GN008013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over 
Melaleuca spp. ± Jam over grass and + fringing mallee or 
Swamp Gimlet generally, with Paperbark ± chenopods in 
channel and Swamp yate over grass at the east end.
GN008014:
CLEARED Cleared apart from a small area of Moort along 
the west edge.
GN008015:
Same polygon to R & U but differentPUBLIC LAND 
tenure. Mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub in road verge - ref. 
swampy area R68 c/d.
GN008016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over 




Same polygon to P & U but differentGN008018: PUBLIC LAND 
tenure - along Ongerup - Jerramungup Road. Mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. scrub in road verge - ref. swampy area R68 c/d 
in the western one-third; some minor (to-date) road edge grass 
encroachment; mixed Blue mallee over mallee and scrub heath as
in W. O'Halloran's bush (R76) in the central one-half, with a 
small area of Moort community and then a mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. scrub area in the remainder. South along road 
from Ongerup - Jerramungup Road have generally excellent 
condition alternating width areas of mallee o\& Melaleuca scrub 
and Moort over Melaleuca scrub communities with minor low 
floodout areas of Swamp yate over Melaleuca in the south. 
Soils generally clays/clay loams all with water laying on the 
surface at the time of observation.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark swamp over 
chenopods with fringing Swamp yate over Swamp Gimlet; all 
central Paperbarks dead.
GN008019:
MODIFIED Salt killed drainage low; all central shrubs dead 
over chenopods; an area of fringing Redheart over mallee over 
Melaleuca to the south.
GN008020:
REMNANT Same polygon to P & R but different tenure. 
Diverse natural mallee over Broombush - scrub - heath.
GN008021:
MODIFIED Burnt, cleared, regenerating mallee over scrub - 
heath.
GN009001:
Road verge remnant - mixed mallee andGN009002: PUBLIC LAND 
Tallerack over Broombush - Melaleuca spp. scrub in the west 
and Moort over Melaleuca spp. community towards the east. 
[Public Land],
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Melaleuca spp. over 
chenopods over grass.
GN009003:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate over Swamp 
oak over Melaleuca spp. including Broombush - Hakea 
lissocarpha - Acacia sp. over herbaceous - grassy ground layer.
GN009004:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate over Swamp 
oak over Melaleuca spp. including Broombush - Hakea 
lissocarpha - Acacia sp. over herbaceous - grassy ground layer 
in drainage area.
GN009005:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate over Swamp 
oak over Melaleuca spp. including Broombush - Hakea 
lissocarpha - Acacia sp. over herbaceous - grassy ground layer.
GN009006:
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Road verge remnant; from west to eastGN009007: PUBLIC LAND 
heath + mallee, mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub, Swamp yate 
over Swamp oak over Melaleuca spp. drainages in part, then 
more mallee over Melaleuca spp., then diverse natural scrub - 
heath ± malices. On adjoining road to the east, to the north and 
south the vegetation is comprised of diverse natural scrub - heath 
± malices, and to the north some Tallerack scrub/heath, a 
Swamp yate over Paperbark over shrub layer valley, more mallee 
over Melaleuca spp. scrub, and at the north end Swamp yate 
over Swamp oak over + Melaleuca over grass. In the south the 
road verge remnant bush is diverse natural mallee over scrub and 
heath. [Public Land, apart from drainage extensions into private 
land].
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Swamp 
oak over + Melaleuca over grass.
GN009008:
REMNANT Fenced, diverse natural mallee over scrub over 
heath and a central southern domal hill area carrying 
Allocasuarma campestris, Calothamnus quadrifidus and etc.
GN009009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Swamp 
oak over + Melaleuca over + sedges over grass south of the 
road. Paperbark swamp drainages extend into farmlands to the 
north of the road.
GN009010:
GNO09011 
& GN009012: MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate over Swamp 
oak over Melaleuca spp. including Broombush - Hakea 
lissocarpha - Acacia sp. over herbaceous - grassy ground layer 
in drainage area.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp oak over 
Leptospermum sp. LG16020c/d with a mallee over 
Leptospermum scrub fringe.
GN009013:
REMNANT Remnant 89: Drawings on the map indicate parts 





to KEN01004: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland ± Brown mallet slopes on ± granite outcrop ± gravel 
rises mostly over bare ground or grass.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum woodland ± 
Brown mallet - mallee over Dryandra etc. scrub on gravel slopes 
over grass.
KEN01005:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed White gum - Salmon gum - 
Red Morrel woodland over herbaceous ground layer, scattered 
shrubs and/or weeds/grasses - species observed include Ursinia 
anthemoides, Rhagodia preissii on hard ironstone substrate; 
close cover of dark-red brown ferruginous gravel; grades to 
Sheoak - Jam woodland in the south with Borya ± over 
herbaceous species, Gastrolobium trilobum, Caladenia jlava - 
evidence for shallow subsurface granite.
KEN01006:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - White gum - 
Salmon gum - Red Morrel over leaf litter + grass.
KEN01007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed dam catchment White gum - 
Sheoak woodland over Parrot Bush + Blackboy scrub all over 
leaf litter or grass on gravel soil.
KEN01008:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed understorey White gum 
woodland over dead timber and grass.
KEN01009:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed White gum ± Salmon gum - 
Red Morrel woodland over scattered shrubs, herbage and/or 
grass - dam catchment.
KEN01010:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed understorey White gum - 




& KEN01013: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Salmon gum over mallee 
over mixed scrub-heath on gravel soil.
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum - 
Red Morrel woodland over mallee over ± 2m Melaleuca 
shrubland over grass.
KEN01014:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum - 
Morrel woodland over mallee over grass.
KEN01015:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum - 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
mallee over herbaceous ground layer on gravel soil ± heath; 
some gravel extraction.
KEN01017:




& KEN01020: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed edge zone Swamp yate ± 
Jam woodland with Paperbark - samphire/sedge swampy areas 
fringing lakes or broad sedge/rush flats; significant tree and 
shrub deaths - up to 80% or so in parts or replacement by grass 
occurring; subject to floods of up to 2 m; very wet at time of 
observation (September).
KEN02001 
to KEN02002: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over ± mallee 
over + grass; all flooded.
Fenced, disturbed mallee over ± Melaleuca overKEN02003: MODIFIED
grass.
Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over malleeKEN02004: MODIFIED
over grass.
KEN02005 
& KEN02006: Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over malleeMODIFIED
over + grass.
Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over malleeMODIFIED
over grass.
KEN02007:
Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over malleeKEN02008: MODIFIED
over ± grass.
MODIFIED Part-fenced, part unfenced, disturbed swampy 
low area of Salmon gum ± Red Morrel woodland over mallee 
(see LG13017d) + Pimelea sp. (LG15009d) + Olearia muelleri 
and Melaleuca spp. {Melaleuca adnata, M. lateriflora, M. 
acuminata) + prostrate Rhagodia and Atriplex spp., 
Templetonia sulcata, and Hakea sp. ?preissii (with 4-5 cm 
pungent terete leaves) over grasses/herbs; eastern extension 
unfenced disturbed over + grass; remainder with an apparently 
disturbed ground layer due to encroachment by pasture grasses.
KEN02009:




MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed swampy low area of Salmon 
gum + Red Morrel woodland over mallee (see LG13017d - 50% 
of bush mallee Eucalyptus spp. not in flower) + Pimelea sp. 
(LG15009d) + Olearia muelleri and Melaleuca spp. (Melaleuca 
adnata, M. lateriflora, M. acuminata) + prostrate Rhagodia and 
Atriplex spp., Templetonia sulcata, and Hakea sp. ?preissii 
(with 4-5 cm pungent terete leaves) over grasses/herbs.
KEN02011:
KEN02012 
to KEN02018: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum woodland over 
mallee, mostly disturbed over grass - some associated with 
breakaway slopes, all on gravel.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Salmon gum woodland 
over ironstone mallee and scrub-heath on gravel soil, associated 
with breakaways; good condition, but some parts over grass.
KEN02019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Sheoak - Jam + York gum 
tall shrubland over shrubs and/or grass on flat ± granite outcrop 
substrate.
KEN02020:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum - Red Morrel 




to KEN02025: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart tall shrubland over 
grass associated with ironstone slopes.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over grass.KEN02026:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum - White gum 
woodland over York gum mallee ± Jam over + Melaleuca open 
sparse tall shrubland over grass.
KEN02027:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum 
- White gum woodland + mallee over grass with farm buildings.
KEN02028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum - White gum 




to KEN02032: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed dense tall mallee 
woodland ± over grass.
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed mosaic mallee scrub heath in 
excellent condition; N-S ridge down centre carries taller mallee; 
species composition similar to McDougall (Quartiming N.R. on
KEN02033:
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map) N.R. - but area appears not to have been burnt for a 
significantly longer period and add Hakea corymbosa and 
Blackboy with depressed diamond TS leaf = Xanthorrhoea 
nana.
KEN02034: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart tall 
shrubland over grass.
KEN02035 
to KEN02037: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart tall 
shrubland over grass associated with ironstone slopes.
KEN02038: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum - York gum - 
Jam woodland over grass in drainage - significant salt deaths 
evident in parts - 60% deaths locally; rubbish dump and very full 
dam present.
KEN02039 
& KEN02040: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart tall 
shrubland over grass associated with ironstone slopes.
KEN02041: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over scrub- 
heath.
KEN02042: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed granite dome with 
Leptospermum erubescens ± mallee wandoo Allocasuarina 
campestris - Acacia lasiophylla and Tall Sand-mallee over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart tall 
shrubland over grass associated with ironstone slopes.
KEN02043:
REMNANT Intact natural slope mallee and scrub vegetation.KEN02044:
KEN02045 
& KEN02046: MODIFIED Disturbed, natural condition mallee over 
Broombush scrub ± granite ± breakaway community.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed + breakaway over granite 
and associated species - mallee and scrub.
KEN02047:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over Allocasuarina 
campestris + Jam ± Leptospermum erubescens over grass on ± 
exposed granite.
KEN02048:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jam - York gum + Salmon 
gum over mixed natural herbaceous ground layer in part and 




& KEN02051: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± granite outcrop areas 
dominated by Jam - Sheoak over mixed herb ground layer or 
pasture grass; abundant dead timber laying on the ground.
MODIFIED Unfenced at road verge mallee over ± Melaleuca 
spp. scrub; ± swampy Salmon gum over mallee over scrub- 
heath; area flooded with water (which is still flowing) at road 
verge and internally; ground very boggy - you sink with each 
step; 20% of tall trees dead. Plants present include 
Leptospermum erubescens, Phebalium tuberculosum ssp. 
tuberculosum, 6 mm wide sharp edge flat sedge, Baeckea sp. 
with pink flower and continuous staminal ring (as at LG15009), 
Goodenia ajfinis, Prostanthera (LG15009), Pea with spines 
(R68c/d), Isopogon axillaris, Calytrix lechenaultii. Tall Sand- 
mallee, Grevillea sp. with fine divided pungent leaves (?G. 
paniculatd), Hibbertia enervia, Dodonaea bursariifolia. Acacia 
?biJlora, Broombush, M. pentagona, M. adnata, M. acuminata. 
Swamp Gimlet, Baeckea crispijlora, Loxocarya aspera and 
Guichenotia micrantha. Species composition similar to 
McDougall (Quartiming N.R. on map) N.R. Fauna: variety of 
bird calls heard, wood ducks, ducks, and 28 parrots seen, also 
bees.
KEN02052:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam ± Salmon 
gum woodland over grass.
KEN03001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed natural Brown mallet slope 
and mallee over scrub associated with a narrow, E-W gravel 
slope ± Salmon gum + Red Morrel.
KEN03002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum ± Sheoak + 
Jam woodland with scattered shrubs and Blackboy over a 
herbaceous ground layer on + granite outcrop; good variety of 
orchids present.
KEN03003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed salt affected Salmon gum 
over mallee drainage with fringing Sheoak ± York gum - Jam ± 
Salmon gum over grass.
KEN03004:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Nyabing Siding: Unfenced, 
disturbed Sheoak + York gum - Jam ± Salmon gum over grass.
KEN03005:
REMNANT Fenced, apparently undisturbed Salmon gum 
woodland over mallee and scrub in the south and west, a WNW- 
ESE mallee drainage in the centre and an area of granite domal 




MODIFIED Hill top, unfenced, scrub - heath + mallee fringe 
± disturbed fringe cf KEN03034; large water tank on hill top; 
gravel soil.
KEN03007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak 
Leptospermum erubescens tall shrubland grading through York 
gum over low mallee on ± shallow granite all over grass.
Jam +KEN03008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum 
woodland ± mallee over Melaleuca and other shrubs and grass + 
rushes, ground herbage and Olearia muelleri.
KEN03009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum 
woodland ± mallee owtv Melaleuca and other shrubs and grass + 
rushes, ground herbage and Olearia muelleri - area partly 
flooded.
KEN03010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum 
woodland ± mallee ovqt Melaleuca and other shrubs and grass + 
rushes, ground herbage and Olearia muelleri - drainage present.
KEN03011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over Melaleuca spp. 
drainage over grass.
KEN03012:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum 
woodland ± mallee over Melaleuca and other shrubs and grass + 
rushes, ground herbage and Olearia muelleri, ± 70% unfenced, 
disturbed over grass - mostly Eucalyptus.
KEN03013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum 
woodland ± mallee over Melaleuca and other shrubs and grass + 
rushes, ground herbage and Olearia muelleri.
KEN03014:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey mallee (mostly) 
with a few scattered shrubs over leaf litter on a gravel rise.
KEN03015:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed + Salmon gum woodland ± 
mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub understorey; low + swampy, 
waterlogged area.
KEN03016:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed ± Salmon gum woodland ± 
mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub understorey; low ± swampy, 
waterlogged area - dam in north-east comer.
KEN03017:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed ± Salmon gum woodland ± 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Swamp yate - 
Salmon gum woodland over Melaleuca spp. ± Callistemon 
(Bottlebrush) shrubland mostly over grass - swampy low 
waterlogged areas in east.
KEN03019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Swamp yate - 
Salmon gum woodland over Melaleuca spp. ± Callistemon 
(Bottlebrush) shrubland mostly over grass - swampy low 
waterlogged areas in east - area includes a major, approximately 
east-west drainage; at west end is Salmon gum woodland over + 
mallee over + Melaleuca spp. and shrubs - with significantly 
disturbed understorey mostly over grass.
KEN03020:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over grass.KEN03021:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - Salmon gum 
woodland over grass in a topographic low area.
KEN03022:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed, flooded, flowing Swamp 
yate over Melaleuca 1 m scrub swamp + grass.
KEN03023:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum woodland over 
± mallee over ± Melaleuca spp. and shrubs - with significantly 
disturbed understorey mostly over grass.
KEN03024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Moort - Redheart ± Swamp 




& KEN03027: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Salmon gum over mallee 
over Melaleuca scrub.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam over grass 
over + outcropping granite.
KEN03028:
REMNANT Fenced, part disturbed mallee and scrub 
vegetation (KEN03034/KEN 12003b - McDougall N.R. a/b) of 
excellent condition mostly on gravel soil; limited area of Silver 
mallee.
KEN03029:
REMNANT Fenced, part disturbed mallee and scrub 
vegetation (KEN03034/KEN 12003b - McDougall N.R. a/b) of 
excellent condition mostly on gravel soil; limited area of Silver 





Road verge remnant - ref. KEN12003c.KEN03032: PUBLIC LAND 
[Public Land],
Fenced to paddock, good conditionKEN03033: PUBLIC LAND 
mallee (includes Tall Sand-mallee) over Broombush over heath 
cf KEN03034/KEN12003b - indicator species of shallow granite 
present - minor grassy edge disturbance in part. [?Public Land],




MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed mallee over Broombush and 
o\her Melaleuca spp. ref KEN12003b.
KEN03036:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey Salmon gum - 
Jam + Melaleuca spp. ± sedges all over grass.
KEN03037:




& KEN05003: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed, quite dense mallee 
over scrub-heath.
KEN05004 
to KEN05006: REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed, highly diverse mixed 
natural community of dense mallee, scrub and heath on gravel ± 
laterite.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Salmon gum over 
mallee over Melaleuca scrub LG13018d + Leptospermum 
erubescens. Acacia erinacea, Exocarpos aphyllus, Olearia 
cassiniae, Pimelea sp. LG15009d, Senna sp. (= Cassia) with 2 
pairs of leaflets, Dampiera lavandulacea, Westringia rigida, 
Loxocarya aspera, and the Lesser Bottlebrush over grass.
KEN05007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee - Redheart over 
Melaleuca spp. (Broombush, M. ?undulata, M. lateriflora, & 
M. spicigera) + Olearia muelleri on buff brown clay loam.
KEN05008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed 3-5 m mallee over 
scrub - heath vegetation on gravel soil in dam catchment; 
reduced in area a little from that shown on the plan.
KEN05009:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Salmon gum - 
Blackbutt woodland over mallee and/or Jam to 3-5 m over 
Melaleuca scrub + sedge/rush areas.
KEN05010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Blackbutt woodland over 
+ Melaleuca 1.8-3 m shrubland over chenopods and grasses on a 
rise fringing a salt lake.
KEN05011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Blackbutt ± fluted bark 
gum (probably Gimlet) woodland over Atriplex nummularia, 
Lycium australe, Templetonia sulcata, Pigface {Carpobrotus 
sp.), Samphires, grasses and herbs; open mallee over Samphires 
and grasses or just Samphires in low areas - c. 30% deaths of 
mallees from salt.
KEN05012:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed mallee over Melaleuca scrub 
over Samphires - c. 20% salt-killed shrubs.
KEN05013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Blackbutt woodland ± 
over Melaleuca 1.8-2.0 m scrub over grasses, herbs and 
Samphires or just Samphires, in natural saline depressions or 
fringing water-filled salt lakes - salt spray from salt lakes is 
blown into frothy masses at down-wind edges of salt lakes and 
then out into adjacent country - this material subsequently 
contributes to the salinity of adjacent country when it is washed 
into the soil profile with rain.
KEN05014:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Salmon gum over 
mallee over Melaleuca scrub LG13018d + Leptospermum 
erubescens. Acacia erinacea, Exocarpos aphyllus, Olearia 
cassiniae, Pimelea sp. LG15009d, Senna sp. (= Cassia) with 2 
pairs of leaflets, Dampiera lavandulacea, Westringia rigida, 
Loxocarya aspera, and the Lesser Bottlebrush over grass.
KEN05015:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed remnant with Salmon 
gum woodland in part and in lower country mallee - Redheart 
over Melaleuca spp. scrub, Leptospermum erubescens scrub 
and/or heath depending on soil sand content.
KEN05016:
KEN06001 
& KEN06002: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Eucalyptus woodland 
over ± Melaleuca spp. scrub and or grass.
CLEARED Not seen, ?Cleared. [219 Ha].KEN06003:




SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate 
open woodland over mallee over grass with farm buildings at the 
west end.
KEN06005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over grass in a 
drainage leading to a dam.
KEN06006:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over Melaleuca spp. 
scrub over grass.
KEN06007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed saline lake with fringing 
Melaleuca scrub ± Swamp yate and mallees all over Samphires - 
up to 100% mortality Melaleuca shrubs and eucalypts in parts.
KEN06008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Gimlet (fluted bark 
eucalypt) over Broombush over grass.
KEN08001:
North-South Road Verge Remnant: Edge 




Leptospermum erubescens, Hakea spp., Melaleuca pungens 
mixed scrub/thicket ± heath on gravel soil in the north; then 
towards the south have, ± open Salmon gum over Gimlet; mallee 
over leaf litter with sparse shrubland; an area of KEN14001 = 
Diverse, natural, low 2-3 m Tallerack and scrub over heath; 
mostly (heath) less than 1 m tall on sandy loam soil - depth of 
sandy loam (over laterite) influences plant species composition; 
then more 3-4 m mallee Allocasuarina acutivalvis.
Leptospermum erubescens, Hakea spp., Melaleuca pungens 
mixed scrub/thicket ± heath on gravel soil; mallee over scrub- 
heath; a Silver mallet rise; KEN12003a/b excluding Tallerack; 3- 
4 m mallee Allocasuarina acutivalvis, Leptospermum 
erubescens, Hakea spp., Melaleuca pungens mixed scrub/thicket 
+ heath on gravel soil; KEN12003a^ excluding Tallerack - 
excellent condition - southern portion burnt 10+ years ago. 
[Public Land].
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum - Gimlet - 
Redheart over Melaleuca spp. 1.2 m shrubland over ± like 
KEN120003b.
KEN08003:
North-South Road Verge Remnant: EdgePUBLIC LAND 
disturbed R76b in the north; then towards the south 3-4 m 
mallee - Allocasuarina acutivalvis, Leptospermum erubescens, 
Hakea spp., Melaleuca pungens mixed scrub/thicket ± heath on 
gravel soil; KEN12003b; a Salmon gum woodland over mallee 
drainage; then KEN 12003b; then Silver + Brown mallet 
woodland over tall shrubland see list for Silver mallet area (see 




MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed drainage with Salmon 
gum ± Swamp yate woodland over ± mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. ± Callistemon shrubland over sedges and rushes and typical 
Salmon gum shrubland (with Quandong, Broombush and 




& KEN08007: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee and heath at 
fringe of flat granite; fairly disturbed ± over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum 
woodland with a few Melaleuca shrubs in the understorey + 
mallee all over grass or leaf litter.
KEN08008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee and heath at 
fringe of flat granite; fairly disturbed ± over grass.
KEN08009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over Gimlet.KEN08010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Salmon gum woodland 
over 3-4 m mallee and Redheart over Melaleuca spp. (as R69d) 
over ± Senna (= Cassia) sp., Olearia muelleri, (Flat 
Templetonia =) Templetonia sulcata + weeds and grasses.
KEN08011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed drainage with Salmon 
gum + Swamp yate woodland over + mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. ± Callistemon shrubland over sedges and rushes and typical 
Salmon gum shrubland (with Quandong, and Pimelea) in parts 
or grasses/weeds.
KEN08012:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over Gimlet 
over Redwood mallee over + Melaleuca acuminata - M. adnata 
shrubland over grass/leaf litter on clay loam high ground.
KEN08013:
MODIFIED Mallee over scrub-heath.KEN08014:
Mallet woodland on ± breakaway area -PUBLIC LAND
excellent condition. [Public Land].
KEN08015:
KEN08016 
to KEN08020: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallet woodland on ± 
breakaway area.





to KEN08026: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed tree mallee (Eucalyptus sp.) 
over mallee over ± Melaleuca spp. or grass = degraded 
KEN12003b.
KEN08027
&KEN08028: MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Salmon gum open woodland 
± over Sheoak or mallee, sedges, grass and scattered shrubs on 
loamy soil about a drainage -10-15% dead trees.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus spp. - tree 
mallee woodland over Melaleuca sp. 1.3 m scrub over grass 
with farm buildings.
KEN08029:
Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum over malleeMODIFIED
leaf litter or grass; saline lake with fringing Swamp yate over 
Melaleuca spp. over Samphires - significant deaths of 
Melaleuca's in salt lakes.
KEN08030:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed saline lake with fringing 
Swamp yate over Melaleuca spp. over Samphires in the north - 
significant deaths of Melaleuca's in salt lakes - fair condition; in 
the middle R76b/c and Gimlet o\qt Melaleuca-, and in the south 
unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over + Melaleuca with farm 
buildings.
KEN08031:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon 
gum over mallee leaf litter or grass.
KEN08032:
KEN08033 
& KEN08034: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed KEN12003b/c and Gimlet 
over Melaleuca, otherwise mallee over + Melaleuca.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed tree mallee (Eucalyptus sp.) 
over mallee over + Melaleuca spp. or grass = degraded 
KEN12003b.
KEN08036:
North-South then North-East - South-PUBLIC LAND 
West Road Verge Remnant: Edge disturbed R76a in the north; 
then to the south KEN12003b; c; a mallet ridge; KEM12003b; a 
narrow band of KEN12003c; followed by more KEN12003b; 
several large road gravel pits; followed by KEN 12003c; 
KEN12003b/c and a borrow pit at the south end before the bend 
to the south-west; from the bend in the south-west direction 
mostly KEN12003b with a limited area of KEN12003a near the 
south-west end (see map). [Public Land],
KEN08037:





& KEN08040: REMNANT Unfenced, apparently good condition mallet over 
mallee over scrub on breakaway ridges and slopes.
North-West - South-East Road VergePUBLIC LAND 
Remnant: Edge disturbed mosaic of KEN 12003b/KEN 14001/ 
LG16021 c/d; appears that everything apart from Tallerack 
occurs here; the paddock fringe is ± disturbed with grass 
encroachment occurring, but this is of a limited nature to-date. 
[Public Land],
KEN08041:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum woodland over 
mallee drainage.
KEN08042:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed KEN12003b.KEN08043:
SCATTERED Unfenced, grazed understorey mallee over leaf 
litter and grass.
KEN09001:
WSW - ENE Road Verge Remnant:PUBLIC LAND 
From WSW is Edge disturbed mosaic KEN12003a/b with some 
gravel extraction up to road junction; then to the ENE mallee 
over sedgeland and mallee over heath; KEN 12003a (± gravel 
extraction); KEN12003b (± small area of KEN12003c) - gravel 
extraction; then KEN12003a; followed by more KEN12003b. 




& KEN09004: MODIFIED Bush as KEN12003a + b.
REMNANT Unfenced, disturbed mosaic KEN 12003a^/c + 
granite area with associated plants - Allocasuarina campestris, 
Melaleuca elliptica, etc. + Calothamnus quadrifidus, Grevillea 
hookeriana (= Grevillea divided leaf toothbrush species) = 
diverse natural heath in more sandy situations with Hakea 
baxteri and flat stem Jacksonia.
KEN09005:
KEN09006 
& KEN09007: REMNANT Appears to be mosaic KEN 12003a/b/c.
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed ± Salmon gum + tall 
fluted bark gum (Eucalyptus aff. annulatd) over 4-6 m tree 
mallee over Melaleuca spp. (includes Melaleuca acuminata, M. 
?undulata, M. sheathiana), Olearia muelleri and O. cassiniae, 
Templetonia egena, Rhagodia preissii, Dodonaea angustissima. 
Acacia lasiocarpa, A. glaucoptera, Maireana triptera, 
Exocarpos aphyllus on pale brown clay loam; and ± Moort 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed low clay plain dominated by 
Melaleuca spp. over Samphires ± mallee - significant salt deaths 
of Melaleuca (to 100% in low areas) and the Samphires replace 
these in the increasingly saline conditions; some Blackbutt and 
Salmon gum on high ground; mallee is Swamp Gimlet; 
Melaleuca's, include M. pauperijlora. Remnant includes 5 
locations. Road running east of the remnant is closed.
KEN09010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus sp. woodland 
over mallee drainage; significant tree deaths evident.
KEN09011:
SCATTERED Tall eucalypt wooded drainage.KEN09012:
REMNANT Unfenced, disturbed at road edge.KEN09013:
a. Mallee over Melaleuca spp. 80-100 cm heath on buff grey cracking clay with 
Melaleuca adnata, M. pentagona, M. lateriflora, M. adnata. 
Open-fruited mallee, Grevillea pectinata, Boronia inornata, 
Templetonia sulcata, Acacia biflora, Eucalyptus 
transontinentalis (mallee), Hibbertia enervia, Baeckea sp. R68c, 
egg & bacon fine leaf pea R68c/d, Gahnia ancistrophylla, 
Cryptandra pungens, Leptospermum erubescens, Daviesia 
benthamii, Broombush, Lepidosperma sp. 4 mm flat sedge, 
Hakea marginata, Lepidosperma sp. 9 mm hairy edge flat sedge, 
Lyperanthus nigricans (basal leaves) and granite indicator 
species Allocasuarina campestris. Acacia erinacea, Calytrix 
lechenaultii, Borya nitida, Drosera huegellii, also present 
Neurachne alopecuroidea, revolute leaf egg and bacon flower 
poison, multi-divided leaf Petrophile, Dampiera lavandulacea, 
Lysinema ciliatum var. ericoides, Isopogon axillaris, ± 
leucogranite cobbles, Exocarpos aphyllus, Verticordia acerosa, 
slender banana-fruit dodder, Stylidium pink flower/small species, 
and Crested Pigeons, Flies, Mosquitoes - grades through mallee 
over scrub - heath i.e. LG15009c (excluding Tallerack) and 
LG15009a, then more of the same in a mosaic pattern about 
saline hollows.
b. Mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub - heath - variable soil types from clay through 
sandy loam influence the species composition; diverse natural - 
some borrow pits + edge disturbance at road verge; water laying 
in road gutters suggesting a shallow water table.
c. 5-6 m mallee over 80 cm - 2 m shrubland and heath on buff brown sandy loam ± 
laterite gravel; very good condition, apparently not disturbed.
d. Salt lake with fringing Melaleuca thicket - heavily waterlogged due to road; salt 
deaths of malices becoming significant.
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MODIFIED Mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub with Eremaea 
pauciflora, Hakea sp. (elongate leaf with edge spines - 2 one 
side of leaf and one on the other) and Leptospermum sp. deep 
pink flower (LG15009) around a drainage hollow.
KEN09014:
Predominantly North-South Road VergePUBLIC LAND 
Remnant: Edge disturbed mosaic of KEN12003a/b/c; more 
mature as not burnt in 1968 like KEN 12003. [Public Land],
KEN09015:
South-West - North-East Road VergeKEN09016: PUBLIC LAND 
Remnant: Edge disturbed mosaic of LG12003a/b/c, with 
sections of Salmon gum over mallee over Melaleuca. [Public 
Land],
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed mosaic of LG12003a/b/c; 
more mature as not burnt in 1968 like LG12003.
KEN09017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed low clay plain dominated by 
Melaleuca spp. over Samphires ± mallee - significant salt deaths 
of Melaleuca (to 100% in low areas) and the Samphires replace 
these in the increasingly saline conditions; some Blackbutt and 
Salmon gum on high ground; mallee is Swamp Gimlet; 
Melaleuca's include M. pauperiflora.
KEN09018:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Allocasuarina 
campesths + Acacia lasiophylla shrubland over dwarf scrub 
associated with flat granite outcrop, with fringing mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. scrub over shrubland; small leaf Trymalium (of 
R6) present.
KEN10001:
MODIFIED Fenced, undisturbed, formerly (cleared) chained, 
burned regenerating mallee over Broombush ± heath sp.
KEN 10002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, generally undisturbed to date Swamp 
yate over mixed 2-2.5 m Melaleuca spp. (including Paperbark) 
shrubland over sedges etc. cf LG15009d but much more dense. 
Water-filled drainage - road has apparently blocked water 
movement so salt decline likely.
KEN 10003:
Diverse, natural mallee (including MalleePUBLIC LAND 
wandoo) or Broombush and mixed heath to 1 m tall; species as 
LG 1602Id + Hakea marginata, Trymalium small leaf sp. (R6) 
and Phebalium tuberculosum. [Public Land].
KEN 10004:
MODIFIED Not accessible.KEN 10005:
Road Verge Remnant: Open mallee andPUBLIC LAND 
heath, diverse, natural on gravel soil; composition as 
LG15009a/c, but no Tallerack. [Public Land].
KEN 10006:
100
SCATTERED Unfenced Salmon gum woodland over mallee 
over Melaleuca spp. around a salt lake within which all 
Melaleuca's are dead.
KEN11001:
West-East Road Verge Remnant: From 
west to east (1) LG12003b; (2) mallee over KEN14001 in 
generally excellent condition (apart from a gravel borrow pit 
rubbish dump); (3) mallee (Tall Sand-mallee, Swamp Gimlet) 
over Melaleuca spp. (Broombush, Melaleuca pentagona, M. 
lateriflora and Melaleuca thick leaved LG16021/15 = 
lurceolaris) spp. swamp - significant mallee senescence due to 
salt, which is becoming evident - whole area heavily flooded, 
with road only just passable - other plants present Exocarpos 
aphyllus, Olearia cassiniae, Leptospermum 
Leptospermum deep pink flower, Neurachne alopecuroidea, 
Leucopogon minutifolius, Dampiera lavandulacea, Acacia sp. 
LSI5009 with 3 cm thickened terete hooked tip phyllodes, 
Gahnia ancistrophylla, Baeckea sp. 1 m tall LG16021c/d, 
Lepidosperma sp. terete sedge; (4) Melaleuca's forming a 
thicket; more (3); (5) + Swamp yate over mallee awtr Melaleuca 
spp. swamp (cf KEN12003b); (6) Salmon gum over + 
Melaleuca 2-3 m tall or low shrubland diverse natural ± Swamp 




KEN11003: PUBLIC LAND 
west to east KEN12003b; salt lake fringed by mallee over 
Melaleuca sp. over Samphires ± Salmon gum woodland on 
higher ground - salt deaths of Melaleuca's all along lake fringe; 
KEN 14001 + Acacia lasiophylla. [Public Land].
West-East Road Verge Remnant: From
MODIFIED KEN12003b - Swampy, waterlogged drainage 




& KEN11006: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum woodland over 
mallee over + open Melaleuca spp. scrub over grass; 90% of 
Salmon gums dead.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum woodland over 
mallee over + open Melaleuca spp. scrub over grass; c. 50% of 
Salmon gums dead.
KEN11007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed KEN12003b ± Salmon gum.KEN11008:
PUBLIC LAND 
north end have KEN 12003b; c; b; c; b with some gravel 
extraction; mallee over sparse shrubs and leaf litter; Salmon gum
North-South Road Verge Remnant: FromKEN11009:
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areas, lower and more swampy carrying water at present. Acacia 
glaucoptera, quite dense understorey ± Melaleuca sheathiana 
more disturbed in parts with grass ± understorey; then 
KEN12003b. [Public Land].
CLEARED Cleared. [988 Ha]. [Cleared].KEN11010:
Road Verge Remnant: KEN12003b ±PUBLIC LAND 
Salmon gum; see 721.1 km 19/9/92. [Public Land].
KEN11011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed KEN12003b.KEN11012:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed KEN12003.KEN11013:
CLEARED Substantially cleared. [545 Ha]. [Cleared],KEN11014:
Disturbed mallee all over grass; formerlyPUBLIC LAND 
KEN12003b. [Public land].
KEN11015:
West-East then South-North Road VergePUBLIC LAND 
Remnant: from west have KEN 12003b with large gravel pit; 
KEN12003a; b; Silver mallet grove; LG15009a/KEN 12003a ± 
Allocasuarina pinaster and Chamelaucium megalopetalum\ 
because of width road verges here are in excellent condition; 
KEN12003b; Silver mallet/Brown mallet over Phebalium 
lepidotum, Phebalium tuberculosum ssp. tuberculosum, 
Leptomeria preissiana, Callitris roei /as in Silver mallet area). 
Acacia sp. (with 1 cm flattened terete hooked-tip phyllode), 
Cryptandra sp. (with leaves like Trymalium R6), Trymalium sp. 
R6, Beyeria lechenaultii, Dodonaea viscosa (leaves 2 cm x 6 
mm), broader leaf Lasiopetalum white flower KEN12003, 
Exocarpos aphyllus, Westringia rigida, Usnea ramulosissima on 
Leptomeria preissiana, ± Isopogon axillaris on pale brown sand 
+ ferruginous red/brown (and yellow-brown) laterite pebbles and 
gravel + mosses, foliose green lichen and heavy leaf litter. 
[Public Land].
KEN11016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed KEN 12003b - drainage 
area.
KEN11017:
MODIFIED Silver mallet grove.KEN11018:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over ± shrubs over 
capeweed + house^uil dings.
KEN11019:
MODIFIED KEN12003c with farm buildings at the southKEN11020:
edge.
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REMNANT A number of drainages present so a similar 
vegetation to KEN 12003 expected.
KEN11021:
MODIFIED KEN12003b.KEN11022:
MODIFIED Unfenced salt lake fringed by mallee over 
Melaleuca sp. over Samphires ± Salmon gum woodland on 
higher ground - salt deaths of Melaleuca's all along lake fringe.
KEN11023:
REMNANT Mosaic KEN 12003a/b/c, with communities 
determined to some degree by location of drainages.
KEN12001:
CLEARED Chained, burnt mosaic KEN 12003a/b/c, but 
regenerating.
KEN 12002:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Diverse natural mixed mallee- 
scrub-heath (Ref. LG15008b/LGl 5009c). Parts appear of lower 
stature than roadside vegetation due either to clearance or fire - 
still apparently natural, undisturbed condition; Moort 3-6 m tree 
mallee over 1-1.2 m Melaleuca spp. scrub on buff grey clay soils 
with Baeckea sp. (as atLG16021 c/d) present associated with 
drainages; fresh dozer tracks at east edge; borrow pits abut the 
southern boundary about 5/8th along from the west end of the 
remnant; drainages present.
KEN 12003:
REMNANT Moort = small leaf eucalypt 3-6 m tree mallee 
over 1-1.2 m Melaleuca spp. scrub on buff grey clay soils with 
Baeckea sp. (as at LG16021 c/d); undisturbed swampy 
conditions; unfenced dam catchment; area subject to inundation.
KEN 12004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Swamp yate ± Salmon 
gum woodland over malices (including Tall Sand-mallee, 
Eucalyptus hypochlamydea, E. conglobata. Swamp mallet) over 
+ Melaleuca spp. (including Melaleuca thick leaved 
LG16021/15 = lurceolaris), Olearia cassiniae + species in 
LG13018 c/d; significant waterlogging evident in part.
KEN 12005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, generally cleared and significantly 
edge disturbed Salmon gum open woodland over mallee and 2 m 
Melaleuca acumitiata open scrub; appears to be regenerating as 
conditions obviously very wet at the time of the survey. [Part 
Cleared],
KEN 12006:
REMNANT Unfenced, Salmon gum woodland drainage - still 
in good condition.
KEN 12007:
North-South (for the most part) RoadPUBLIC LAND
Verge Remnant: Mosaic area of KEN12003a/b/c. [Public Land].
KEN 12008:
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(= KEN 10006): East-West RoadPUBLIC LAND 
Verge Remnant: From West end 3-5 m mallee over 2 m 
Broombush and other Melaleuca spp. scrub/thicket; mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. heath and scrub (as in LG16021 c/d; fenced to 
farm, not fenced to road - diverse natural; alternating mosaic of 
same communities depending on soil type; mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. with Exocarpos and Dodonaea on clay loam soil 
with a clay crust borrow pit; 3-4 m mallee over Broombush over 
heath; 4-5 m Tallerack - Mallee wandoo with Banksia baueri 
and Hakea nitida over 3 m scrub and thicket over heath on
KEN13001:
brown sandy loam + white sand; all communities in road verge 
this area still in excellent condition; taller mallee over low 
grasses and sedges + Beyeria lechenaultii\ mallee (including 
Mallee wandoo) over mixed scrub heath of diverse nature; 
evident waterlogging associated with drainage of KEN13002. 
[Public Land],
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed drainage Swamp yate 
woodland over Melaleuca acuminata + Hakea sp. (with 1 cm 
pungent terete leaved shrub) 2-3 m shrubland ± Quandong over 
mixed sedge Lomandra effusa ground layer with + Hakea 
lissocarpha, Pimelea sp., native grasses and herbs (as in 
LG15009d).
KEN13002:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Diverse Blue mallee and shrub 
community, central area of Banksia baueri - 
LG15008b/KEN 12003b area with small associated borrow pit; 
small area of KEN12003b about 3/4 towards north end - small 
gravel pit a little north of this area. [Part Public Land].
KEN14001:
REMNANT East side of Lake Magenta Nature Reserve (see 
KEN 16001).
KEN15001:
REMNANT (See Detailed) East side of Lake Magenta Nature 
Reserve - mosaic KEN14001 a/b/c mallee/scrub-heath + large 
Banksia as in Lake Grace Shire/scrub - heath/mallee over 
Melaleuca scrub. In the south Mixed mallee over scrub - heath, 
and mallee - Leptospermum shrubland over heath; all excellent 




MODIFIED Not seen from north; reduced in area to that 
shown on the map by 60% since June, 1982.
KOJ01001:
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SCATTERED Part cleared scattered trees White - Jarrah - 
Marri over grass. [Part Cleared].
KOJ01002:
SCATTERED Western extension of northern half 
approximating to about 12.5% of the remnant freshly cleared, 
with trees still lying on the ground; remainder is unfenced, 
disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Sheoak - Jam over ± Blackboy in 
part, Jarrah - White gum - Marri over ± Parrot Bush in part, 
Jarrah - White gum over ± scrub in part, ?cleared/substantially 
disturbed Jam + White gum - Jarrah - Marri over + scrub - heath 
in part, and White gum - Marri all over grass with + ironstone ± 
granite outcrop. [12.5% Freshly Cleared],
KOJ01003:
KOJ01004
&KOJ01007: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
White gum over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah - White gum over + 
Parrot Bush scrub, with a gravel extraction pit.
KOJ01008:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - 
White gum over + Parrot Bush over grass/Brown mallet - White 
gum over grass.
KOJ01009:
KOJOIOIO: SCATTERED Not seen.
SCATTERED Disturbed Drummond's mallee over Dryandra 
over grass.
KOJOlOll:
KOJ01012: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ±
Melaleuca ± uncommon sedge clumps over grass.
KOJ01013 
to KOJ01015: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam over ± 
Blackboy over grass in part, and White gum + Marri ± Jarrah 
over + scrub over grass - multiple bums have occurred in part 
leading to a degraded understorey, parts shrubby, other parts 
grazed promoting grass encroachment.
KOJ01016:
Shire Reserve, Gravel Extraction Pit.PUBLIC LAND 
[Public Land].
KOJ01017:




MODIFIED Western half is unfenced, disturbed White gum - 
Jarrah over ± scrub over grass, and eastern half is unfenced, 
disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Marri over grass.
KOJ01019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ01020:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over Melaleuca 
- Jam drainage.
KOJ01021:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over + 
Leptospermum erubescens over grass.
KOJ01022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ01023:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over + 
Dryandra scrub over grass.
KOJ01024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ01025:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah + 
Brown mallet over grass.
KOJ01026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet over grass.KOJ01027:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + planted 
trees over grass.
KOJ01028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah + 
Brown mallet over grass.
KOJ01029:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah + 
Brown mallet over grass slope.
KOJ01030:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainages.KOJ01031:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass; patchy disturbed scrub - heath in extreme south.
KOJ01032:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainages.KOJ01033:
KOJ01034 




&KOJ01037: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open Flooded gum over 
grass drainages.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - 




& KOJ01040: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri - Jarrah 
over grass.
KOJ01041: SCATTERED Salt killed drainages.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± fringing 
White gum over Melaleuca understorey in part salt killed 
drainages.
KOJ01042:
KOJ01043: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
SCATTERED Salt killed drainages.KOJ01044:




to KOJ01049: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
SCATTERED Fenced to south, ± disturbed broad drainage 
White gum + Sheoak + Jam over + Melaleuca - grazed to sheep 
reach height in parts; Harsh Hakea ± Flooded gum ± grass 
understorey ± fringing Marri - drainage salt killed at east end; no 
natural understorey.
KOJ01050:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over + 
Melaleuca ± uncommon sedge clumps over grass.
KOJ01051:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed broad drainage White gum ± 
Sheoak ± Jam over ± Melaleuca - grazed to sheep reach height 
in parts; Harsh Hakea ± Flooded gum ± grass understorey ± 
fringing Marri - drainage salt killed at east end; no natural 
understorey; 5-10% dead trees.
KOJ01052:
KOJ01053 
to KOJ01054: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over ± 
Dryandra scrub over grass.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage with Flooded gum 
+ White gum fringe over Melaleuca (not Paperbark) over grass.
KOJ02001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.KOJ02002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over + 
Blackboy over grass.
KOJ02003:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
(± Sheoak) over a substantially disturbed understorey with rare 
shrubs over grass.
KOJ02004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah (over + 
rare parrot bush) over grass.
KOJ02005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
grass in 75% of area, and unfenced, disturbed White gum - 
Jarrah over disturbed natural understorey in 25% of area south 
of road.
KOJ02006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ02007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over ± Blackboy over 
grass.
KOJ02008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ02009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum over disturbed 
natural understorey with parrot bush common.
KOJ02010:




&KOJO2013: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
CLEARED Mostly cleared; water-logged, salt-killed hollow 
with dead/dying gums over fezA Melaleuca.
KOJ02014:
KOJ02015 
& KOJO2016: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak + Jam over ± 




&KOJO2019: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass slope.
KOJ02020: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + 
Jarrah over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
KOJ02021: SCATTERED Broad salt-death zone.
KOJ02022 
to KOJO2025: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah + 
buildings over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
disturbed natural understorey; large borrow pit, with road rubble 
etc. dumped.
KOJ02026:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass at 
drainage fringe; Flooded gum + White gum ± Sheoak + Jam + 
Acacia pycncmtha ± Jacksonia R86a over Melaleuca over grass 
in remainder; 60% salt dead trees and etc. in part.
KOJ02027:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum - Marri 
over grass.
KOJ02028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
± Sheoak + Jam + Acacia pycnantha ± Jacksonia R86a over 
Melaleuca over grass; salt deaths of c. 30%.
KOJ02029:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
Parrot Bush over grass; cleared strip abutting road 2-300 m 
wide, but map shows continuous vegetation; ironstone 
breakaway ridges.
KOJ02030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass; cleared strip abutting road 2-300 m wide shown on map; 
ironstone breakaway ridges.
KOJ02031:
SCATTERED Domal ± laterite outcrop hill: Unfenced, 
disturbed Jarrah ± White gum ± Marri over ± Blackboy over 
grass.
KOJ02032:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed salt affected Me/a/ei/ca over 
grass.
KOJ02033:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over + 
Blackboy over grass; Flooded gum ± White gum ± Marri ± 
Blackboy over grass - all Paperbarks dead; trees dead/dying; ± 
Jam at the south end; 40% dead/dying south end.
KOJ02034:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over ± 
Blackboy over grass; 30% salt deaths.
KOJ02035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri ± Jarrah 
over + Blackboy over grass; salt killed trees.
KOJ02036:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet.KOJ02037:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + Jam over 
grass; 40% dead/dying.
KOJ02038:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass with buildings.
KOJ02039:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass; 
40% dead/dying.
KOJ02040:
Jarrah ± White gum + Marri over naturalPUBLIC LAND 
to disturbed natural understorey, with large central gravel 
extraction pit. [Public Land].
KOJ02041:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± White gum 
over + Blackboy over grass.
KOJ02042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± Marri 
over grass.
KOJ02043:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over grass.KOJ02044:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ White gum) over + 
Blackboy over grass.
KOJ02045:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum over disturbed 




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over grass; to 80% salt dead; same remnant as KOJ02-WW, but 
different tenure.
KOJ02048:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 




to KOJ02052: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass on ironstone.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum.KOJ02053:
KOJ02054 
to KOJ02058: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass on ironstone.
KOJ02059: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ02060: Unfenced, undisturbed Jarrah - WhitePUBLIC LAND 
gum over natural low heath understorey; 5' dugite seen. [Public 
Land].
KOJ02061: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ02062: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
White gum over + Parrot Bush + Blackboy over grass.
KOJ02063: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.
KOJ02064: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over ± 
Blackboy over grass.
KOJ02065: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah + Marri over scrub 
- heath; evident deaths due to overbuming on multiple occasions.
KOJ02066: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± Jarrah over grass; 
some Blackboy in understorey.
MODIFIED Narrow strip of fenced, undisturbed Jarrah + 




& KOJ02069: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± Bull 




& KOJ02072: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass; 
some drainage hollows contain White gum ± Marri over 
scattered shrubs and grass.
KOJ02074:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over ± 
Parrot Bush over + Blackboy over grass.
KOJ02075:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.KOJ02076:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
with 20% salt deaths in the north; and unfenced, disturbed 
Flooded gum ± White gum over + Melaleuca with 60% salt 
deaths in the channel in the south.
KOJ02077:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over ± Blackboy ± 
Bull Banksia over + scattered shrubs west of road only over 
grass on gravel on ironstone.
KOJ02078:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass in the 
north; and Flooded gum over grass in the south.
KOJ02079:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass in 
the south.
KOJ02080:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over grass; 60% dead.
KOJ02081:
KOJ02082 
to KOJO2086: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over scrub 
- heath over ± grass; multiple bums evident.
KOJ02087:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over 2 m 
Gastrolobium sp. over shrubs.
KOJ02088:
MODIFIED Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah - Marri forest with 
natural understorey; substantially disturbed over + Blackboy 
over grass in the west; Flooded gum - Paperbark drainage 
running south-east through the SW comer; ± mixed Jarrah - 
White gum - Marri forest over scrubby ground layer over + 
disturbed over grass; relatively intact; would recover after 
fencing; gravel extraction pit present.
KOJ02089:




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ02091:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± undisturbed Jarrah ± Marri + White 
gum over Bull Banksia - Parrot Bush over disturbed natural 
groundlayer over + grass.
KOJ02092:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage; 10%KOJ02093:
dead.
KOJ02094 
to KOJO2097: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum (± 
Marri) over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage with Flooded gum 
over ± Melaleuca over grass; waterlogged in part; major salt 
dead zone in the south-east.
KOJ02098:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah - Marri forest 
with natural understorey in the west - some grass encroachment 
from the edges; a NNW-SSE fence divides the remnant into 
approximately equal halves; in the east is unfenced, disturbed 
Jarrah - Marri over some Parrot Bush understorey over grass.
KOJ02099:
KOJ02100 
& KOJO2101: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.
KOJ02102 
& KOJO2103: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah + Marri 
over grass.
KOJ02104:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.KOJ02105:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over 
disturbed natural understorey, with Gastrolobium sp. (collected 
1991 west of Narrogin), narrow-leaf pea, Dampiera and 
Hibbertia - west end; and fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah + White 
gum over Gastrolobium (2 m) sp. (as above at west end) over ± 
grass - east end.
KOJ02106:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.KOJ02107:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 
over scattered shrubs and grass.
KOJ02108:




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.KOJ02110:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
White gum over Parrot Bush over grass on boulder laterite.
KOJ02111:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - 
White gum over Parrot Bush over grass on boulder laterite in the 
north; and Jarrah - White gum over ± Gastrolobium 2 m sp. over 
grass.
KOJ02112:
SCATTERED Alternating dead trees and Flooded gum.KOJ02113:




& KOJ02116: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over scattered shrubs and sedges over grass - salt killed trees.
KOJ02117:
Fenced, minor edge disturbed Jarrah - WhiteREMNANT 
gum - Marri over scrub - heath.
KOJ02118:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass or bare 
ground on ironstone ridge.
KOJ02119:
KOJ02120 
to KOJ02127: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
over grass.
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over grass; 30% dead trees due to salt.
KOJ02128:
KOJ02129 
& KOJ02130: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.KOJ02131:
SCATTERED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum over grass - 
lot of crown death with an open understorey, Blackboy + 
present.
KOJ02132:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah forest with 
apparently part disturbed, regenerating ground layer from fire; 
unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass ± shrubs in the north; 
fenced, disturbed White gum over shrubland + Blackboy in the
KOJ02133:
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north-west; rubbish dump present in natural bush; farm buildings 
present in natural bush; two large gravel pits present in natural 
bush.
MODIFIED Tiny remnant formally continuous with 
KOJ02015 prior to its substantial clearance: Fenced, disturbed 
Jarrah ± White gum over + Blackboy, Parrot bush, Melaleuca 
over grass.
KOJ02134:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (+ Jarrah ± 
Brown mallet) over grass.
KOJ02135:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam + Marri 
over grass with buildings.
KOJ02136:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ02137:
MODIFIED Small unfenced, disturbed dam catchment with 
White gum over disturbed natural understorey with dam at east 
edge.
KOJ02138:
CLEARED Grass around grain bin. [Cleared].KOJ02139:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ02140:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed White gum + Jarrah + Marri 
over disturbed natural scrub - heath understorey.
KOJ02141:




&KOJ02144: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± Jarrah over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.KOJ02145:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass in 
the north, unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + fringing Marri 
over ± Blackboy over grass in the middle and south-east; an 
associated road-verge derived infestation of bridal creeper in the 
south-east.
KOJ02146:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.KOJ02147:




SCATTERED Bridal creeper present; drainage.KOJ02149:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage; 50%KOJ02150:
dead.
KOJ02151 
& KOJ02152: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed salt scald.KOJ02153:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass; lot of crown death.
KOJ02154:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over + 
Blackboy ± scattered low shrubs over grass.
KOJ02155:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
Gastrolobium (2 m) sp. (collected 1991 west of Narrogin) over 
± grass.
KOJ02156:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
scrub ± grass.
KOJ02157:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
over Hakea lissocarpha over grass.
KOJ02158:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over scattered shrubs and sedges over grass.
KOJ02159:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass in the north; and unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum 
over grass in south.
KOJ02160:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± Blackboy 
over grass.
KOJ02161:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over ± Melaleuca over grass.
KOJ02162:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.KOJ02163:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over + Melaleuca over grass.
KOJ02164:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Sheoak + Jam + White 
gum over + shrubs over grass.
KOJ02165:
SCATTERED Major infestation of Bridal Creeper.KOJ02166:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah + Marri 
over ± granite outcrop over grass.
KOJ02167:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + 
Parrot bush over grass.
KOJ03001:
KOJ04001: PUBLIC LAND [Public Land].
KOJ04002: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ04003 
& KOJ04004: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + over 
some low shrubs over grass.
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage; very severe effect.KOJ04005:
KOJ04006: SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.
KOJ04007: SCATTERED Cleared, regenerating.
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed White gum over grass ± sedge 
and taller 20-30 cm shrub patches; some Parrot Bush ± Blackboy 
scrub areas in south-east comer under Jarrah - White gum.
KOJ04008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed water filled hollow with 
Swamp yate.
KOJ04009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed water filled hollow with 
Flooded gum.
KOJ04010:
MODIFIED Narrow strip of fenced, ± disturbed White gum - 
Jarrah over ± Parrot Bush over herbage/grass; and fenced, ± 
disturbed Sheoak + White gum + Jam, Prickly Poison + herbage 
at the south end.
KOJ04011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass; gravel extraction evident.
KOJ04012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum salt 
killed drainage.
KOJ04013:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ04014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass; planted pines present + farm buildings.
KOJ04015:
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to KOJ04020: SCATTERED Salt killed drainages.
CLEARED Cleared.KOJ04021:
REMNANT Part fenced, edge disturbed - Refer to KOJ04028 
b - western 1/3; Refer to KOJ04028 c - eastern 2/3; Powerline 
Corridor along west edge and through part of remnant in north.
KOJ04022:
SCATTERED Heavily grazed, unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - 
White gum over + Parrot Bush over bare ground.
KOJ04023:
KOJ04024 
& KOJ04025: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum - Marri 
over + Parrot Bush over grass.
KOJ04026:
MODIFIED 50% cleared, unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White 
gum ± Marri over ± Brown mallet slopes ± scrub over grass; 
1625 KOJ04027 and 1626 KOJ04028 formally part of one 
remnant but now separated by a NW-SE powerline corridor.
KOJ04027:
MODIFIED 40% cleared, unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White 
gum + Marri over ± Brown mallet slopes ± scrub over grass; 
1625 KOJ04027 and 1626 KOJ04028 formally part of one 
remnant but now separated by a NW-SE powerline corridor.
KOJ04028:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Mixture of White gum woodland 
and Jarrah open forest.
KOJ04029.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ04030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jarrah - White 
gum drainage with Melaleuca over grass; and unfenced, 
disturbed White gum ± Sheoak ± Jarrah over grass.
KOJ04031:
MODIFIED Part grazed, part cleared regenerating, unfenced, 
disturbed White gum ± Jarrah + Sheoak over Parrot bush, 
Leptospermum erubescens, Blackboy over grass. [Part Cleared].
KOJ04032:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak ± 
Jarrah over grass; salt killed drainage.
KOJ04033:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak ± 
Jarrah over grass.
KOJ04034:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, salt killed Swamp yate - 
White gum - Sheoak - Jam over grass drainage - evident salt 
deaths throughout.
KOJ04035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, ± disturbed Sheoak ± Jam + fringing 
White gum over grass.
KOJ04036:
KOJ04037 
& KOJ04039: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + 
Marri (± Sheoak) over + Parrot Bush over grass.
SCATTERED/MODEFEED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Marri (± Sheoak) over ± Parrot Bush over grass with buildings 
present.
KOJ04040:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Marri (+ Sheoak) over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
KOJ04041:
KOJ04042 
& KOJ04043: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah (± 
Sheoak) over grass ironstone ridge.
REMNANT High grade bush: Fence present, but in disrepair; 
White ± Sheoak Parrot bush, Jacksonia sternbergiana over 
shrubland Broombush; Harsh Hakea, Leptospermum erubescens\ 
mallet area and heath in parts; flat to undulose terrain; 
Kookaburra seen at north end.
KOJ04044:
KOJ04045 
& KOJ04046: White + Sheoak Parrot bush, JacksoniaPUBLIC LAND 
sternbergiana over shrubland Broombush; Harsh Hakea, 
Leptospermum erubescens\ mallet area and heath in parts; flat to 
undulose terrain. [Public Land].
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah (+ 
Sheoak) over grass ironstone ridge.
KOJ04047:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± Sheoak over ± 
Parrot bush over grass on ± granite outcrop.
KOJ04048:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri ± 




SCATTERED/MODEFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Marri (+ Sheoak) over ± Parrot Bush over grass ironstone 
breakaway slope.
KOJ04050:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah (+ 
Sheoak) over grass ironstone ridge.
KOJ04051:
SCATTERED Unfenced, + disturbed Sheoak + Jam + fringing 
White gum over grass.
KOJ04052:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
over grass.
KOJ05001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet + Sheoak - 
Jarrah - White gum over grass.
KOJ05002:
SCATTERED Part of unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
grass drainage.
KOJ05003:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.KOJ05004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.KOJ05005:
KOJ05006 
& KOJ05007: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
grass.
REMNANT Not accessible, ?White gum woodland.KOJ05008:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed fairly dense Sheoak - White 
gum ± Jam over scrub - shrubland.
KOJ05009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum with fringing 
White gum - Marri.
KOJ05010:
MODIFIED North of the road: Fenced, burnt, disturbed 
Jarrah - White gum + scrub over grass on gravel soil; good 
natural scrub layer in west; borrow pit present; South of the 
road: Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over grass.
KOJ05011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - Sheoak over 
grass associated with granite outcrop.
KOJ05012:
MODIFIED Disturbed, flooded, waterlogged, sandy low with 
sand borrow pit, Marri - Jarrah over Jacksonia, narrow leaf 




to KOJ05020: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass gravel rises.
KOJ05021 
& KOJ05022: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus spp. (including 
Eucalyptus sp. near Flooded gum, but leaves light green) over 
sedges ± open wooded drainage with + granite outcrop ± 
Sheoak.
KOJ05023: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass gravel rises.
KOJ05024: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Sheoak ± granite outcrop.
KOJ05025: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ05026: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah ± 
granite outcrop over grass.
KOJ05027: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri ± Jarrah 
over grass.
KOJ05028 
& KOJ05029: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Marri 
over grass over ironstone.
SCATTERED 60%+ Cleared; Salt affected Sheoak - White 
gum drainage low over grass + granite outcrop.
KOJ05030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Marri 
over grass over ironstone.
KOJ05031:
MODFIED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum - 
Jarrah - Marri over shrubs over grass.
KOJ05032:
SCATTERED Salt affected drainage + White gum - FloodedKOJ05033:
gum.
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed ?bumt, regenerating Sheoak 
- White gum over Gastrolobium shrubland over ± grass over ± 
granite outcrop; brush wallaby seen.
KOJ05034:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah - Marri 
over grass.
KOJ05035:
Unfenced, disturbed White gum shrubsKOJ05036: PUBLIC LAND 
overgrass. [PublicLand].
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MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum 
over ± shrubs over grass on gravel soil with + granite outcrop.
KOJ05037:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
KOJ05038:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over 
grass.
KOJ05039:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass ± granite outcrop; salt dead trees.
KOJ05040:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over 
grass.
KOJ05041:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jarrah - White 
gum - Marri over grass ± granite outcrop.
KOJ05042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah + 
Brown mallet over ironstone ± granite outcrop over grass.
KOJ05043:




& KOJ05046: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over
grass.
KOJ05047 
& KOJ05048: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri ± Sheoak 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded 
Paperbark over sedge over grass drainage.
KOJ05049: gum over
SCATTERED Dead Flooded gums; salt killed drainage.KOJ05050:
KOJ05051 
& KOJ05052: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri - Sheoak 
over + Harsh Hakea over + ground shrubs over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ05053:




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah ± Marri 
over grass; dead trees due to salt or insects along the north-east 
boundary zone.
KOJ05055:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± shrubs 
over grass.
KOJ05056:
KOJ05057: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass; salt killed trees.
KOJ05058:
KOJ05059: Burnt and cleared, regrowth occurring.CLEARED
[Cleared].
KOJ05060
&KOJ05061: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± White gum + Flooded 
gum ± Jam over grass drainage with 5-10% dead trees; 
Paperbarks in channel.
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage to 100% dead.KOJ05062:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jam over 
grass.
KOJ05063:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over 
grass.
KOJ05064:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + some 
scattered Marris over ± shrubs over grass on gravel soil with + 
granite outcrop.
KOJ05065:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage to 100% dead.KOJ05066:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum 
over + shrubs over grass on gravel soil with + granite outcrop.
KOJ05067:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage to 100% dead.KOJ05068:
SCATTERED Unfenced, Flooded gum over grass drainage.KOJ05069:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum 
over ± shrubs over grass on gravel soil with + granite outcrop; 
salt dead northern boundary.
KOJ05070:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum 




& KOJ05073: MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum 
over + shrubs over grass on gravel soil with ± granite outcrop; 
same remnant on map as 1723 KOJ05073, but different tenure.
KOJ05074 
to KOJ05077: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + shrubs 
over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
White gum + shrubs over grass with + granite outcrop.
KOJ05078:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - 
White gum ± shrubs over grass with ± granite outcrop; White 
gum over grass in the north.
KOJ05079:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
White gum ± shrubs over grass.
KOJ05080:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Jarrah - White gum - 
Marri over + disturbed ground layer over ± grass.
KOJ05081:
KOJ05082
&KOJ05083: CLEARED Broad cleared strips within KOJ05084. 
[Cleared].
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Jarrah - White gum - 
Marri over + disturbed ground layer over ± grass; ± dense 
Sheoak - White gum over leaf litter present.
KOJ05084:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri over 
grass.
KOJ05085:
MODIFIED Unfenced, partially to substantially disturbed 
(due to grazing) Jarrah - Marri - White gum over Parrot Bush + 
scattered shrubs over ± grass; burnt, part cleared, + trees cut; 
cleared strip along west edge; cleared strip separates this 
remnant and KOJ05089 to the east. [Part Cleared].
KOJ05086:
SCATTERED Unfenced, Flooded gum over grass drainage.KOJ05087:
Jingalup Nature Reserve to south ofPUBLIC LAND 
road. [Public Land],
KOJ05088:
MODIFIED Unfenced, partially to substantially disturbed 
(due to grazing) Jarrah - Marri - White gum over Parrot Bush ± 
scattered shrubs over + grass; burnt, part cleared, + trees cut; 
cleared strip along east edge; gravel extraction pit present.
KOJ05089:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, Flooded gum over grass drainage.KOJ05090:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± Jarrah ± White gum 
over ± Bull Banksia over grass; buildings present.
KOJ05091:
KOJ05092 





& KOJ05099: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over 
grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet ± White gum 
over grass.
KOJ05097:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum + 
some Sheoak over ± shrubs over grass on gravel soil with + 
granite outcrop.
KOJ05100:




& KOJ05103: REMNANT Fenced areas of natural Jarrah forest.
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.KOJ05104:
REMNANT Small, fenced areas of natural Jarrah forest.KOJ05105:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ05106:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri ± White gum 
over grass.
KOJ05107:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (± Jarrah) ± 
Marri with ± shrub understorey.
KOJ06001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (± Jarrah) ± 
Marri with scattered trees ± sparse shrubs; Flooded gum ± White 
gum over + Melaleuca over + sedges over grass fringed water- 
filled channel in the SE; bamboo growing here also.
KOJ06002:




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah + Marri 
over undisturbed to substantially disturbed understorey over ± 
grass on sandy soil; Sheoak area in the north.
KOJ06004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, scattered Jarrah - Marri 
over grass.
KOJ06005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Sheoak + White gum over 
scrub over grass ± granite rock valley.
KOJO6OO6:
CLEARED Cleared.KOJ06007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over grass drainage; 60% dead/dying trees in parts.
KOJO6OO8:
MODIFIED West end: Unfenced, ± disturbed - ground layer 
White gum (± Sheoak) over + shrubs over grass; East end: 
unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak over + Parrot Bush 
over grass; natural understorey in parts, unfenced, disturbed 
understorey over grass in parts.
KOJ06009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed - ground layer White gum 
(+ Sheoak) over + shrubs over grass.
KOJ06010:
KOJ06011 
to KOJ06013: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ06014
&KOJ06015: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - Sheoak - 
Jam - White gum over grass over ± granite outcrop with water 
present.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum; to 60% dead 
trees in parts.
KOJ06016:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
KOJ06017:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum ± Marri over ± Bull Banksia over ± Parrot Bush 
over grass - on ironstone west of road and on sand north-east of 
road |- junction, [on 3 different location numbers - separated by 
roads].
KOJ06018:




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over + 
scattered shrubs over grass.
KOJ06020:
MODIFIED Cleared in the NW; rest is unfenced, disturbed 




& KOJ06023: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over ± 
scattered shrubs over grass.
KOJ06024 
to KOJ06026: CLEARED Cleared.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + Jarrah + 
Marri over grass; ± 70% dead trees.
KOJ06027:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed White gum over + scrub 
over grass; Sheoak dominated area at central west edge.
KOJ06028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + White gum 
over grass; central dead-tree zone.
KOJ06029:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over Melaleuca over grass, with Brown mallet at SE comer, 
central dead-tree zone.
KOJ06030:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.KOJ06031:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum ± Marti 
over ± Bull Banksia over ± Parrot Bush over grass; heavily 
grazed; cleared along the east edge. [Part Cleared].
KOJ06032:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over ± 
Sheoak over + Parrot Bush over grass.
KOJ06033:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over ± 




& KOJ06036: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over ± 
Sheoak over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - White gum 
over ± Paperbarks over grass drainage; to 20-40% dead trees.
KOF06037:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - White gum 
over ± Paperbarks over grass drainage; to 20-40% dead trees.
KOJ06038:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ06039:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - 
Jarrah over + Parrot Bush over grass.
KOJ06040:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ06041:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ06042:




& KOJ06045: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over Melaleuca 
over chenopods; to 100% salt deaths centrally.
SCATTERED West of road: Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum 
- Swamp yate - White gum over ± Melaleuca over grass 
drainage with 20% salt dead trees centrally.
KOJ06046:
SCATTERED East of road: Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - 
Swamp yate - White gum over + Melaleuca over grass drainage 
with 20% salt dead trees centrally; unfenced, disturbed White 
gum - Jarrah over grass in the north-east.
KOJ06047:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak + White gum over ± 
shrubby understorey over grass associated with granite.
KOJ06048:
KOJ06049 
to KOJ06052: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± Marri 
over grass.
KOJ06053 
& KOJ06054: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
drainage.
CLEARED Planted Trees at SE edge of KOJ06054. 
[Planted Trees].
KOJ06055:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
drainage; planted trees at south edge.
KOJ06056:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.KOJ06057:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass on gravel soil over ironstone.
KOJ06058:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass on gravel soil over ironstone.
KOJ06062:
KOJ06063: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Sheoak ± 
Jam ± White gum over grass.
KOJ06064 
& KOJ06065: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Sheoak + 
Jam + White gum over grass.
KOJ06066: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Flooded gum 
over grass; to 60% salt deaths.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Flooded gum ± York gum 
over grass ± Paperbark drainage.
KOJ06067:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Swamp yate 
over grass.
KOJ06068:
MODIFIED Narrow north-south strip of unfenced, disturbed 
White gum over ± scrub over grass.
KOJ06069:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
over Paperbarks over grass drainage; to 15% dead trees.
KOJ06070:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
White gum + Marri over + Bull Banksia over ± Parrot Bush 
over grass.
KOJ06071:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Sheoak + Jam 
over grass; low drainage basin 25% salt deaths.
KOJ07001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass; 
gravel extraction pit present.
KOJ07002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus woodland over 
grass; 15% dead/dying trees.
KOJ07003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum over 
grass; dam present.
KOJ07004:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + 
Sheoak over native herbs and sedges + introduced grass.
KOJ07005:




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± 
Sheoak over grass; 1-5% dead trees.
KOJ07007:
Wildlife Sanctuary: Unfenced, disturbedKOJ07008: PUBLIC LAND 
+ Sheoak ± White gum ± Jam ± Paperbark over grass drainage 
low; significant salt deaths 15-100% in parts. [Public Land].
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Sheoak ± White gum ± 
Jam + Paperbark over grass drainage low; significant salt deaths 
15-100% in parts; same remnant as KOJ07010, but different 
tenure.
KOJ07009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Sheoak ± White gum ± 
Jam ± Paperbark over grass drainage low; significant salt deaths 
15-100% in parts; same remnant as KOJ07009, but different 
tenure.
KOJ07010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak 
Melaleuca WEA07007 over grass; Paperbark and Swamp hens 
in channel.
Jam overKOJ07011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.KOJ07012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (± Jam) 
woodland over grass/bare ground; 90+% mortality, 40% of 
fringing trees survive.
KOJ07013:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam over grass; 
part gone 70% dead/dying.
KOJ07014:
SCATTERED Channel; Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam over 
grass.
KOJ07015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
grass drainage low; 15% of trees dead, others dying; White gum 
- Swamp yate + Jam + Sheoak (1 seen) over grass at the east 
end.
KOJ07016:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - White gum + 
Sheoak (uncommon) over grass drainage low; 70-80% salt dead 
in southern 5/8 of area.
KOJ07017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
fringe over grass; flooded gum at south end with 20% dead 
trees.
KOJ07-R:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + White gum 
over + Paperbark over grass.
KOJ07019:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Sheoak over 
grass on ± granite outcrop.
KOJ07020:
Tank Unfenced,KOJ07021: Reserve:PUBLIC LAND 
disturbed White gum over Prickly Poison over grass on an 
ironstone rise. [Public Land].
Water
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over Prickly 
Poison over grass on an ironstone rise.
KOJ07022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak over ± 
Harsh Hakea over grass.
KOJ07023:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass ironstone ridge.
KOJ07024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Brown mallet 
over grass slope.
KOJ07025:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± Swamp yate 
± fringing White gum + Jam over grass.
KOJ07026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ridgeline with ± 
granite outcrop lower down vegetated with White gum over 
grass.
KOJ08001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jairah over 
grass in the north; unfenced, disturbed White gum + Brown 
mallet over grass slopes in the south.
KOJ08002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum over 
Dryandra spp. (Kerosene bushes), other shrubs, native herbs and 
grasses; edge disturbed with weeds/grasses in the understorey.
KOJ08003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± farm buildings 
over grass.
KOJ08004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum.KOJ08005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± mallet over 
grass.
KOJO8OO6:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah over 
grass.
KOJ08007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah ± Marri 
± Sheoak over grass.
KOJO8OO8:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over 
grass.
KOJ08009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak over 
grass over + granite.
KOJ08010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over 
grass; GROUP OF 8 SMALL REMNANTS.
KOJ08011:
SCATTERED see KOJ05034 & KOJ05035.KOJ08012:
SCATTERED see KOJ05034 & KOJ05035KOJ08013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
shrubs at west end and White gum - Jarrah over rare shrubs and 
sedges over grass in larger eastern part of area.
KOJ08014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark over grass.KOJ08015:
REMNANT Fenced, disturbed dense Sheoak - White gum 
woodland over shrubland.
KOJ08016:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet ± White gum 
(± Marri) over bare ground or grass ironstone slope.
KOJ08017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± granite 
outcrop over grass.
KOJ08018:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage over 
grass.
KOJ08019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over grass; many Paperbarks dead centrally.
KOJ09001:
KOJ09002 
& KOJ09003: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over grass; many Paperbarks dead centrally.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
White gum + Brown mallet over + Parrot Bush over grass.
KOJ09004:
KOJ09005 
&: KOJ09006 SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
+ Swamp yate ± Jam ± Paperbark over grass drainage with up to 
20% dead trees.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + White gum 
+ Swamp yate ± Jam + Paperbark over grass drainage with up to
KOJ09007:
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20% dead trees; unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum + White gum 
over grass in the east.
KOJ09008 
& KOF09009 SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± "Blackbutt" 
over grass; "Blackbutt's" occur on high ground so therefore is 
may not be Swamp yate.
KOJ09010:
Lake Grace
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Salmon gum woodland 
over Melaleuca spp. drainage low area.
LG01001:
REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed Salmon gum patches 
with mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub and shrubland; remainder 
looks in excellent condition.
LG01002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Salmon gum woodland 
over Melaleuca spp., with farm buildings.
LG01003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub on 
gravel soil around a house.
LG01004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Redheart - mallee - 
Melaleuca spp. scrub over Phebalium on buff brown sandy clay 
loam.
LG01005:
REMNANT Higher ground area with a central east-west low 
with mallee over scrub and heath; appears to have a narrow 
north-south width so may have been substantially cleared. 
[Substantially Cleared].
LG01006:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed mallee/scrub/heath on gravel 
soil with some large borrow pits.
LG01007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, substantially disturbed drainage low 
area with a few scattered Blackbutt's - all low Melaleuca's dead; 
chenopods only predominate.
LG01008:
MODIFIED Fenced, at west edge otherwise unfenced, 
disturbed mallee/scrub/heath and Redheart over Melaleuca spp.; 




MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed drainage depression with 
Eucalyptus kondinensis over malices over Melaleuca scrub.
LG01010:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed intact mallee over 
Melaleuca scrub over heath; appears to be about half the 
mapped width so has been cleared. [Formerly 1125 Ha]. [50% 
Cleared],
LG02001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, part understorey undisturbed mallee 
over Melaleuca spp. scrub over low shrubs ± grass.
LG02002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed understorey depression area 
of mallee over sparse understorey and grass.
LG02003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed swampy drainage area 
upstream from the lake "Lake Grace" with fringe mallee over 
shrubland communities; 95% of malices in low lying areas dead 
leaving only an understorey cover of chenopods, predominandy 
Samphires, with occasional Melaleuca shrubs; heavy recent 
flooding and erosion evident along west edge; plants in the best 
condition are at the furthest distance from the low areas; there is 
evident significant loss of vigour in mallee over shrubland due to 
the combined effects of a fire, waterlogging and salinity.
LG02004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed open mallee over 
Melaleuca scrub and thicket with Melaleuca lateriflora 
common; some saline lake depressions; a gimlet fringe to south; 
evident Melaleuca salt deaths in saline lake depressions.
LG02005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Redheart mallee over 
mallee over Melaleuca over Samphires around salt lake edge.
LG02006:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey mallee of open 
nature over grass in part, then mallee over tall shrubland with 
Leptospermum erubescens, Allocasuarina campestris and 
Narrow-leaf poison over rushes as on granites R71.
LG02007:
MODIFIED Fenced, Swamp Gimlet - Eucalyptus kondinensis 
tree mallee woodland over sparse Melaleuca acuminata over a 
ground layer of Pigface, bitter saltbush, Lycium australe, 
Olearia muelleri, and a mixed herb layer; grades through to 
mallee over Melaleuca scrub; then to swampy drainage area with 
fringe mallee over shrubland communities in which 95% of 
malices in low lying areas are dead, leaving only an understorey 
cover of chenopods, predominantly Samphires, with occasional 
Melaleuca shrubs; heavy recent flooding and erosion evident; 
plants in the best condition are at the furthest distance from the 
low areas; there is evident significant loss of vigour in mallee 
over shrubland due to the combined effects of a fire.
LG02008:
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waterlogging and salinity; grades to east into Eucalyptus 
kondinensis - Eucalyptus myriadena woodland over open 
Melaleuca - Acacia tall shrubland over Lycium australe open 
shrubland over abundant bitter saltbush ground cover.
LG02009: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed over grass Eucalyptus 
kondinensis - Swamp Gimlet ± Eucalyptus myriadena over 
Melaleuca spp. tall shrubland around two large salt lakes; 
Samphires at lake edges; <5% tree deaths.
REMNANT Fenced, ?probably undisturbed, good condition 
mallee and scrub vegetation apparent from road.
LG02010:
MODIFIED North-western fringe of Lake Grace: Unfenced, 
+ disturbed Mallee over mixed scrub interspersed with 
Chenopod dominated depressions; golf course associated with 
the area north of the road; to the south have minor woodland, 
some mallee over Melaleuca spp. tall shrubland/scrub and 
thicket dominant over Samphires.
LG02011:
MODIFIED Narrow Strip of Vegetation around North-East 
fringe of Lake Grace (the lake): Unfenced, ± disturbed Salmon 
gum ± Blackbutt open woodland over open Acacia tall 
shrubland over Atriplex closed low shrubland.
LG02012:
MODIFIED Narrow strip at east edge of Lake Grace (the 
lake): Unfenced, ± disturbed open Blackbutt woodland over 
Samphires and Atriplex low shrubland fringing the lake in the 
north; and saline lake fringe vegetation or typical Eucalyptus 
woodland over Melaleuca and Samphires.
LG02013:
MODIFIED Narrow Strip at edge of Lake Grace (the lake): 
Saline lake fringe vegetation or typical Eucalyptus woodland 
over Melaleuca and Samphires.
LG02014:
LG02015 
& LG02016: MODIFIED Narrow Strip at edge of Lake Grace (the lake): 
Saline lake fringe vegetation or typical Eucalyptus woodland 
over Melaleuca and Samphires.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed woodland and mallee over 
grass and ± shrubs of Melaleuca with houses and farm buildings.
LG02017:
MODIFIED West edge of Lake Grace: Unfenced, ± disturbed 
minor woodland, some mallee over Melaleuca spp. tall 
shrubl and/scrub and thicket dominant over Samphires; buildings 
present; 20% dead Melaleuca shrubs present.
LG02018:
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MODIFIED Mostly unfenced, ± disturbed Salmon gum 
woodland over mallee over introduced or native grasses ± 
scattered shrubs on pale brown sandy loam soil.
LG02019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey open Salmon 
gum woodland over mallee and scattered shrubs.
LG02020:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over Melaleuca spp. 
over grass; with buildings.
LG02021:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate woodland over 
Melaleuca spp. shrubland over Samphires over grass about 
lakes; significant number of dead trees in eastern half.
LG02022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee (2 species) ± White 
gum + Swamp Gimlet over Melaleuca spp. over grass; with dam 
present.
LG02023:
SCATTERED Open mallee and woodland over grass with farm 
buildings.
LG02024:
SCATTERED Narrow strip of vegetation: Mostly unfenced, 
disturbed over grass drainage area with open to moderately open 
York gum 6-8 m mallee ± Jam; some shrubland, but of limited 
extent; lot of erosional soil movement in the drainage.
LG02025:
MODIFIED Mallee-heath.LG02026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus sp. open 
woodland over some mallee over grass.
LG02027:
REMNANT Fenced, apparently undisturbed Allocasuarina 
mixed tall shrubland ± mallee groves all over lower mixed heath.
LG02028:
MODIFIED Narrow Strip at edge of Lake Grace (the lake): 
Saline lake fringe vegetation or typical Eucalyptus woodland 
over Melaleuca and Samphires.
LG02029:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed Eucalyptus spathulata - 
Eucalyptus kondinensis - Eucalyptus myriadena low (open) 
woodland and mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub and tall 
shrubland fringing a samphire dominated saline lakes; some 
Melaleuca shrubs dead in the lakes; area part disturbed over 
grass.
LG03001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed Eucalyptus spathulata - 
Eucalyptus kondinensis - Eucalyptus myriadena low (open) 
woodland and mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub and tall 
shrubland ± samphire + Atriplex - Lycium australe shrubland
LG03002:
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fringing a samphire dominated saline lakes; some Melaleuca 
shrubs dead in the lakes; area part disturbed over grass; up to 
100% salt deaths of all but Samphires in lower lying areas.
LG04001: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub and thicket in the western half; west of railway 95% 
of shrubs of Melaleuca ± mallee over chenopods dead; area 
waterlogged with drains cut to take water west; area centrally 
flooded - water flowing over road; towards south-east 
vegetation is disturbed Melaleuca spp. tall shrubland-thicket 
over grass with 30-40% salt death.
LG04002: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed high ground Allocasuarina 
± mallee thicket with other shrubs. [40% Cleared].
LG04003: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub and thicket - includes drainage area; 40-70% salt 
deaths centrally and in some other parts as well - fringes OK.
MODIFIED Part fenced, part disturbed Salmon gum over 
mallee {Eucalyptus spathulata and Redheart) over tall shrubland 
and shrubs; 15-25% deaths due to salt/waterlogging; farm 
buildings present.
LG04004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum - Gimlet (in 
part of area) + mallee over disturbed ground layer with a ± grass 
cover with farm buildings; Melaleuca spp. understorey in the 
south-west quadrant, which is also flooded.
LG04005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee and Allocasuarina 
shrubland associated with a granite dome.
LG04006:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum - Blackbutt 
woodland over grass and Melaleuca spp. + Sheoak and 
Chenopods around a central water-filled lake; 90% of lake fringe 
Melaleuca's dead.
LG04007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Gimlet - Redheart over 
mallee and open Melaleuca spp. scrub over grass.
LG04008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus kondinensis 
(Blackbutt) - Swamp Gimlet ± Eucalyptus myriadena over 
mallee and patches of swamy Melaleuca spp. over grass.
LG04009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus kondinensis 
(Blackbutt) - Swamp Gimlet ± Eucalyptus myriadena over 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus kondinensis 
(Blackbutt) - Swamp Gimlet ± Eucalyptus myriadena over 
mallee and patches of swamp Melaleuca spp. over grass; farm 
buildings present.
LG04011:
LG04012: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus kondinensis 
(Blackbutt) - Swamp Gimlet + Eucalyptus myriadena over 
mallee and patches of swamp Melaleuca spp. over grass.
LG04013: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± mallee and mixed tall 
shrubland over shrubs and grass associated with granite ± 
outcrop.
MODIFIED Unfenced to road at south Redheart over 
Melaleuca spp. (in excellent condition); ± disturbed mallee over 
scrub heath at east end
LG04014:
LG04015: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over Redheart 
ovtx Melaleuca spp. tall shrubland about house.
MODIFIED Unfenced to road at south Redheart over 
Melaleuca spp. (in excellent condition); ± disturbed mallee over 
scrub heath at east end.
LG04016:
MODIFIED Unfenced remnant at 5-way road junction + 
adjacent farmland of Eucalyptus myriadena over mallee and tall 
shrubland over scrub and heath; granite area + associated plants 
present at south edge of remnant; farmhouse present in remnant 
area north of the road. [Part Public Land].
LG04017:
REMNANT Salmon gum over mallee over scrub-heath.LG04018:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over 
Broombush tall shrubland over other mixed shrubs.
LG04019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum woodland 
over + open mallee over Melaleuca sp. tall open shrubland; 1- 
5% dead trees near west end.
LG04020:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed mallee and shrubland 
associated with a granite hill.
LG04021:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± mallee and mixed tall 




REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Swamp Gimlet - 
Redheart + youngish Gimlet over Melaleuca spp. thicket and 
scrub.
LG04023:
LG04024: MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed woodland over mallee and 
Melaleuca spp. scrub with farm buildings.
LG04025: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus kondinensis 
(Blackbutt) - Swamp Gimlet ± Eucalyptus myriadena over 
mallee and patches of swamp Me/a/ewca spp. over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus kondinensis 
(Blackbutt) - Swamp Gimlet over Melaleuca spp. scrub and 
thicket adjacent to salt lakes over chenopods; 20-30% of 
Melaleuca shrubs dead.
LG04026:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub and thicket - includes drainage area; 40-70% salt 
deaths centrally and in some other parts as well - fringes OK; 
some Redheart.
LG04027:
Road verge fully vegetated withLG04028: PUBLIC LAND
Eucalyptus spathulata over Melaleuca spp. scrub of LG 15009 e 
+ Allocasuarina tall shrubland over heath on gravel soil. [Public 
Land].
REMNANT/MODIFIED Large samphire drainage.LG04029:
Drainage with Salmon gum overLG04030: REMNANT/MODIFIED 
mallee and Redheart over Melaleuca fringe + Lakes with a 
samphire + Atriplex understorey.
LG07001 
& LG13009: REMNANT Fenced, natural understorey mallee over mixed 
scrub and heath.
REMNANT Unfenced, mallee over scrub-heath in the south, 
and mallee - Eucalyptus spathulata over Melaleuca spp. over + 
disturbed understorey in the north; both areas about ± exposed 
granites with associated Allocasuarina thicket and other granite 
shrubland.
LG07003:
MODIFIED In the west 40% is cleared; Remainder is 
unfenced, variably disturbed (due to clearance) Redheart over 
mallee over scrub-heath; parts of remnant mostly on the east side 
are intact. [40% Cleared].
LG11001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + undisturbed mallee over scrub; 
some evidence of salt deaths.
LG11002:
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MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed flooded, Blackbutt fringed 
salt lakes with Tea-tree/Paperbark over Samphires ± over grass 
on high ground; significant salt deaths of up to 100% of 
Melaleuca's in flooded saline lake areas.
LG11003:
MODIFIED Large remnant, part cleared, and cut into 3 parts 
by roads: Unfenced, + disturbed flooded, Blackbutt fringed salt 
lakes with Tea-tree/Paperbark over Samphires ± over grass on 
high ground; significant salt deaths of up to 100% of 
Melaleuca's in flooded saline lake areas; at south-east end is 
unfenced, disturbed mixed Redheart over mallee over low scrub 
and heath + Melaleuca spp. ± saline low swampy areas.
LG11004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed mallee over MelaleucaLG11005:
spp.
REMNANT Fenced, apparently undisturbed mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. scrub.
LG11007:
REMNANT About 55% cleared; remainder is fenced, 
undisturbed, predominantly diverse natural mallee over scrub and 
heath; with a mallee over Melaleuca spp. area abutting the 
western boundary, [c. 55% Cleared],
LG12001:
REMNANT Low swampy country; apparently in reasonable 
condition; with woodland over mallee over scrub on white 
?sand/clay soil; appears to be unfenced, but also undisturbed.
LG12002:
REMNANT Not fenced to roads, but otherwise fenced, 
undisturbed mallee over heath and scrub in the eastern half; 
heath and scrub as LG15009a for most of the western half; 
LG15009c + Banksia baueri in the NW; mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub along the west edge; a large borrow pit is present in 
the SSW abutting a 4-way road junction.
LG12003:
REMNANT Apparently intact, fenced, undisturbed mallee 
ovzi Melaleuca scrub.
LG 12004:
REMNANT Open woodland over mallee over scrub.LG12005:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Blackbutt low woodland 
over Acacia + Melaleuca (Tea-tree) tall shrubland over Atriplex 
± Lycium australe, Olearia muelleh, Eremophila lehmanniana, 
Bitter Saltbush (lAtriplex stipitata ?in WA) low shrubland and 
ground herbage, including Yellow buttons Podolepis lessonii, on 




MODIFIED Unfenced, generally good internal condition ± 
malices and Leptospermum erubescens\ Melaleuca spp. 
(including M. lateriflora) scrub; mallee - Broombush all about a 
granite dome; borrow pit in the east; unfenced, edge disturbed 
mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub around a granite dome in the 
south.
LG13002:
REMNANT Broad N-S linear remnant at west road verge of 
Melaleuca spp. - mixed species low shrubland + mallee.
LG13003:
Public Land: Mixed Tamma - MalleeLG13004: PUBLIC LAND 
scrub heath on gravel soil; fenced at paddock edges open to 
road; undisturbed except a borrow pit area. [Public Land].
SCATTERED Woodland/Gimlet around a house.LG13005:
MODIFIED About 75% cleared apart from an area of central 
drainage woodland; ref LG13018d and see also LG13007 [c. 
75% Cleared].
LG13006:
REMNANT Undisturbed (at time of observation due to 
recent clearing), unfenced drainage area Salmon gum - Gimlet 
woodland over mallee and Melaleuca spp. scrub + Acacia.
LG13007:
LG13008 
& LG13009: MODIFIED Small remnant feature within former 1661 Ha 
area which has been cleared of 1061 Ha; flat granite, scrub, dam 
and rubbish dump present. [Part Cleared].
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed Salmon gum - Gimlet over 
mallee over Melaleuca spp. drainage with fringing mallee - 
Tamma - Leptospermum scrub heath.
LG13010:
CLEARED Cleared. [Was 700 Ha]. [Cleared].LG13011:
Completely cleared; formerly low heath asLG13012: CLEARED
indicated by roadside vegetation. [Was 602 Ha]. [Cleared].
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed water-filled lake area with 
fringing Blackbutt and mallee over Melaleuca over grass; 
blackened tree trunks from a fire.
LG13013:
Town rubbish dump with reserve.PUBLIC LAND 
[Public Land].
LG13014:




MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed drainage woodland; ref 
LG13018d.
LG13016:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Variable communities of mallee 
over shrubs. To be cleared apart from limited areas of drainage 
and stoney rises: Area of 600 Ha remaining of former 1661 Ha 
area which has been cleared of 1061 Ha. [See also LG13008 & 
LG13009. [63% Cleared To-Date - Further Clearing Intended].
LG13017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed woodland about a house.LG13018:
PUBLIC LAND 
have mallee + Gimlet over Melaleuca spp. scrub; mallee over 
Tamma; and Tamma (Allocasuarina acutivalvis) - Callitris - 
Leptospermum scrub heath. [Public Land].
Road verge remnant: From NNE - SSWLG13019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed lightly to moderately 
wooded Eucalyptus spp. dominated drainage.
LG14001:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed mallee over Melaleuca spp. 
scrub on brown clay loam; southern one-third is mallee over 
scrub and heath grading to south into Tamma scrub - heath on 
sandy loam.
LG14002:
CLEARED Apparently substantially cleared apart from strips 
along drainages and on rocky ridges. [Cleared].
LG14003:
REMNANT Mallee over heath and scrub.LG14004:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed diverse natural heath, scrub 
and low mallee on gravel soil; excellent condition.
LG14005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed saline lake woodland - 
samphire area.
LG14006:
MODIFIED Part disturbed, part fenced Blackbutt ± Salmon 
gum woodland on high ground over mallee or Tea-tree tall 
shrubland over 1 m shrubland of Olearia muelleri, Templetonia, 
Olearia cassiniae, Quandong, Stipa elegantissima, sedges and 
Lomandra effusa, with saline lows dominated by samphire and 
30-50% of fringing trees dead.
LG14007:
MODIFIED Mallee, scrub and Broombush fringing a laneway 
up to farm buildings at end away from road.
LG14008:




REMNANT Undisturbed diverse natural Tallerack 
Redwood mallee, scrub and heath mosaic in the west on gravel 
and sand soil, grading into mallee over Melaleuca spp. on more 
clayey soil in the east.
LG14010:
REMNANT Undisturbed diverse natural heath with mallee on 
high ground in the middle.
LG14011:
LG15001: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum woodlands 
over tree mallee over mallee over Broombush over Melaleuca 
spp. on sand and gravel soil around farm buildings.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum woodlands 
over tree mallee over mallee over Broombush over Melaleuca 
spp. on sand and gravel soil.
LG15002:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed heath.LG15003:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed mallee over scrub and heath 
- typical species in common with LG13018.
LG15004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over Melaleuca spp. 
on sandy clay loam soil; ± samphire lows, wooded lake fringes, 
unfenced, part disturbed mixed mallee over Melaleuca spp. 
scrub at west end of remnant fringing large lake; remnant area 
fragmented by clearing.
LG15005:
Southern c. 1/3 of area cleared; LG15008c atLG15006: MODFEED
upper slope north end; remainder is comprised of swampy flat 
with mallee over Melaleuca spp. thicket (as LG15008a); grades 
to south into mallee over low scrub as LG15008b/c; then a 
couple of lower drainage areas carrying Salmon gum, tree 
mallees over Melaleuca spp. (as LG13018d), with some Swamp 
yate; dead trees present centrally due to fire or salt. [33.3% 
Cleared].
MODIFIED Appears from road to be swampy flat with mallee 
over Melaleuca spp. thicket (as LG15008a); grades to south into 
mallee over low scrub as LG15008 b/c; then a couple of lower 
drainage areas carrying Salmon gum, tree mallees over 
Melaleuca spp. (as LG13018d), with some blackbutt = Swamp 
yate (£. occidentalis)\ dead trees present centrally due to fire or
LG15007:
salt.
REMNANT (See Detailed) Variable communities of mallee 
over Melaleuca spp. as LG13018 d/e.
LG15008:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Variable mallee dominated 
communities with some Allocasuarina campestris, E.
LG15009:
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occidentalis and Melaleuca uncinata communities, some granite 
exposure.
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed over grass near road, ± mallee 
over tall to \cw Melaleuca swamp about lakes.
LG16001:
MODIFIED Varley Town-Site. Mixed area of Salmon gum - 
Gimlet and granite rock, and mallee over Melaleuca area.
LG16002:
MODIFIED West end: Unfenced, edge disturbed Gimlet 
(mallee form) over Melaleuca spp. on heavy loam soil, swampy 
lower area. East end: Swampy low area about salt lakes with 
fringing mallee over Melaleuca and central lake low containing 
salt-killed trees over shrubs and dead/dying fringing Swamp 
yates; grading to unfenced, mallee with disturbed grassy 
understorey - significant salt deaths of mallee, but some 
Melaleuca's currently survive.
LG16003:
MODIFIED Salmon gum - mallee - Gimlet tree area.LG16004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed understorey Blackbutt - 
Gimlet over Melaleuca scrub + Olearia muelleri.
LG16005:
MODIFIED Unfenced Blackbutt over mallee spp. and 
Melaleuca spp. + Phebalium on brown clay soil; grades to west 
into ± open mallee disturbed grassy understorey.
LG16007:
MODIFIED Unfenced Blackbutt over mallee spp. and 
Melaleuca spp. + Phebalium on brown clay soil; grades to west 
into ± open mallee disturbed grassy understorey; appears to be a 
swampy low drainage area.
LG16008:
MODIFIED Unfenced Blackbutt over mallee spp. and 
Melaleuca spp. + Phebalium on brown clay soil; grades to west 
into ± open mallee disturbed grassy understorey; salt deaths 
evident at north edge.
LG16009:
MODIFIED West end: Unfenced, ± disturbed Salmon gum 
mallee Gimlet + Melaleuca spp. scrub with Acacia, unfenced 
about house to the south of the road. East end: Unfenced, ± 
disturbed fluted bark 3-4 m Gimlet over mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub to 1.5 m.
LG16010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed low mallee over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub with some Salmon gum; appears to have been part 
cleared as is quite narrow. [Part Cleared].
LG16011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum over mallee 
over grass, about a dam.
LG16012:
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MODIFIED Unfenced Melaleuca spp. scrub ± Salmon gum. 
[Part Cleared].
LG16013:
Diverse low heath on sand. [PublicLG16014: PUBLIC LAND 
Land],
Area granted 1960, but a 1961-2 fire burnt outLG16015: CLEARED
this area; cleared but regrowth took 15 years before the country 
started to recover after the fire; 19 inches of rain this year up to 
early August. Regrowth is unfenced, disturbed regenerating 
bush of heath at fringes and mallee over Melaleuca spp. ± 
Salmon gum; regrowth also of broad strips along drainages. 
[Part Cleared],
LG16016: REMNANT Mosaic area of heath, mallee heath, mallee over 
Melaleuca ± Salmon gum areas.
LG16017: REMNANT Un-mapped remnant bush.
Allocasuarina acutivalvis - Callitris verrucosa 4 m scrub over 
mixed 1 m heath on pale brown loam + laterite gravel/pebbles; 
grades to south into Melaleuca scrub, then as heath over 
Broombush.
Diverse, natural
MODIFIED Salmon gum woodland over Melaleuca about 
building.
LG16018:
LG16019: REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed 4-6 m mallee over 
Melaleuca spp. ± Allocasuarina scrub over Acacia spp. - 
Phebalium - Boronia ground layer on pale red brown sand clay 
loam ± laterite gravel and pebbles.
REMNANT (See Detailed) Allocasuarina heath/mallee heath. 
Gravel extraction pit present.
LG16020:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed understorey Blackbutt - 
Gimlet over Melaleuca scrub + Olearia muelleri.
LG16021:
REMNANT Diverse, natural Allocasuarina ± mallee scrub 
over heath on gravel soil.
LG16022:
Pingelly Shire
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Powder-bark Wandoo 




SCATTERED Western 1/3: Unfenced, disturbed ironstone with 
Brown mallet, White gum, and minor scrub at slope base. 
Eastern 2/3: Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam ± 
White gum on granite ± outcrop boulder/domal rise all with 
grass.
PIN01002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone over granite rise, 
with Brown mallet ± White gum, some areas regenerating 
evidently burnt 10-15 yrs ago.
PINO 1003:
PINO1008 
to PIN01011: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway ridge with 
summit scrub and Powder-bark Wandoo, and Powder-bark 
Wandoo and/or White gum and Brown mallet slopes, all over 
grasses and herbs on gravel soil over laterite; drains cut on 
steeper slopes.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ridge With White 
gum ± Powder-bark Wandoo woodland over bare ground ± 
grass/ground herbage - steep breakaway slope present.
PIN01012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ridge With White 
gum ± Powder-bark Wandoo woodland over bare ground ± 
grass/ground herbage.
PIN01013:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone 
ridge with Brown mallet - Powder-bark Wandoo woodland on 
highest ground, with ± granite outcrop Sheoak - Powder-bark 
Wandoo ± York gum woodland all over bare ground or grass in 
the remainder; area obviously heavily grazed; shrubs of 
Gastrolobium trilobum common in the NE comer.
PIN01014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam + York gum ± White 
gum woodland over grasses/herbs, and a flooded gum drainage 
skirting the west edge.
PIN01015:
SCATTERED Ironstone ridge with Wandoo and Brown mallet.PIN02001:
PIN02002 
& PIN02003: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainages with + open 
Flooded gum (+ White gum) + Jam woodland over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum 
woodland over grass in the north-west; Taylors Well in the 
middle with Sheoak - Jam - White gum woodland all over grass 
and scattered shrubs - Petrophile divaricata ± flat granite 
exposure associated with drainage; at south-east end have rushes 
and sedges, and dead/dying fringing salt affected White gums
PIN02004:
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MODIFIED Unfenced White gum woodland over Parrot 
Bush over Hypocalymma cmgustifolia. Harsh Hakea, 
Leptospermum erubescens, blue-green leaf revolute leaved 
Epacridaceae, broad-leaf Hibbertia, Acacia pulchella, Dryandra 
sp. (of upper slope area of BEVO5026b) and Holly-leaf 
Grevillea of BR002043.
PIN02005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet + Powder- 
bark Wandoo or Wandoo slope over bare ground.
PIN02006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet ridge.PIN02007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland on a ± granite dome outcrop gravel rise with Brown 
mallet.
PIN02008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - York gum 
woodland all over grass.
PIN02009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone above granite rise 
with White gum ± Powder-bark Wandoo woodland ± 
undershrubs over grass or bare ground; Sheoaks fringing granite.
PIN02010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass 
drainage.
PIN02011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed wooded, laterite gravel soil 
rise with a slope at the west edge.
PIN02012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - York gum 
woodland all over grass, associated with flowing drainage.
PIN02013:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Sheoak 
woodland over bare ground or grass.
PIN02014:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone above granite rise 
with White gum + Powder-bark Wandoo woodland ± 
undershrubs over grass or bare ground; Sheoaks fringing granite.
PIN02015:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass ± shrubs, with a ± brown mallet slope.
PIN02016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey, White gum 
woodland all over a grass, herb and scattered shrub understorey 
on slopes and rises on gravel soil.
PIN02017:
PIN02018 
to PIN02021: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass ± shrubs.
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainages with + open 
Flooded gum (+ White gum) ± Jam woodland over grass.
PIN02022:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass ± shrubs, with a + Brown mallet slope.
PIN02023:
PIN02024 
to PIN02026: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey, White gum 
woodland all over a grass, herb and scattered shrub understorey 
on slopes and rises on gravel soil.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey. White gum 
woodland all over a grass, herb and scattered shrub understorey 
on slopes and rises on gravel soil.
PIN02027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum woodland 
over grass ± shrubs of Hypocalymma angustifolia, Hakea 
trifurcata, Grevillea tenuiflora, + Sheoak, + Calothamnus 
quadrifidus, Baeckea crispijlora, Xanthorrhoea nana, Hakea 
incrassata, Stipa elegantissima, Crassula spp. (including C 
color aid), + Allocasuarina humilis + Hairy grass (Neurachne 
alopecuroidea), Conostylis setosa, Goode nia ajfinis, 
Lechenaultia biloba, Hakea lissocarpha, Dampiera 
lavandulacea, Ursinia anthemoides, ± Drosera macrantha, 
Thysanotus patersonii, Loxocarya aspera, broad leaf Hibbertia, 
terete sedge, mosses and lichens; dam present.
PIN02028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey, White gum 
woodland all over a grass, herb and scattered shrub understorey 
on slopes and rises on gravel soil.
PIN02029:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± open White gum - Sheoak 
- Jam woodland mostly over grass with Dampiera lavandulacea, 
Hypocalymma angustifolia. Pink buttons (Helipterum 
manglesii), Kennedia prostrata, mosses, lichens, Ursinia 
anthemoides, Stipa spp., Hairy grass {Neurachne 
alopecuroidea), Drosera huegellii, Stackhousia pubescens, 
Opercidaria vaginata, Borya sphaerocephala, and Hibbertia 
enervia all on gravel loam soil; species are indicative of 
subsurface, near surface granite.
PIN02030:
PIN02031 
& PIN02032: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone gravel rise with 
White gum over grass and Brown mallet slopes bare ground.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum woodland 
over grass + shrubs of Hypocalymma angustifolia, Hakea 
trifircata, Grevillea tenuiflora, + Sheoak, + Calothamnus
PIN02033:
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quadrifidus, Baeckea crispijlora, Xanthorrhoea nana, Hakea 
incrassata, Stipa elegantissima, Crassula spp. (including C. 
color at a), + Allocasuarina humilis + Hairy grass (Neurachne 
alopecuroidea), Conostylis setosa, Goode nia affinis, 
Lechenaultia biloba, Hakea lissocarpha, Dampiera 
lavandulacea, Ursinia anthemoides, ± Drosera macrantha, 
Thysanotus patersonii, Loxocarya aspera, broad leaf Hibbertia, 
terete sedge, mosses and lichens, birds calling; rabbit warrens in 
road verge.
MODIFIED Small Breakaway ridge like BEVO5026 
(Wylgimia Hill); boulder granite outcrop; drainage channel cut 
below the edge of the remnants.
PIN02034:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Boonadgin Brook Drainage 
with York gum woodland ( and minor White gum) over grasses, 
mosses and herbs.
PIN02035:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - York gum - 
Jam - Sheoak over rushes (and ITypha) in the drainage + 
grasses.
PIN02036:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone over granite rise 
with White gum ± Powder-bark Wandoo woodland ± 
undershrubs over grass or bare ground.
PIN02037:
SCATTERED Fenced, undisturbed Powder-bark Wandoo over 
Dryandra spp. (Kerosene bushes) - Petrophile divaricata - 
Leptospermum erubescens etc (see BR002043a) on gravel soil.
PIN02038:
PIN02039 
& PIN02040: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum ± White gum 
woodland over grass on a ± granite boulder outcrop rise.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone gravel rise with 
White gum over grass and Brown mallet slopes bare ground.
PIN02041:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum woodland 
over grass ± shrubs of Hypocalymma angustifolia, Hakea 
trifurcata, Grevillea tenuiflora, ± Sheoak, + Calothamnus 
quadrifidus, Baeckea crispijlora, Xanthorrhoea nana, Hakea 
incrassata, Stipa elegantissima, Crassula spp. (including C. 
colorata), ± Allocasuarina humilis + Hairy grass {Neurachne 
alopecuroidea), Conostylis setosa, Goode nia affinis, 
Lechenaultia biloba, Hakea lissocarpha, Dampiera 
lavandulacea, Ursinia anthemoides, ± Drosera macrantha, 
Thysanotus patersonii, Loxocarya aspera, broad leaf Hibbertia, 




MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Sheoak - Jam over 
Parrot Bush + Blackboy scrub over grass; Broombush on slope 
on west edge, otherwise is Brown mallet all over ground 
herbage; under Brown mallet at fringe which occurs with White 
gum is Gastrolobium trilobum, Hakea sp., Acacia sp., and 
Podolepis capillaris', presence of Sheoak and Jam indicative of 
subsurface granite.
PIN03001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Sheoak - Jam over 
Parrot Bush ± Blackboy scrub over grass; summits of boulder 
outcrop; Brown mallet east slope.
PIN03002:
PIN03003 
& PIN03004: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Sheoak - Jam over 
Parrot Bush ± Blackboy scrub over grass; presence of Sheoak 
and Jam indicative of subsurface granite.
MODIFIED Northern 1/3: Unfenced, disturbed over grass or 
mostly bare ground. Eastern 1/3: Unfenced, significantly edge 
disturbance bush as PIN03006 over just grass + Gastrolobium 
trilobum. South-western 1/3: Fenced area, with good 
understorey cover as well slope and summit vegetation as in 
PIN03006.
PIN03005:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Variable woodlands dominated 
by Powder-bark Wandoo, Brown Mallet and White Gum. To 
the north, outside larger fenced remnant have unfenced, 
disturbed White gum woodland/grass(SCATTERED).
PIN03006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage.PIN03007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± Salmon gum - White gum, 
Sheoak, Jam woodland all over grass on gravel soil.
PIN04001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum over grass 
wooded drainage.
PIN04002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, ± open York gum ± 
Sheoak + Jam woodland all over grass/weeds over boulder 
granite outcrop on a hill.
PIN04003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Powder-bark 
Wandoo/White gum over scrub ridge (see PIN03006).
PIN04004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam ± York gum (+ 
Sheoak) all over grass.
PIN04005:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum ± Jam woodland 
over grass on + granite outcrop slope.
PIN04006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open York gum + Jam 
woodland over grass on ± granite outcrop slope.
PIN04007:
PIN04008 
& PIN04009: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed + White gum + Sheoak ± 
Jam + York gum woodland over grass and ± granite outcrop.
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed York gum - Sheoak - Jam 
woodland over grass on ± granite outcrop rise.
PIN04010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway summit outcrop 
with Brown mallet.
PIN04011:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass; dam present; ± drainage; 10% dead trees.
PIN04012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - Sheoak ± Jam 
wooded slope over grass over granite.
PIN04013:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum 




to PIN04017: SCATTERED! Open White gum over grass and dead timber 
wooded ironstone rise.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak 
woodland all over grass and dead timber.
PIN04018:
Noonebin Nature Reserve. [PublicPUBLIC LAND
Land],
PIN04019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam ± Sheoak ± open 




to PIN04024: SCATTERED Unfenced, ± edge disturbed breakaway area (see 
R80); variable granite exposures and related vegetation of York 
gum - Sheoak.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Powder-bark 
Wandoo/White gum over scrub ridge (see PIN03006) 
significance edge disturbance with only Brown mallet ± White 
gum over grass present.
PIN04025:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum over + sedges in 
drainage otherwise grass ± granite outcrop; open vegetation, 
significant disturbance, 30% dead.
PIN04026:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Powder-bark Wandoo 
- White gum over scrub ridge (see PIN03006).
PIN04027:
MODIFIED Unfenced edge disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
White gum over scrub ridge (see PIN03006); significant edge 
disturbance with only Brown mallet ± White gum over grass.
PIN04029:
MODIFIED Unfenced edge disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
White gum over scrub ridge (see PIN03006); significant edge 
disturbance with only Brown mallet ± White gum over grass; 
part fenced along southern edge.
PIN04030:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed York gum ± White gum ± 
Jam woodland over grass.
PIN04031:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
wooded drainage; ± York gum and Sheoak trees.
PIN04033:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, York gum + mallee over 
pink flower fruit trees all over grass in drainage area.
PIN04034:
PIN04035 
to PIN04037: MODIFIED Unfenced edge disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
White gum over scrub ridge (see PIN03006).
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum woodland over 
grass drainage slope.
PIN04038:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum over grass 
drainage.
PIN04039:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway ridge with trees, 
but no understorey.
PIN04040:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed breakaway ridge with trees, 
but no understorey.
PIN04041:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, York gum over± sedges in 
drainage otherwise grass ± granite outcrop; Greening Australia 
Tree planting south of road.
PIN04042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, ± edge disturbed breakaway area (see 
PIN03006); variable granite exposures and related vegetation of 
York gum - Sheoak.
PIN04043:
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Fenced (but not fenced at road verge),PUBLIC LAND 
York gum ± White gum woodland over or with Jam 
shrubland/tall shrubland all over grass. [Public Land].
PIN04044:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam - 
Brown mallet woodland all over grass.
PIN04045:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam - 
Brown mallet woodland all over grass; ± Blackboys; drainage 
channel cut on downslope side.
PIN04046:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± open York 
gum - White gum woodland over some mixed native and 
introduced grasses and herbs, including: Ursinia anthemoides, 
orchids, Stipa elegantissima, mosses and lichens; some 
Mistletoes in White gums; timber cut; some scattered Nakeds 
and some Jam in SW comer along drainage of Hotham River.
PIN04047:
SCATTERED Unfenced, edge disturbed, gravel breakaway 
slope with Brown mallet ± Powder-bark Wandoo woodland 
mostly over bare ground.
PIN04048:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± York gum ± Sheoak (± 
Salmon gum/White gum) woodland on granite + boulder 
outcrop hill all over grass; with farm buildings at north edge.
PIN04049:
SCATTERED Unfenced, White gum - Sheoak - Jam all over 
grass drainage; 20% dead trees.
PIN04050:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass on a ± rise.
PIN04051:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± boulder outcrop 
hills Brown mallet ± White gum (some Sheoak) over grass or 
bare ground in Brown mallet area.
PIN04052:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± boulder outcrop 
hills Brown mallet ± White gum (some Sheoak) over grass or 
bare ground in Brown mallet area; some granite.
PIN04053:
SCATTERED Unfenced, significantly disturbed ironstone rises 
Brown mallet, slopes Sheoak - White gum remainder all over 
grass.
PIN04054:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - York gum - White 




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - York gum - White 
gum woodland ± Blackboy all over grass with ± outcrop granite 
on rises.
PIN04056:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - York gum - White 
gum woodland ± Blackboy all over grass with ± outcrop granite 
on rises; ironstone breakaway slope with Brown mallet (trees 
cuts) and a couple of Salmon gums, but generally quite 
disturbed, and open; gravel extracted.
PIN04057:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, scattered York gum all 
over grass on ± granite outcrop slope.
PIN04058:
PIN04059 
& PIN04060: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - White gum all 
over grass; some trees dead; rubbish iron scattered in area.
SCATTERED Unfenced, ironstone ridge/rise with Brown mallet 
woodland mostly over bare ground (/or grass).
PIN04061:
SCATTERED Drainage: York gum + Jam woodland over grass 
in the north; unfenced, disturbed York gum - Flooded gum over 
grass in the remainder.
PIN04062:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± scrub 
over bare ground or herbage.
PIN05001:
PIN05002 
& PIN05003: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed granite domes 
dominated by Sheoak ± Jam woodland with White gum + 
Powder-bark Wandoo and a scrub understorey in which box 
poison is prominent all on gravel soil.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland ± rare 
Blackboy all over grass, with scattered farm machinery.
PIN05004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland ± rare 
Blackboy all over grass, with scattered farm machinery.
PIN05005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam - Sheoak - York gum 
over grass.
PIN05006:
MODIFIED Northern 1/2: Unfenced open White gum + Jam 
over grass. Southern 1/2: Fenced Sheoak - Allocasuarina 
campestris - Prickly Dryandra - Gastrolobium trilobum - Prickly 
Poison - Blackboy mixed scrub on gravel soil; borrow pit gravel 
extraction in part of area.
PIN05007:
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SCATTERED White gum - Sheoak woodland; 2-5% dead trees 
evident.
PIN05008:
SCATTERED Unfenced gravel slope with White gum 




to PIN05013: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed granite dormal hill with ± 
open York gum - Sheoak - Jam woodland over grass; some 
shrubs sections.
MODIFIED Unfenced disturbed ironstone ridge woodland 
over some scrub over bare ground.
PIN05015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum - White gum 
woodland over grass on granite ± outcrop.
PIN06001:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Sheoak + Jam, + York gum over Blackboy over grass, sedges, 
native herbage and native grasses; drainage present; farm 
buildings present.
PIN06002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - York gum - 
Sheoak - Jam - Blackboy over grass drainage.
PIN06003:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - 
York gum - White gum woodland over grass and ± native 
herbage; area adjoins north-west comer of Tutanning Nature 
Reserve.
PIN06004:
Tutanning Nature Reserve Extension.PUBLIC LAND 
[Public Land].
PIN06005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam - York gum - White 
gum over grass drainage.
PIN06006:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed granite domal outcrop hill 
with + woodland of Sheoak - York gum - White gum lower 
down.
PIN06007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam - York gum woodland 
over grass.
PIN06008:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone 
rises with White gum, ± Powder-bark Wandoo woodland 
generally all over grasses or bare ground; are slopes to south and 
is predominantly comprised of a Brown mallet slope with an 
understorey of bare ground or grasses and herbs.
PIN06009:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone rises with White 
gum, ± Powder-bark Wandoo woodland generally all over 
grasses or bare ground.
PIN06010:
PIN06011 
to PIN06013: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open Sheoak ± Jam 
woodland on summits of ± granite outcrop hills.
SCATTERED Unfenced, edge disturbed Sheoak - York gum ± 
Jam on ± granite outcrop.
PIN06014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed York gum drainage.PIN06015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum + Jam 
woodland all over grass.
PIN06016:
SCATTERED Unfenced White gum (+ Sheoak + Jam) 
woodland all over grass in drainage.
PIN06017:
SCATTERED White gum - Sheoak - Jam slope drainage lowPIN06018:
area.
PIN06019 
to PIN06022: SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced disturbed York gum - 
Sheoak - White gum ± Parrot Bush over grasses/capeweed on a 
granite ± outcrop domal hill.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak + White gum + Jam 
woodland over grass on granite domal area; fence present, but in 
disrepair.
PIN06023:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum 
woodland over grass on granite domal area; fence present, but in 
disrepair.
PIN06024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak + White gum + Jam 
woodland over grass on granite domal area; fence present, but in 
disrepair.
PIN06025:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum 




to PIN06030: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open Sheoak + Jam 
woodland on summits of ± granite outcrop hills.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum 
woodland over grass on granite grass domal area; ± outcrop
PIN06031:
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granite domed hill with White gum in lower areas and also in 
deeper soil pockets upslope.




& PIN06034: SCATTERED Unfenced White gum - Sheoak - Jam woodland 
over grass/capeweed; ± outcrop granite domed hill with White 
gum in lower areas and also in deeper soil pockets upslope.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± White gum 
woodland over bare ground with grass on gravel soil, some 
gravel extraction; slope Salmon gum - Red Morrel at west edge.
PIN06035:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Sheoak - Jam over grass on 
granite domal ± outcrop hill.
PIN06036:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Part fenced, part disturbed 
Sheoak - White gum woodland over some Blackboy and 
Dryandra + native grasses/herbs; contains two dams; shallows 
east aspect slope; significant edge encroachment of weeds.
PIN06037:
SCATTERED Fenced, apparently undisturbed domal hill 
wooded with Eucalyptus, apparent breakaways uplands and 
White gum lowlands (see PIN03006).
PIN06038:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak (+ White gum 
woodland over grass on small granite domal rise.
PIN06039:
MODIFIED Sheoak ± Powder-bark Wandoo ± White gum 
woodland over Gastrolobium spp. shrubland; low breakaways; 
shallow slopes evident; presence of Sheoak due to lateritised 
granite; Woyerling Springs School Site 1911-1926 at south-east 
end - Brown mallet ± White gum present (see PIN03006); 
remnant cut by roads.
PIN06040:
MODIFIED North End: Ironstone ridge fire region with 
abundant young White gums. South End: Unfenced, edge 
disturbed Sheoak ± White gum woodland over herbage on + 
granite soil; white quartz present; granite indicator species 
present.
PIN06041:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed understorey White gum - 
Sheoak + Jam over Blackboy all over grass.
PIN06042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak ± Jam 
+ Salmon gum ± York gum woodland over + grass on a mixed 
substrate of lateritic gravel over ± granite ± outcrop lower down
PIN06043:
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with concomitant plant variation accordingly; lower altitude area 
so less abundant laterite, more soil so more grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak ± Jam 
± Salmon gum ± York gum woodland over + grass on a mixed 
substrate of lateritic gravel over + granite + outcrop lower down 
with concomitant plant variation accordingly; higher ground 
area, so is mostly laterite.
PIN06044:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jam (± White gum 
woodland) over grass/weeds; southern 25% cleared. [25% 
Cleared].
PIN06045:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage area with some 
York gum.
PIN06046:
REMNANT Apparently fenced, undisturbed White gum + 
Sheoak woodland over scrub and some scrub-heath in NW 
comer.
PIN06047:
MODIFIED Fenced ± edge disturbed Sheoak ± Jam (± 
Salmon gum - Red Morrel) - White gum woodland over Box 
poison and herbage on gravel soil over subsurface granite; ± 
granite outcrop downslope to south-east.
PIN06048:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Sheoak ± White gum 
woodland over grass; some gravel extraction.
PIN06049:
MODIFIED Unfenced, significant edge disturbed Sheoak + 
Jam woodland all over herbage and ± grass; two Wedge-tailed 
Eagles seen - lot of rabbits present hence the eagles; large dam 
supplied by granite.
PIN06050:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum + Sheoak ± 
Jam ± open woodland all over native shrubs - Calytrix, and 
Verticordia grcmdiflora + lichens - over sedges, herbs and/or 
grasses/weeds the latter mostly at the edges.
PIN06051:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone rises with White 
gum, + Powder-bark Wandoo woodland generally all over 
grasses or bare ground.
PIN06052:
SCATTERED Unfenced, White gum - Sheoak + Jam + 
Blackboy all over grass on + granite outcrop; 5-10% dead trees.
PIN06053:




SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum 
- Jam - White gum - Sheoak over native grasses and weeds 
drainage.
PIN07001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Salmon gum ± 




to PIN07006: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed, Blackbutt ± White gum 
woodland over grasses/herbs and ± bare ground, some Dryandra 
+ Blackboy scrub and Broombush on laterite gravel soil.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed understorey 
White gum ± Jam woodland over grass/herbs; ± Acacia sp.; 
ground layer native grasses, herbs + Blackboy in the NW comer.
PIN07007:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Salmon gum - 
Red Morrel ± Jam ± Blackbutt woodland all over grass on gravel
PIN07008:
soil.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed, upslope 
granite domal hill with York gum + Sheoak - Jam and Hook-leaf 
Thryptomene all over grass.
PIN07009:
MODIFIED North End: Unfenced, disturbed, upslope granite 
domal hill with York gum ± Sheoak - Jam and Hook-leaf 
Thryptomene all over grass. South End: Fenced, Salmon gum - 
White gum - Jam - Sheoak woodland over grasses/herbs.
PIN07010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Salmon gum - Red Morrel 
in south adjoining Sheoak - Jam ± York gum woodland gradual 
slope to north on + granite outcrop all over grass/herbs.
PIN07011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum (± Salmon 
gum seen) woodland over Leptospermum ± Blackboy ± 
Allocasuarina scrub to 1.2 - 1.5 m on gravelly loam soil; some 
senescent White gums.
PIN07012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum - Salmon 
gum Blackbutt ± Jam over sedges and native herbage in a 




& PLA01002: SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Blackboy grass.
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PLA01003 
& PLA02006: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah grass.PLA01004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum (± 
Marri) ± scrub ± grass; mostly Jarrah over grass and up to 20% 
tree deaths in the west.
PLA01005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (± Marri + White 
gum) grass.
PLA01006:
Substantially cleared except for a few areas.CLEARED
[Cleared],
PLA02001:
MODIFIED Formerly part of PLA02001, but now comprised 
of a small isolated remnant of unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over + 
shrubs over grass.
PLA02002:
CLEARED Cleared apart from a few small c. 0.3 Ha areas of 
unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass. [Cleared].
PLA02003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed, dense Jarrah over grass.PLA02004:
PLA02005 
& PLA02006: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over ± scrub species 
over grass.
PLA02007:
MODIFIED North end: Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White 
gum + shrubs over grass. Not seen at west end ?cleared. Salt 
dead trees at south-east edge - some Jarrah ± Marri - Flooded 
gum over grass ± Blackboy ± shrubs in the same area.
PLA02008:
SCATTERED Salt dead drainage; 50% of trees dead/dying.PLA02009:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.PLA02010:
PLA02011 
& PLA02012: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over (± 
shrubs) over grass.
MODIFIED South end: Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah over 
Paperbark Me/a/ewca spp. scrub; unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over 
Paperbarks over grass at east edge.
PLA02013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± 
Marri over rare Callistemon (Bottlebrush) ± dead Paperbarks
PLA02014:
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and rare shrubs over dense 1 m sedge and rush ground layer, 
40% of trees dead or dying.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass ± 
Blackboy and some Flooded gum; dammed creek with salt dead 
trees and Paperbarks at upstream end.
PLA02015:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.PLA02016:
REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah ± Marri 
forest over scrub; a lot of young trees present; also ± crown 
senescence and epicormic growth as regeneration from a severe 
fire and or clearing 20+ yrs ago.
PLA02017:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri all over 
grass at the edge zone; fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri forest over scrub in the remainder.
PLA02018:
MODIFIED Fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah + Marri 
forest over scrub with a Paperbark drainage; a lot of young trees 
present; also ± crown senescence and some limited epicormic 
growth as regeneration from a severe fire and or clearing 20+ yrs 
ago.
PLA02019:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ Marri) over ± 
thistle over grass.
PLA02020:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri over 
scrub.
PLA02021:
CLEARED Planted pines at edge of PLA02023. [Not Rem- 
Veg],
PLA02022:
MODIFIED Outer zone is unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri 
over grass; internally is apparent extension of State Forest area.
PLA02023:
MODIFIED Fenced, generally disturbed Jarrah + Marri scrub.PLA02024:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Swamp yate + Flooded gum 
+ Marri + White gum over Paperbark over sedges; drainage from 
north end of this remnant towards PLA03002 is 60% salt dead.
PLA03001:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Swamp yate ± Flooded gum 
+ Marri + White gum over Paperbark over sedges; 5% dead 
trees.
PLA03002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over scrub.PLA03003:
PLA03004
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.& PLA03005:
PLA03006 
& PLA03007: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± Jarrah ± 
Marri over grass drainages.
MODIFDED Fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah + Marri 
over scrub.
PLA03008:
MODIFIED Fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah + Marri 
over scrub; high rate of crown deaths; mapped as being 
continuous with PLA03012, but separated by firebreaks.
PLA03009:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage with 
associated strip of Jarrah + Marri over grass vegetation; 50% 
tree deaths in drainage.
PLA03010:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + thistle 
over grass.
PLA03011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 




to PLA03015: SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + thistle 
over grass.
PLA03016 
& PLA03017 MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri scrub.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.PLA03018:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
Bull Banksia over scrub; dead trees and Paperbark drainage in 
south-west comer.
PLA03019:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri over ± 
Bull Banksia over scrub; dead trees and Paperbark drainage at 
west edge.
PLA03020:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
Bull Banksia over scrub; mapped as same remnant as 
PLA03021, but different location - separated by fire-break.
PLA03021:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
Bull Banksia over scrub.
PLA03022:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + 
Bull Banksia over scrub.
PLA03023:
SCATTERED Salt dead drainage.PLA03024:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± scrub 
over grass.
PLA03025:
SCATTERED Not seen not accessible; map shows a cleared 
strip within the western half of the area with an obviously 
unfenced boundary.
PLA03026:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± shrub 
over grass.
PLA03027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + shrub 
over grass.
PLA03028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± shrub 
over grass; ± Swamp yate - Paperbarks - scrub - sedge area in 
the south.
PLA03029:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.PLA03030:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over Melaleuca ± scrub and sedges; area recovering from a fire; 
Swamp yates dead from a fire.
PLA03031:
MODIFIED Unfenced disturbed Jarrah + Marri over ± scrub 
over + grass.
PLA03032:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over scrub.PLA03033:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
Paperbark over sedges.
PLA03034:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
Paperbark over sedges; unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ Marri) 
over ± shrubs, over grass on ironstone ridge in part of area.
PLA03035:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA03036:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ Marri) over ± 
shrubs, over grass on ironstone ridge.
PLA03037:





SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ 
Marri) over + shrubs over grass.
& PLA03040:
SCATTERED Lake full of water with a line of dead Paperbarks 
about edge - 98% of Paperbarks dead.
PLA03041:
SCATTERED Salt dead Swamp yates.PLA03042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Redheart mallee ± 
Swamp yate over grass.
PLA03043:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed ± Swamp yate over mallee 
over scrub; Paperbarks present (some senescence).
PLA03044:
PLA03045 
& PLA03046: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
shrubs over grass.
PLA03047:
SCATTERED Unfenced, Jarrah + White gum + Marri over 
scrub, edge disturbed due to broad fire break.
PLA03048:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + 
shrubs over grass.
PLA03049:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over 
scrub in the north; unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over sedges in the south.
PLA04001:
REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah ± Marri 
over scrub.
PLA04002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Flooded gum over 
± Paperbark over sedges drainage; 60% of trees dead/dying.
PLA04003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
Blackboy over grass.
PLA04004:
MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah forest over scrub and 
Paperbark - Flooded gum swamp low in the north-west; 
unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Blackboy over grass in the north­
east; unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± Blackboy 
grass in the central south-east; and unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
over + shrubs over grass in the south-east.
PLA04005:




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Blackboy over 
grass; and unfenced, disturbed drainage woodland of Jarrah - 
Flooded gum over Paperbark and Blackboy scrub - 95% 
dead/dying.
PLA04007:
SCATTERED Fenced, edge disturbed drainage woodland of 
Jarrah - Flooded gum over Paperbark and Blackboy scrub; 15% 
dead dying.
PLA04008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage woodland of Jarrah 
- Flooded gum over Paperbark and Blackboy scrub - 95% 
dead/dying.
PLA04009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over ± sedges over grass in a drainage low area.
PLA04010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate two 
Paperbark sedge drainage amongst unfenced, edge disturbed 
Jarrah + Marri scrub.
PLA04011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over ± sedges over grass in a drainage low area.
PLA04012:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over + sedges over grass in a drainage low area in the 
west; unfenced, disturbed to unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± 




to PLA04018: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass; 
grazed to sheep reach height.
PLA04019 
& PLA04020: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over + scrub 
over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over scrub 
section and Flooded gum over Paperbark over sedge drainage 
section.
PLA04021:




& PLA04024: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded 
Paperbark ± bracken over green Kangaroo paw + Jarrah 
drainage; tree senescence.
PLA04025: gum over
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri fringe 
over Melaleuca spp. (including Paperbark) ± Flooded gum with 
significant (15%) dead/dying trees over sedges ± grass drainage.
PLA04026:
MODIFIED (=PLA02023): Private land extension of State 
Forest - viz. outer zone is unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri 
over grass; internally is apparent extension of State Forest area.
PLA04027:
SCATTERED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri fringe 
over Melaleuca spp. (including Paperbark) ± Flooded gum with 
significant (15%) dead/dying trees over sedges ± grass drainage.
PLA04028:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ Marri) over grass.PLA04029:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage - 75-85% dead.PLA04030:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed - swampy low Jarrah ± 
Marri over Melaleuca spp. scrub and bracken; understorey 
waterlogged and burnt out - very high crown senescence and 
epicormic activity; southern end cleared. [Part Cleared].
PLA04031:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over 
scrub on sand soil - significant crown senescence.
PLA04032:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Paperbark + bracken over green Kangaroo paw ± Jarrah 




to PLA04036: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over sedge area with some mallee over scrub.
PLA04037:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA04038:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri over ± shrubs over grass.
PLA04039:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
shrubs over grass; in the south have an unfenced, disturbed, salt 




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, salt dead Flooded gum 
drainage; 60% of trees dead/dying.
& PLA04042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.PLA04043:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, salt dead Flooded gum 
drainage; 60% of trees dead/dying.
PLA04044:
MODIFIED Salt dead zone of unfenced, disturbed Swamp 
yate over Paperbark over sedge drainage; very severe gully 
erosion at west end.
PLA04045:
REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah - Marri 
over scrub with a Swamp yate over Paperbark over sedge 
drainage in the south-west.
PLA04046:
MODIFIED Fenced, generally natural Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
scrub bush, but has been burnt; a lot of crown senescence and a 
lot of tree regrowth evident; small reed area at southern west 
edge.
PLA04047:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass; 
trees planted.
PLA04048:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over ± thistle over 
grass.
PLA04049:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over sedges.
PLA04050:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over + scrub 
associated with property driveway.
PLA04051:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.PLA04052:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
shrubs over grass.
PLA04053:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
shrubs over grass.
PLA04054:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Jarrah ± Marri over 
grass; unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over Paperbark over 
sedge drainage in from east edge.
PLA04055:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri + Flooded 
gum over grass - drainage low.
PLA04056:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri + Swamp 
yate ± Flooded gum over + shrubs over grass.
PLA04057:
PLA04058 
& PLA04059: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass; 
and, unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± thistle ± Melaleuca 
over grass.
PLA04060:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
shrubs over grass.
PLA04061:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
mallee over + scrub over + grass; Swamp yate over sedges + 
Melaleuca drainage in the north-east.
PLA04062:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA04063:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri over 
scrub.
PLA04064:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass; 
grazed to sheep reach height.
PLA04065:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Paperbark drainage ± Jarrah 
± Flooded gum.
PLA04066:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± White gum 
over scrub; ± Flooded gum over Paperbarks over sedges/herbs.
PLA04067:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over sedge area with some mallee over scrub.
PLA04068:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over sedge area with some mallee over scrub and fringing 
Swamp yate over mallee over scrub.
PLA04069:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA04070:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri over 
scrub.
PLA04071:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA04072:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed, ± burnt, regenerating 




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ± Jarrah - Marri ± Bull 
Banksia, Paperbark ± Melaleuca thymoides ± Agonis 
hypericifolia, Anigozanthos green flower and Adenanthos 
orbifolia scrub on sand.
PLA04074:
MODIFIED Fenced, generally undisturbed ± White gum over 
+ mallee over scrub.
PLA05001:
SCATTERED Generally cleared except for very open tree cover 
of Swamp yate. White gum and Jarrah.
PLA05002:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over 
grass.
PL AOS003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass; unfenced, disturbed, open Swamp yate over + Flooded 
gum over + mallee over + Paperbark over grass in the north of 
this area.
PLA05004:
SCATTERED West end: Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White 
gum over grass. East end: Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri 
over grass.
PLA05005:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over rare 
shrubs ± grass; unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass in 
the north.
PLA05006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.PLA05007:
MODIFIED South end of remnant only seen: Fenced, 
undisturbed Jarrah ± Marri scrub at east end; unfenced, disturbed 
Jarrah ± Marri over + shrubs over grass in the west.
PLA05008:
SCATTERED Broad salt killed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over tussock grass drainage in the east; and, unfenced, disturbed 
Flooded gum over grass in the west.
PLA05009:
MODIFIED Salt killed drainage with a few Paperbarks over 
abundant Halosarcia.
PLA05010:
REMNANT Unfenced, + disturbed Jarrah (+ Marri) + White 
gum over scrub ± grass areas, generally only edge disturbed; 
Swamp yate over (± mallee) (± Paperbarks) ± sedges over grass 
at south edge.
PLA05011:
CLEARED Cleared area within PLA05011. [Cleared].PLA05012:
REMNANT Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over scrub over ± grass (edges mostly).
PLA05013:
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& PLA05016: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yates over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over ± Paperbark over grass; significant senescence evident; 
trees planted.
PLA05017:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage; a few Swamp yates and 
Paperbarks survive.
PLA05018:
Substantially cleared, except for narrow, shortPLA05019: CLEARED
strips of unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass. 
[Cleared].
PLA05020 
to PLA05022: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate + White gum 
over ± shrubs mostly Prickly Dryandra (due to heavy grazing 
pressure) over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± mallee 
over + Paperbark over grass.
PLA05024:
CLEARED Large cleared area within PLA05011. [Cleared].PLA05025:
PL AOS 026 
to PLA05029: CLEARED Substantially cleared, except for narrow, short 
strips of unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
PLA06001 
& PLA06002: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - Flooded gum 
over + shrubs over grass.
PLA06003:
PLA06004 
to PLA06006: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed generally natural, Jarrah ± 
Marri over scrub; appears from road.
PLA06007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri + Swamp 
yate over ± scrub over grass.
PLA06008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± Swamp 
yate ± Flooded gum over grass.
PLA06009:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass; 
buildings present.
PLA06010:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over thistle 
over grass.
PLA06011:
REMNANT Fenced, diverse, natural Jarrah ± Marri over 
scrub with native bees present; significant crown senescence 
evident at east edge due to fires; abundant tree regrowth.
PLA06012:




to PLA06016: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
over sedges.
PLA06017:
REMNANT Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
mallee over Bull Banksia over scrub; generally undisturbed 
Swamp yate community with Paperbark at north edge.
PLA06018:
PLA06019 
& PLA06020: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.




& PLA06023: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
CLEARED Cleared.PLA06024:
CLEARED Cleared.PLA06025:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri over scrub over + grass.
PLA06026:
REMNANT Fenced, burnt, edge disturbed (due to fire 
breaks), diverse, natural Jarrah + Marri over scrub.
PLA06027:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over thistle ± 
shrubs over grass.
PLA06028:




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over + Bull 
Banksia over scrub areas over grass; and, a Swamp yate over 
Paperbark over grass understorey area.
PLA06030:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over (+ Bull 
Banksia over scrub areas over) grass; and, a Swamp yate over 
Paperbark over open grass understorey area.
PLA06031:
PLA06032 
& PLA06033: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over ± Bull 
Batiksia over scrub areas over grass; and, a Swamp yate over 
Paperbark over grass understorey area; dumped car bodies 
present.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± Jarrah over grass.PLA06034:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± Jarrah over grass.PLA06035:
MODIFIED Kwomicup Nature Reserve boundary:
Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over ± Bull Banksia over 
Melaleuca spp., Adenanthos etc scrub on sand.
PLA06036:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± open Jarrah ± Marri over 
grass.
PLA06037:
MODIFIED Cleared in the north-west and in the south-east: 
Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over ± Bull Banksia over 
Melaleuca spp., Adenanthos etc scrub on sand. [Part Cleared].
PLA06038:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA06039:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA06040:
MODIFIED Half of west end cleared: Remainder is unfenced, 
disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass abutting a ± Swamp yate 
drainage; there is a Jarrah ± Marri ± Bull Banksia and Flooded 
gum over Paperbark, sedge and grass fringe in the south. [Part 
Cleared].
PLA06041:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± Bull 




to PLA06045: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - White gum + 
Flooded gum over grass.
PLA06046:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass; 
appears to be fragmented.
PLA06047:
PLA06048 
& PLA06049: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over grass drainages.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Swamp yate over 
Paperbark over sedges in the west; and, unfenced, disturbed 
Jarrah + Marri over grass in the east.
PLA06050:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass.PLA06051:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed in the south, regenerating 
Marri ± Jarrah over scrub; Jarrah ± scrub; adjoining area with no 
intervening fence is full of thistle.
PLA06052:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 
drainage.
PLA06053:
Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over scrubMODIFIED
in the north-west; central SW-NE drainage with dense to open 
Swamp yate over grass understorey; in the south-east have a 
disturbed Swamp yate over Melaleuca spp. over tall rushes 
drainage.
PLA06054:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± scrub 
over grass.
PLA06055:
Drainage Remnant: Unfenced, disturbed SwampMODIFIED
yate over + sedge over grass in the north-east associated with a 
water-filled channel; unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over 
Paperbark over sedges over grass in the middle with 10% dead 
dying trees and etc.; then unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± Red 
gum over Paperbark over Bracken fern over sedges further 
south; and, unfenced, disturbed Marri ± Jarrah over scrub fringe,
PLA06057:
at the south end.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
shrubs over grass.
PLA06058:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed, open, part cleared Jarrah ± 
Marri over grass. [Part cleared].
PLA06059:
MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over scrub 
in the central south; and, unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri + 
Flooded gum ± Eucalyptus woodland over Paperbark over 
sedges in the west.
PLA06060:
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SCATTERED Mapped as part of PLA06059, but different 
location and ?tenure; Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over 
grass - 50% ± of trees dead.
PLA06061:
REMNANT Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over 
Melaleuca spp. (including Paperbark) relatively diverse scrub 
over rushes and sedges - vegetation quite thick.
PLA06062:
SCATTERED Mapped as part of PLA06059 and PLA06061, 
but different location and ?tenure: Substantially cleared; the 
remainder is unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass ± 
thistle; thistle abundant in paddock. [Mostly Cleared].
PLA06063:
SCATTERED Unfenced, significantly disturbed Jarrah + Marri 
over scrub ± Bracken fern; a lot of epicormic activity evident; a 
lot of thistle present.
PLA06064:
SCATTERED Unfenced, significantly disturbed Jarrah ± Marri 
over scrub ± Bracken fern; a lot of epicormic activity evident; a 
lot of thistle present.
PLA06065:
MODIFIED Fenced, burnt 10 years or so ago Jarrah ± Marri 
over scrub.
PLA06066:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
shrubs over grass.
PLA06067:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over 
scrub.
PLA06068:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed ± Jarrah over 
Melaleuca spp. thicket over + Bracken fern; and, burnt, Jarrah 
over scrub on gravel soil.
PLA06069:
REMNANT Dense, unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over 
scrub.
PLA06070:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed, burnt ± Jarrah over 
Bull Banksia over scrub.
PLA06071:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (± Marri) over grass 
(may have some internal shrubs).
PLA06072:
MODIFIED Part cleared (in the south-west): Remainder is 
unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ Marri) over grass (may have some 
internal shrubs).
PLA06073:
SCATTERED Salt dead drainage.PLA06074:
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& PLA06077: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over grass.
SCATTERED Bridal creeper.PLA06078:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over Swamp 
yate and Paperbark.
PLA06079:
Unfenced, disturbed broad RedheartPLA07001: SCATTERED 
mallee± Swamp yate over grass about depressions.
CLEARED ClearedPLA07002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over grass.PLA07003:
CLEARED Cleared.PLA07004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
mallee over grass.
PLA07005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
mallee over grass.
PLA07006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass; cleared at north end. [Part Cleared].
PLA07007
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
mallee over grass; cleared in NE comer; buildings present. [Part 
Cleared].
PLA07008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
mallee over grass.
PLA07009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over ± 
mallee over grass; also an area of Swamp yate over grass.
PLA07010:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
PLA07011:
REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed White gum over ± mallee 
over scrub.
PLA07012:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.PLA07013:
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MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed Swamp yate over mallee 
over scrub with significant salt deaths in the north-west; 
Paperbark over Chenopod over sedge swamp with emergent, 
mostly dead Swamp yates in the south-west; White gum + Jarrah 
over grass in the east; and, mostly dead Swamp yates in the 
north-east.
PLA07014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over 
grass.
PLA07015:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
grass.
PLA07016:
SCATTERED Jarrah over grass.PLA07017:
PLA07018 
to PLA07020: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 
over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
over ± shrubs over grass.
PLA07021:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
over grass; buildings present.
PLA07022:
MODIFIED Drainage area: Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate 
drainage with rushes present in the north-west; and, unfenced 
disturbed drainage with Swamp yate over Redheart mallee over 
tussock grasses over sedges all over ± grass in the remainder, c. 
5% dead/dying trees present.
PLA07023:
SCATTERED Cleared, with Swamp yates over scattered shrubs 
over grass in what is left. [Mostly Cleared],
PLA07024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± White gum over mallee 
over grass.
PLA07025:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.PLA07026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Swamp yate 
over + mallee over grass; a dam present; all bush grazed to sheep 
reach height.
PLA07027:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over mallee over Bull 
Banksia over Parrot Bush over grass in the west; unfenced 
disturbed Jarrah + White gum over + Blue mallee - Redheart 
mallee - X'mas tree ± Blackboy over grass in the north; and, 
unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee - Blue mallee over 
grass in the south.
PLA07028:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over ± mallee - 
Blue mallee over grass associated with a depression, which 
contains unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over grass.
PLA07029:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate.PLA07030:
PLA07031: MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed White gum over mallee over 
± scrub; area waterlogged.
PLA07032: REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed Blue mallee - 
mallee over scrub in the north and east; and White gum + 
Swamp yate shrubland over herbland.
PLA07033: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over ± 
shrubs over grass.
REMNANT Diverse, natural White gum over scrub.PLA07034:
PLA07035: SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate ± White gum 
over grass.
PLA07036:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed Jarrah (+ White gum) over 
grass, with rare shrubs in understorey; gravel pit and dam 
present along southern boundary.
PLA08001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over 
Paperbarks over grass.
PLA08002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mixed Jarrah forest ± 
scrub over grass; minor Paperbark - Melaleuca spp. ± Banksia 
swamp.
PLA08003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over 
grass.
PLA08004:
REMNANT Fenced, generally undisturbed Jarrah + White 
gum (+ Marri) over mixed scrub understorey.
PLA08005:
MODIFIED Half of area (in the south-east) cleared: 
remainder is an unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over Paperbark 




& PLA08009: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.
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MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over ± scrub over ± 
grass with trees cut in the north; and, unfenced, disturbed 
Swamp yate over Paperbarks over chenopods over grassAVhite 
gum over grass in the south.
PLA08010:
PLA08011 
to PLA08013: SCATTERED Bridal creeper infestations.
SCATTERED Unfenced, Jarrah over grass.PLA08014:
CLEARED Cleared part of PLA08018. [Cleared].PLA08015:
SCATTERED Mapped as part of PLA08018, but of different 
land tenure: Salt dead area.
PLA08016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over ± mallee 
over ± Paperbarks; only a few plants survive in parts due to 
salinity.
PLA08017:
SCATTERED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
± scrub over ± grass.
PLA08018:
CLEARED Cleared area of PLA08021. [Cleared].PLA08019:
MODIFIED Thin strips of vegetation remaining at the south 
and east edges of the former remnant area, which has mostly 
been cleared; remainder is unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White 
gum over ± Bull Banksia ± shrubs over grass. [Mostly Cleared].
PLA08020:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± Bull 
Banksia over ± shrubs over + grass.
PLA08021:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed natural Paperbark 
swamp with fringing Swamp yates; White gum over natural 
scrub; and, diverse natural mallee over scrub.
PLA08022:
MODIFIED Unfenced, + disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + Bull 
Banksia over ± shrubs over + grass.
PLA08023:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over ± shrubs over 
grass.
PLA08024:
REMNANT Substantially (c. 65%) cleared [Jarrah + Marri 
woodland over ± Bull Banksia over scrub], otherwise grazed to 
sheep reach height; part regenerating: Remainder is unfenced, 
edge disturbed (due to firebreak) Jarrah + Marri over Bull 
Banksia over ± Melaleuca swamp with Adenanthos spp. 
(Adenanthos cuneatus, and Adenanthos orbifolia), Darwinia sp.
PLA08025:
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etc. on sand interspersed with Jarrah forest over scrub on gravel 
soil. [c. 65% Cleared].
PLA08026 
& PLA08027: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah over ± 
mallee over grass.
PLA08028: SCATTERED Salt dead zone.
PLA08029: CLEARED Cleared.
PLA08030: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over scrub; and, 
scrub zone; significant crown death of Jarrahs after very severe 
fire.
PLA08031: REMNANT (See Detailed) Eucalyptus, comuta tree mallee, 
Jarrah woodland and low forest and mixed mallee an scrub 
thicket. [[About 40% of the original mapped area has been 
cleared; clearing was stopped by Albany Office of WADA over­
riding the local, Mt Barker district office after a waterlogging 
problem on a farm to the north-east of this area increased 
substantially following the first phase of this clearing; the farm in 
question had suffered from waterlogging/ salinity after intial 
clearing of the present property some years ago and this 
waterlogging/salinity was ignored by the Mt Barker district 
office when they approved the latest round of clearing. [40% 
Cleared].
PLA08032: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over scrub.
PLA08033: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Redheart mallee + Jarrah 
over grass in the north; and, unfenced, + disturbed Jarrah over + 
mallee over + low scrub in the south.
MODIFIED Cleared at the south end: unfenced, edge 
disturbed Jarrah forest over scrub in the east and Jarrah over ± 
scrub over ± grass in the west. [Part Cleared].
PLA08034:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Banksia over scrub 
on gravel and sand soil; and, edge disturbed due to fire breaks.
PLA09001:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Banksia spp., 
including giant swamp Banksia (B. ilicifolia), over scrub on 
gravel and sand soil; diverse natural internally; some minor 
Jarrah senescence; edge disturbed due to fire breaks; Melaleuca 
thym aides, Adenanthos spp., Anigozanthos, sedges, 




REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over + scrub.PLA09003:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Banksia over 
scrub on gravel and sand soil; some regrowth in the adjacent 
paddock to the north-west, which is apparently no longer used.
PLA09004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass; minor 
drainage centrally; lot of canopy senescence; paddock containing 
this remnant is full of thistle.
PLA09005:
REMNANT Diverse, natural Jarrah over Banksia and 
Paperbarks over tall sclerophyll heath and scrub on white sand; 
adjoins the hamlet of Narrikup.
PLA09006:
REMNANT Unfenced, ± edge disturbed ± Banksia ± Mallee 
± Jarrah on sand soil with a Paperbark over Melaleuca - 
Leptospermum - Adenanthos spp. - sedge - rush swamp.
PLA09007:
REMNANT Northern 35% cleared: Remainder is unfenced, ± 
edge disturbed ± Banksia + Mallee ± Jarrah on sand soil with a 
Paperbark over Melaleuca - Leptospermum - Adenanthos spp. - 
sedge - rush swamp. [35% Cleared].
PLA09008
PLA09009
&PLA09010: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over ± shrubs over 
thistle over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed giant fruit Jarrah over 




& PLA10002: REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed Blue mallee - mallee - 
Chittick over scrub; water-filled Chenopod drainage in south­
east part of remnant.
PLA10003 
& PLA 10004: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Silver mallee to 5-6m tall 
over minor scrub and grass; buildings present.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum over ± 
mallee over Parrot Bush + shrubs over grass; more natural 
understorey in parts; drainage area with salt dead trees evident 
west of road.
PLA11001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over limited scrub 
area over grass on a hill-top.
PLA 11002:
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REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed, generally diverse natural 
Jarrah + White gum over mallee - Blue mallee over scrub - 
heath.
PLA11003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum over 
Bull Bcmksia and Parrot Bush over + shrubs over + grass; area 
has been grazed by sheep.
PLA11004:
MODIFIED North of Road: Fenced, edge disturbed, 
generally diverse natural Jarrah ± White gum over mallee - Blue 
mallee over scrub - heath; minor rubbish 20+ yrs old, and an old 
shed; Hakea victoria present. South of Road: Unfenced, 
disturbed White gum + Jarrah over + mallee over grass.
PLA11005:
PLA11006 
& PLA11007: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed low Eucalyptus staeri 
woodland over thicket and scrub with Chittick, Bcmksia 
attenuata, Stylidium repens, Stylidium preissii, Acacia biflora, 
Petrophile longifolia and P. teretifolia, Petrophile sp., 
Adenanthos cuneatus, Banksia sphaerocarpa, Stirlingia 
latifolia, Agonis hypericifolia, Hakea baxteri, Banksia ground 
flowering species with regular leaves, Leucopogon sp., 
Blackboy, Synaphea poymorpha, Loxocarya fasciculata, 
Allocasuarina thuyoides. Prickly Dryandra, big leaf Hakea, 
Calothamnus flat leaves and Calothamnus big fruit Dryandra 
sp. erect form of D. nivea/nobilis, Darwinia, and Anigozanthos 
rufus all on grey buff white sand soil.
REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed (due to fire breaks) 
diverse natural mallee - Blue mallee over mixed scrub - heath.
PLA 11008:
PLA11009
&PLA11010: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over scrub rises.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed low drainage areas of 
Banksia - Melaleuca - Leptospermum - Adenanthos scrub.
PLA11011:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed low drainage areas of 
Banksia - Melaleuca - Leptospermum - Adenanthos scrub.
PLA11012:
REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed low Banksia - Paperbark 
Melaleuca - Leptospermum - Adenanthos scrub around Lake 
Kiamemdyip.
PLA11013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah + Bull Banksia 
over scrub on a rise.
PLA11014:
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REMNANT Unfenced, minor edge disturbed diverse natural 
Jarrah over Bull Banksia over scrub on gravel soil; and, diverse 
natural Banksia spp. scrub on sand.
PLA11015:
REMNANT "Caladenia Hill" - Nindethana seed - no entry to 
stop spread of dieback: Fenced, undisturbed very diverse, mixed 
natural community of open Jarrah and mixed Banksia spp. (x3) - 
Blue mallee - mallee over scrub - heath on sand and gravel soil, 
and ± granite.
PLA11016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Bull Banksia ± 
Parrot Bush + a few shrubs over grass.
PLA11017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± Bull 
Banksia over grass.
PLA11018:
MODIFIED Fenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri over ± 
scrub over + grass.
PLA11019:
REMNANT Unfenced, undisturbed Jarrah ± Marri over Bull 
Banksia over scrub in the west; burnt understorey and edge 
disturbed in the centre and east; unfenced, disturbed diverse 
natural Jarrah ± Marri over ± Bull Banksia over scrub on gravel 
and sand soil in the east - this area has a different understorey 
composition than further west.
PLA11020:
MODIFIED Part fenced, disturbed diverse natural Jarrah + 
Marri over + Bull Banksia over scrub on gravel and sand soil.
PLA11021:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over scrub and 
Melaleuca spp. - Banksia - Paperbark - Adenanthos - sedge 
swamp.
PLA11022:
REMNANT Unfenced, undisturbed, diverse natural Jarrah ± 
Marri over + Bull Banksia over grass.
PLA11023:
REMNANT Jarrah + Marri over scrub.PLA11024:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah ± Marri over scrub 
on a gravel rise.
PLA11025:
MODIFIED Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah over Bull Banksia - 
Melaleuca - Leptospermum - Adenanthos - sedges on sand near 
the road in the west with cattle grazing; unfenced, disturbed ± 
grazed Jarrah over + shrubs of Bull Banksia, Melaleuca, 
Leptospermum, and Adenanthos, and ± edges over ± grass away 
from the road towards the east.
PLA11026:
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MODIFIED Fenced, ± disturbed Swamp yate ± Jarrah with a 
scrubby understorey; grazed understorey at north end; water 
run-on area from north.
PLA11027:
MODIFIED Densely vegetated hill-top which was at cloud 
level at time of observation so difficult to ascertain condition.
PLA11028:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over scrub.PLA11029:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah + Marri over 
scrub.
PLA11030:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah over scrub.PLA11031:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah over scrub and 
Banksia - Melaleuca - Adenanthos spp. swamp area.
PLA11032:
MODIFIED/REMNANT Fenced, edge disturbed Jarrah 
over scrub.
PLA11033:
REMNANT Fenced, undisturbed Jarrah over scrub with 
Paperbark swamp at west end.
PLA11034:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
mallee over + shrubs over grass.
PLA11035:
Mostly cleared, except for a line of trees.CLEARED
[Cleared].
PLA 11036:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed, dense Jarrah 
(+ Marri) over + rare Blackboy over thistle over grass.
PLA11037:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over ± 
scrub over grass.
PLA11038:
SCATTERED Couldn't see this remnant from the south; it must 
be fragmented if it is still present. [Cleared].
PLA11039:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah 
over + scrub over + grass; dam and house present.
PLA11040:
Significant waterlogging due to recentPUBLIC LAND 
clearing of bush to the north-west; tree and Bull Banksia deaths 
occurring. [Public Land].
PLA11041:
MODIFIED Remnant has been erratically cleared and/or 
grazed to produce a mosaic of cleared patches, edge disturbed 
natural Jarrah forest and Banksia - Melaleuca spp. - Adenanthos 
- sedge swamp patches, and Woodland over grassy understorey
PLA 11042:
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with a scattering of machinery/junk steel; some of the cleared 
areas showing signs of regenerating. [Mostly Cleared].
PLA11043 
& PLA11044: SCATTERED Salt killed drainages.
REMNANT Fenced, generally natural Jarrah over scrub on 
gravel soil in the western half; and, natural tall Paperbark swamp 
over sedges in water in the east.
PLA12001:
MODIFIED Fenced, diverse natural Jarrah over Bull Banksia 
over mixed scrub - being grazed by cattle.
PLA 12002:
MODIFIED North end: Disturbed Jarrah over grass. South 
end: Fenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over Bull Banksia over 
mixed scrub.
PLA 12003:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over Royal 
Hakea {Hakea victoria) - Lambertia - Melaleuca scrub - thicket 
to 3m over scrub on sand and gravel soil; remnant cut in two by 
road.
PLA 12004:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over ± Banksia 
over mixed scrub.
PLA 12005:
CLEARED Largely cleared ± regenerating. [Cleared].PLA13001:
REMNANT Mapped as part of PLA13001: Now a small area 
of unfenced, edge disturbed ± Jarrah over mallee Eucalyptus 
spp. over Chittick over scrub - heath in diverse natural condition.
PLA13002:
PLA 13003 
to PLA13005: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over + mallee 
over sedges and rushes drainage remnant; carrying water when 
observed in December.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee - Blue mallee 
over Chittick over scrub.
PLA13006:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed diverse natural mallee 
over scrub - heath.
PLA 13 007:
PLA 13008 
& PLA13009: MODIFIED Apparently fragmented by clearing to smaller 
remnants of mallee - Blue mallee over Chittick over scrub 
composition.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee - Blue mallee 
over Chittick over scrub; abundant thistle in paddock containing 
this remnant.
PLA13010:
MODIFIED Cleared centrally: East of cleared area have 
unfenced, edge disturbed mallee - Blue mallee over scrub - heath 
on sand. West of cleared area drainage with some Paperbark 
Melaleuca - some dead - over chenopods and sedges with a 
mallee fringe; abundant thistle in paddock containing this 
remnant. [Part Cleared],
PLA13011:
REMNANT Unfenced, ± edge disturbed (associated with fire 
breaks) ± Jarrah over Redheart mallee over Banksia - Chittick 
over scrub - heath.
PLA14001:
REMNANT (Appears from the south to be) Fenced, diverse 
natural mallee over scrub - heath in low country so probably on 
deeper sand soil; may include Paperbark over sedge swamp (as 
CRA09006b); difficult to see because of misty rain.
PLA14002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mallee over scrub over 
a ± grassy edge which is intruding in amongst the scrub.
PLA14003:
PLA14004 
& PLA14005: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed mixed mallee over 
scrub.
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.PLA14006:
Unfenced, generally undisturbed.PLA14007: MODIFIED/REMNANT 
diverse natural mallee over scrub.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed depression with low Swamp 
yates over + mallee - scrub over grass.
PLA14008:
(= PLA13007 Southern Section):MODIFIED/REMNANT 
Disturbed south-west edge, mallee over scrub vegetation; no 
fence apparent along south edge.
PLA14009:
REMNANT (See Detailed) some MODIFIED- Mixed low 
Eucalyptus spp. woodland and mallee over mixed 1-1.5 m scrub 
or thicket, not fenced along east edge.
PLA 14010:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed, diverse natural 
Swamp yate over Redheart mallee - Banksia attenuata over 
scrub on sand soil with a Paperbark ± Melaleuca spp. ± sedge 
drainage at west fringe.
PLA14011:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed + Swamp yate over mallee 
- Blue mallee over scrub - heath on gravel soil ± granite; ± Bridal 
creeper {Asparagus asparagoides) present; unfenced, disturbed 
mallee - Blue mallee over grass in the south.
PLA14012:
REMNANT Unfenced, generally undisturbed Swamp yate 
over mallee - Blue mallee over scrub - heath on gravel ± granite.
PLA14013:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate over + mallee 
over + shrubs over grass.
PLA14014:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Swamp yate - Red gum ± 
Sheoak over + shrubs over grass, includes a yellow-flowered 
form of Calothamnus quadrifidus\ ± Swamp yate over 
Paperbark (some dead/dying) over sedges in channel passing 
through this area.
PLA14015:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed low Eucalyptus spp. 
woodland over scrub-thicket (ref PLA14010), but lower country 
so less Janah/Eucalyptus staeri.
PLA14016:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Eucalyptus decipiens mallee 
- Blue mallee over + scrub over grass/and Swamp yate over ± 
mallee over + shrubs + tussock grass over grass.
PLA14017:
PLA16001 
to PLA 16005: MODIFIED Unfenced disturbed Swamp yate over Eucalyptus 
decipiens mallee over± scrub over grass.
West Arthur Shire
MODIFIED Small remnant at road junction at edge of State 
Forest Quarantine area: Unfenced, diverse natural, fire 




to WEA01007: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri over + Bull 
Banksia over grass ± scattered shrubs on an ironstone ridge.
WEA01008 
to WEA01016: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri grass ± 
scattered shrubs.
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WEA01017 SCATTERED Unfenced Jarrah + Marri with degraded 
understorey ± heavily grazed; abundant Glischrocaryon.
WEA01018: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri over grass ± 
scattered shrubs.
WEA01019: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed - all has been burnt - 
White gum ± Jarrah area towards the south and Jarrah ± White 
gum towards the north, both over low (to 60cm) scrub - heath.
WEA01020: MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed open White gum ± 
Jarrah + Marri woodland over 5m Bull Banksia low woodland to 
shrubland over Melaleuca and sedges; Melaleuca - 
Allocasuarma - Blackboy scrub - heath in part; some salt dead 
trees present.
WEA01021: MODIFIED Uncleared, ± burnt extension of adjacent State 
Jarrah Forest - powerline corridor at south-east edge.
WEA01022: REMNANT Uncleared extension of adjacent State Jarrah 
Forest.
WEA01023: MODIFIED Unfenced, Jarrah ± Marri with degraded 
understorey ± heavily grazed; area also burnt with timber cut and 
trees planted.
WEA01024 
to WEA1047: SCATTERED The bush in this area is comprised of flat to 
undulating plateau Jarrah ± Marri + White gum forest over c. 60 
cm scrub and heath. All areas have been burnt; on farm areas are 
generally bare in the understorey and cleared bush seems to have 
been replaced with planted trees particularly along the edges of 
Varis Road where waterlogging/salinity appear to be 
commencing to take an effect.
WEA02001: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Paperbark over grass drainage.
WEA02002 
to WEA02027: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± Marri 
over grass with some scattered shrubs.
WEA02028 
& WEA02029: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over Blackboy over grass.
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah - White gum 
over scrub - heath.
WEA02030:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over Blackboy over 
grass.
WEA02031:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass in the 
west; and, Jarrah - White gum ± Marri over grass in the east.
WEA02032:




& WEA02035: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum ± Marri 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 
over grass in the south; and, Jarrah over Blackboy over grass at 
the narrow north end.
WEA02036:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum - Jarrah - 
Banksia - Melaleuca - Paperbark - Blackboy - Leptospermum - 
sedge swampy low area.
WEA02037:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
Blackboy ± scattered shrubs over grass.
WEA02038:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Marri over ± 
Harsh Hakea - Blackboy over grass.
WEA02039:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over ± 
Harsh Hakea - Blackboy over grass.
WEA02040:
CLEARED Cleared, regenerating. [Cleared].WEA02041:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum grass.WEA02042:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed, ± dense Paperbark 
drainage with fringing White gum over grass.
WEA02043:
WEA02044 
& WEA02045: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.WEA02046:
MODIFIED Extension of the State Forest into part cleared 
farmland: Unfenced, edge disturbed Jarrah over Banksia 
woodland over mixed scrub - heath; and, Jarrah over Banksia 
spp. over Blackboy over Scrub and heath; grazed in the south.
WEA02047:




Small area of fenced, diverse naturalPUBLIC LAND 
White gum open woodland over scrub - heath. [?Public Land].
WEA02049:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.WEA02050:
WEA02051 
to WEA02135: SCATTERED (85 Remnants) Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri ± White gum over grass or ± scattered shrubs; ± with 
unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over Paperbark over grass 
drainages present.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 
about farm buildings.
WEA03001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
woodland over grass on a rise; trees dead/dying.
White gumWEA03002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
woodland over grass; trees dying.
White gumWEA03003:
WEA03004 
to WEA03007: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
woodland over grass.
White gum
SCATTERED Woodland about house.WEA03008:
WEA03009 
to WEA03012: White gumSCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
woodland over grass.
WEA03012 
to WEA03021: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri (± White 
gum) over grass.
WEA03022 
to WEA03024 : SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Marri 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri - White gum over 
grass on ironstone boulder outcrop.
WEA03025:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over grass.WEA03026:
WEA03027 





to WEA03042: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri + White gum 
over + Parrot Bush over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
WEA03043:




to WEA03047: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass ironstone ridge.
WEA03048:
WEA03049 
& WEA03050: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
WEA03051 
to WEA03055: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over + 
Parrot Bush over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over 
grass.
WEA03056:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over ± 
Parrot Bush over grass.
WEA03057:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.WEA03058:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 
Marri over + Parrot Bush over grass.
WEA03059:
WEA03060 
to WEA03071: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + White gum + Marri 
over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
WEA03072 
to WEA03074: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
drainages.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum - 
Flooded gum over grass.
WEA03075:
WEA03076 




to WEA03085: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over + Parrot Bush over grass - salt killed drainage.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah (± Marri - White 
gum) over ± Parrot Bush - Bull Banksia over herbs and grass - 
part natural.
WEA03086:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.WEA03087:
WEA03088 
to WEA03090: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass - Flooded gum over grass.
WEA03091 
to WEA03098: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over + Bull Banksia + Parrot Bush over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass on ironstone.
WEA03099:
SCATTERED Part dead, disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Marri 
over Harsh Hakea ± Leptospermum (+ Bull Banksia) over herbs 
and grasses.
WEA03100:
MODIFIED Unfenced, markedly disturbed Jarrah + Marri 
over + scattered shrub groups and grass.
WEA03101:
WEA03102 
to WEA03104: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
WEA03105 
to WEA03116: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
WEA03117 
to WEA03121: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
drainages.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
WEA03122:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.WEA03123:




MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed-natural, regenerating Jarrah 
- Marri - Sheoak - White gum over grass ± shrubs.
WEA03125:




toWEA03128: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
+ Sheoak over grass.
WEA03129 
to WEA03137: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.




to WEA03141: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum - Marri 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum grass.WEA03142:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed open trees over grass; trees 
planted at north end.
WEA03143:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass with farm buildings present.
WEA03144:
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, distuibed Jarrah 
Marri - White gum over ± Parrot bush over grass.
WEA03145:
REMNANT Unfenced, ± disturbed White over low scrub - 
heath.
WEA03146:
SCATTERED Severely salt affected drainage; 65% tree dead.WEA03147:
CLEARED Large remnant of c. 85 Ha - completely replaced 
by planted trees. [Cleared].
WEA03148:
SCATTERED Mostly cleared - parts replaced by tree planting - 
remaining bush is unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah 
woodland over grass; unfenced, disturbed White gum -Jarrah - 
Marri over grass; farm rubbish dumped in forest; gravel 
extraction pit present. [Mostly Cleared].
WEA03149:
REMNANT Diverse natural Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
forest; ± extension of State Forest.
WEA03150:
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SCATTERED Completely disturbed with trees planted over 
grass; fenced, salt affected drainage - all trees dead ± over grass; 




to WEA03155: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum - Marri 
over grass.
WEA03156 
to WEA03164: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed + Jarrah + Marri + White 
gum over grass.
REMNANT Extension of adjacent State Forest: Fenced, edge 
disturbed low, regenerating, previously badly burnt Jarrah - 
Marri - White gum over scrub - heath.
WEA03165:
WEA03166 
to WEA03168: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White - Marri over grass.
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage; trees planted along northWEA03169:
edge.
WEA03170 
& WEA03171: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
WEA03172:
SCATTERED Part salt killed drainage - trees planted + Flooded 
gum + White gum over grass; scattered Jarrah - Marri - White 
gum over grass present.
WEA03173:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass; planted trees present.
WEA03174:
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass in the east.
WEA03175:
WEA03176 
to WEA03185: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass on ironstone.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass.WEA03186:




SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Marri 
over grass; and, unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
WEA03188:
WEA03189 
to WEA03191: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over grass.
WEA03192:
MODIFIED Fenced Jarrah - Marri - White gum.WEA03193:
WEA03194 
to WEA03201: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White ± 
Sheoak gum over grass.
WEA03202 
to WEA03214: Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - MarriSCATTERED 
White ± Sheoak gum over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed Jarrah over Banksia spp. 
over Eremaea shrubland on sand.
WEA04001:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri/Jarrah 
cross (with Jarrah bark and Marri fruit) over degraded scrub - 
heath grass.
WEA04002:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White ± Marri over 
± Blackboy and scattered shrubs over grass.
WEA04003:
WEA04004 
to WEA04006: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass.
WEA04007 
to WEA04009: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± Marri 
over Blackboy over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Jarrah + Marri 
over + Leptospermum over grass.
WEA04010:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed apparently diverse, 
natural Jarrah (or Marri/Jarrah cross with Jarrah bark and Marri 
fruit) - Marri - White gum forest is evident from road some 
Paperbark - Leptospermum - Banksia also present (Ref 
PLA08031/Part WEA07007).
WEA04011:





to WEA04016: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum over 
grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass; 
30-60% salt dead.
WEA04017:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah woodland over ± 
Blackboy ± scattered shrubs over grass.
WEA04018:
CLEARED Cleared.WEA04019:
REMNANT Diverse, natural - Jarrah (Marri/Jarrah cross with 
Jarrah bark and Marri fruit) - Marri - White gum forest is evident 
from road some Paperbark - Leptospermum - Banksia also 
present (Ref PLA08031).
WEA04020:
MODIFIED Southern 25% cleared: Unfenced, significantly 
edge disturbed, heavily grazed (in parts), multi-bumed, 
apparently internally disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum forest 
(Ref. PLA08031); 10-15m cleared strip all around the area 
separates it from WEA04012 to the west and the relatively 




& WEA04023: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - White gum + Marri 
over grass ± scattered shrubs; and, fenced, disturbed White gum 
over Prickly Poison over grass.
WEA04024 
to WEA04030: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah over 
grass ± Parrot Bush.
SCATTERED/MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± 




to WEA05010: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over ± 
Parrot Bush over grass.




to WEA05014: SCATTERED As observed from a distance: Fenced, disturbed 
White gum over grass.
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WEA05015 
to WEA05017: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± Marri 
woodland over grass.
WEA05018 
to WEA05026: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, quite disturbed White gum woodland 
over ± scrub to 80 cm grass - Dryandra sp. at BEVO5026e 
present; no fence at east edge of this triangle remnant with other 
2 edges abutting roads.
WEA05027:
WEA05028 
& WEA05029: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± 
Marri ± Sheoak (ref WEA05061) but, with bare, grassy patches 
and scrub patches.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum + Jarrah + 
Marri + Sheoak (ref WEA05061) but, with bare, grassy patches 
and scrub patches; grass understorey in western 25%.
WEA05030:
WEA05031 
to WEA05034: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum ± Jarrah ± 
Marri ± Sheoak (ref WEA05061), but with bare, grassy patches 
and scrub patches.
SCATTERED Unfenced, White gum woodland over grass.WEA05035:
REMNANT White gum on ± undulose terrain with 
Calothamnus quadrifidus dominant in NE over general low c. 
80 cm scrub layer (Ref WEA05061 e/f)-
WEA05036:
SCATTERED Unfenced ironstone ridge with White gum + Red 
Morrel ± Brown mallet over grass.
WEA05037:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum woodland over 
± shrubs Acacia pulchella over grass; gravel pit present.
WEA05038:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over scrub over 
grass.
WEA05039:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass ridge­
line; limited scrub understorey in the north-east; granite ± 
Sheoak at the east edge.
WEA05040:
MODIFIED Not seen; no access.WEA05041:
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WEA05042 
& WEA05043: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone + outcrop rise 
with White gum - Marri - Jarrah over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak over 
grass.
WE AOS044:
WE AOS 045 
& WE AOS046: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Marri 
over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum 
over grass; a house present.
WEA05047:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (± Jarrah) over 
± Parrot Bush over grass.
WEA05048:
MODIFIED Large, disturbed complex remnant (as 
WEA05061) with a ± bare understorey; granite outcrop at lower 
fringes ± Marri - White gum; gravel extraction pits present.
WEA05049:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed mallee over grass.WEA05050:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Jarrah - Mallet 
- Brown mallet over grass; breakaway slope present.
WEA05051:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - White gum 
associated with granite outcrop.
WEA05052:
REMNANT Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum - Jarrah - 
Marri over scrub + grass.
WEA05053:
WEA05054 
& WEA05055: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Jarrah - Marri 
over grass.
SCATTERED/MODIFED Unfenced, edge disturbed White 
gum Jarrah over scrub ± grass.
WEA05056:
WEA05057 
& WEA05058: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass over 
laterite boulder outcrop.
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed White gum over grass.WEA05059:




REMNANT (See Detailed) Variable combinations of Jarrah, 




& WEA05063: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum + Jarrah + 
Marri ± Sheoak (ref WEA05061), but with bare, grassy patches 
and scrub patches.
REMNANT Same as WEA05061, but evidently part cleared. 
[Part Cleared].
WEA05064:
REMNANT Apparently unfenced (along north-east boundary) 
Jarrah - Marri Ref WIL03032, but more natural i.e. ungrazed; 
sand extraction pits present from south-east boundary which 
adjoins the Boyup Brook - Arthur Road.
WEA06001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri over 
grass on an ironstone ridge with buildings.
WEA07001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - White gum - Marri 
woodland over grass on a ± granite outcrop domal hill.
WEA07002:
SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed White gum over grass.WEA07003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (± Sheoak ± 
Marri) over grass on an ironstone ridge with ± bare or grassy 
understorey Brown mallet slopes.
WEA07004:
SCATTERED Drainage of salt killed trees.WEA07005:
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed White gum over grass - minor 
scrub present.
WEA07006:
SCATTERED Salt killed drainage.WEA07007:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Banksia open woodland, heath 
dominated by Eremaea pauciflora and White gum - Sheoak 




to WIL02007: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone rises with 
Powder-bark wandoo ± Jarrah - Marri over + Parrot Bush over 
grass.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone rises with 
Powder-bark wandoo ± Jarrah - Marri over ± Parrot Bush over 
grass; apart from Parrot Bush, nothing else is present and all 
shrubs of Parrot Bush are neatly trimmed across the bottom to 
the height sheep can reach.
WIL02008:
WIL02009 
to WILO2011: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Powder-bark 
wandoo - Jarrah over grass on ironstone rises.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Powder-bark 
wandoo - Jarrah over grass on ironstone rises; a house present.
WIL02012:
MODIFIED Fenced, but cleared Sheoak granite rock area and 
Powder-bark wandoo - White gum - Jarrah - Marri over scrub - 
heath area, which is regenerating in the centre; substantially 
cleared except for unfenced ironstone rises which still carry the 
same bush. [Part Cleared].
WIL02013:
MODIFIED Cleared, except for ironstone rises and ridges 
which are unfenced, but still carry Jarrah - Marri woodland over 




to WIL02019: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
Jarrah - Marri ± over Parrot Bush and Sheoak over grass on 
ironstone rises/ridges.
WIL02020 
to WIL02023: SCATTERED Unfenced, ± disturbed ironstone ridges with 
White gum - Powder-bark wandoo - Jarrah over grass.
MODIFIED Cleared, except for ironstone rises and ridges 
which are unfenced, but still cany Jarrah - Marri woodland over 




to WIL02031: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
Jarrah - Marri + over Parrot Bush and Sheoak over grass on 
ironstone rises/ridges.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jam - White gum ± Flooded 
gum ± dead trees over grass drainage area; and, small, adjoining 
south-east regrowth area of White gum ± Sheoak over + Parrot 
Bush + scrub + heath.
WIL02032:
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REMNANT Fenced, diverse natural White gum + Sheoak 
over + Parrot Bush and scrub + heath.
WIL02033:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ridge with White 
gum ± Marri over grass.
WIL02034:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum (+ Jam) with 
± fringing White gum or Marri all over grass.
WIL02035:
Substantially cleared, apart from ironstone ridgesCLEARED
which are mostly just Powder-bark wandoo - Jarrah - Marri 
woodland over grass. [Substantially Cleared].
WIL02036:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri + 




& WEL02039: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri over 
grass ironstone hilltops.
WIL02040 
to WIL02042: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed flooded gum grass drainage.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over 
grass drainage area - c. 20% dead trees.
WIL02043:
MarriSCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
woodland over Blackboy over grass.
WIL02044:
WIL02045 
to WIL02048: SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland on ironstone hill slope over + grass or bare ground; 
dead trees present.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri over 
grass ironstone hilltop.
WIL02049:
MarriMODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
woodland over + Parrot Bush over grass.
WIL02050:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri woodland over grass 
ironstone ridges with + granite outcrop lower down.
WIL02051:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - Jam - Marri - 
White gum woodland grass with ± granite domal outcrop.
WIL02052:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed, grazed White gum - Marri 




to WIL02059: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri over 
grass ironstone hilltops.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
drainage.
WIL02060:
MODIFIED Fenced, + burnt White gum - Marri woodland 
over scrub on gravel loam soil with ± granite boulder outcrop in 
drainage; disturbance features, include: trees cut and grass 
invasion - parts are cleared in the ground layer, others are still 
intact.
WIL02061:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
woodland over ± Parrot Bush over grass.
MarriWIL02062:
WIL02063 
to WILO2065: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri + open woodland 
over grass ± laterite boulder outcrop on rises.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
Jarrah - Marri ± over Parrot Bush and Sheoak over grass on and 
ironstone ridge.
WIL02066:
REMNANT Part-fenced Sheoak granite rock area and 
Powder-bark wandoo - White gum - Jarrah - Marri over scrub - 
heath area.
WIL02067:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
Jarrah - Marri ± over Parrot Bush and Sheoak over grass on 
ironstone rises/ridges.
WIL02068:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over 
Melaleuca sp.
WEL02069:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed granite ± outcrop domal hill 
with gravel soil vegetated by Powder-bark wandoo - White gum 
- Marri woodland over + Parrot Bush over grass.
WEL02070:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Marri over 
grass drainage area - c. 45% dead trees.
WIL02071:
CLEARED Large Blue gum plantation. [Cleared area].WIL03001:
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over abundant Blackboy + Parrot Bush over grass 
with occasional disturbed mixed understorey in parts observed; 
ironstone ridge with ± granite exposures in lower (altitudinal) 
parts.
WIL03002:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - Paperbark ± 
Jam over grass.
WIL03003:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
over Blackboy - Hakea lissocarpha - Parrot Bush - Cycad (+ 
Bracken fern) etc. scrub ± grass.
WIL03004:
MODIFIED North-west end: Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
± Marri ± Jam woodland over grass. Central north: Very good 
bush in this area with significant crown deaths + general tree 
deaths probably from fire - woodland ± scrubby hill slope seems 
natural condition; fenced in part at east edge, but there is only 
Blackboy + grass in the understorey. South-east end: Unfenced, 
disturbed Jarrah ± White gum (± Marri) over Parrot Bush - 
Blackboy and grasses ± other understorey shrubs but not in 




to WIL03008: MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum - Marri - 
Jarrah over ± Blackboy and scattered shrubs over grass on 
gravel soil with + adamellitic/granite outcrop.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah over Blackboy over 
grass.
WIL03009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over + Blackboy over grass with occasional areas of 
disturbed mixed understorey in parts; ironstone ridge with + 
granite exposures in lower (altitudinal) parts.
WIL03010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over + Blackboy over grass with occasional areas of 
disturbed mixed understorey in parts; ironstone ridge with ± 
granite exposures in lower (altitudinal) parts; some scrub 
internally where not grazed.
WIL03011:
WIL03012 
& WILO3013: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over + Blackboy over grass with occasional areas of 
disturbed mixed understorey in parts; ironstone ridge with ± 
granite exposures in lower (altitudinal) parts.
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MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum woodland 
with + fringing Marri or White gum over grass; Typha reeds ± 
sedges and rushes in parts.
WIL03014:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum woodland 
with ± fringing Marri and White gum over grass.
WIL03015:
WIL03016 
to WIL03023: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over + Blackboy over grass with occasional areas of 
disturbed mixed understorey in parts; ironstone ridge with ± 
granite exposures in lower (altitudinal) parts.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over shrubs over + grass.
WIL03024:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum woodland 
with ± fringing Marri and White gum over grass.
WIL03025:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over disturbed shrubs ± grass; appears to have been 
cleared, but is regenerating. [Cleared].
WIL03026:
WIL03027 
to WIL03031: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
woodland over grass.
REMNANT (See Detailed) North of road: Unfenced, edge 
disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum + Sheoak woodland.
South of road: Fenced, + disturbed (by grazing occasionally and 
gravel extraction in part) Jarrah - Marri - White gum + Sheoak 
woodland.
WIL03032:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - White gum 
+ Sheoak woodland.
WIL03033:
SCATTERED Unfenced, generally disturbed Flooded gum + 
fringing Jam woodland over grass.
WIL03034:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed drainage Flooded gum over 
grass drainage with ± White gum + Jam ± Marri fringe.
WIL03035:
WIL03036 
to WEL03038: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri ± White gum 
over on ironstone ridges.
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed ± Marri ± White gum ± 
Sheoak over grass over granite ± outcrop.
WIL03039:
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MODIFIED Bush associated with part disturbed pipeline 
corridor; Unfenced, disturbed part regenerating Jarrah - Sheoak 
- Parrot Bush over scrub on gravel soil.
WIL03040:
WIL03041 
to WIL03046: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri (and 
occasional White gum) over grass.
WIL03047 
to WIL03049: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri woodland 
over Harsh Hakea over grass on ironstone rises and ridges.
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri woodland 
over Harsh Hakea over scrub understorey on ironstone rises and 
ridges. [Part Public Land].
WIL03050:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri woodland 
over Harsh Hakea over grass on ironstone rises and ridges.
WIL03051:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage with 
White gum over + bare ground or grass.
WIL03052:
WIL03053 
to WIL03058: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± Marri woodland 
over Harsh Hakea over grass on ironstone rises and ridges.
WIL03059 
to WIL03066: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri - Sheoak over 
grass.
WIL03067 
& WIL03068: MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± White gum 
woodland over Parrot Bush and Dryandra sp. (BEV05026 b/e); 
Brown mallet slopes over grass; lower down have White gum ± 
Flooded gum ± Sheoak ± Jam associated with granite ± outcrop 
all over grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum drainage with 
White gum over ± bare ground or grass.
WIL03O69:
WIL03070 
to WIL03093: SCATTERED (24 remnants) Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah ± 
Marri grass ironstone rises & ridges.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri ± Jarrah 
over grass on ironstone ridges.
WIL05001:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± Jam ± 
Melaleuca over grass in water-filled channel.].
WIL05002:
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SCATTERED Fenced, disturbed White gum (+ Jarrah) + 
Sheoak + Jam + Blackboy on gravel soil over grass; gravel 
extraction pit present.
WIL05003:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum (+ York gum 
± White gum ± Jam) over grass.
WIL05004:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum - White gum 
over grass.
WIL05005:
SCATTERED Unfenced, substantially disturbed York gum - 
Flooded gum + Jam + young White gums grass.
WIL05006:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum ± White gum 
(+ Jam) over grass.
WIL05007:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak + Jam + White gum 
woodland over grass ± weeds (+ minor native herbs) and 
Stackhousia pubescens drainage.
WIL05008:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak + Jam 
over ± Box poison + Blackboy ± Acacia pulchella over grass ± 




to WEL05014: SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed White gum - Marri ± Jarrah 
over grass.
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed White gum - Jarrah ± 
Marri woodland over shrubs/herbs/grasses probably has an 




to WIL05024: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ridges of White 
gum - Marri - Jarrah over grass ironstone ridges.
MODIFIED Fenced, disturbed Sheoak ± Marri woodland 
over ± Parrot Bush, Jacksonia sternbergicma and native grasses 
± introduced grasses/herbs; area apparently seasonally burnt; 
sand extraction pit present.
WIL05025:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Marri - Jarrah - White gum 
over grass with some Parrot Bush shrubs and Cycads.
WIL05026:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over 




& WIL05029: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over 
grass on ironstone ridges; ± granite outcrop at lower edges 
altitudinally.
SCATTERED Unfenced disturbed Marri ± White gum (± 
Jarrah) woodland over grass.
WIL05030:
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed Flooded gum ± White 
gum over sedge drainage in the centre; and, unfenced, disturbed 
Flooded gum over grass in the south.
WIL05031:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum (+ Jam) over 
grass drainage.
WIL05032:
REMNANT (See Detailed) Variable combinations of Jarrah, 
Marri ,White Gum and Sheoak with shrubs
WIL05033.
WIL05034 
& WIL05035: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri ± Jarrah 
over grass on ironstone ridges.
WIL05036 
& WIL05037: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri over 
grass on ironstone ridges.
WIL06001 
to WIL06007: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ironstone ± outcrop rises 
and ridges with Powder-bark wandoo ± White gum + Marri over 
grass.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah - Marri over grass 
ironstone ridge.
WIL06008:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri ± Jarrah 
woodland over grass ironstone rise and slope; drainage present 
in the north.
WIL06009:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± Marri ± Powder- 
bark wandoo over grass granite ± outcrop rise; with associated 
Powder-bark wandoo - Jarrah - Marri over + Parrot Bush over 
grass ironstone ridge.
WIL06010:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah + Marri ± Powder- 
bark wandoo ± White gum over Acacia pulchella scrub or grass 
associated with ironstone; granite Sheoak - White gum - Marri 
over grass area in the north-east.
WIL06011:
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SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo ± 
Marri woodland over grass on a gravel rise.
WIL06012:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo - 
Brown mallet - Jarrah - Marri over Parrot Bush over leaf litter 
and herbage on a boulder ironstone slope.
WEL06013:
Powder-barkSCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Jarrah 
wandoo woodland over grass ironstone rise.
WIL06014:
WIL06015 
to WIL06021: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo ± 
Brown mallet woodland over bare ground or leaf litter and 
herbage on ironstone rises/ridges.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Powder-bark wandoo ± 
Brown mallet ± Marri woodland over bare ground or leaf litter 
and herbage on ironstone rises/ridges.
WIL06022:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
drainage.
WIL06023:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak ± Jam ± White gum 
± Brown mallet over sedges.
WIL06024:
WIL06025 
& WIL06026: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Flooded gum over grass 
drainages.
MarriSCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
ironstone ridge with Brown mallet slope all over grass.
WEL06027:
WIL06028 
& WIL06029: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum over grass on 
rock outcrop.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri 
woodland over bare ground or grass on ironstone gravel soil.
WEL06030:
SCATTERED Cleared, except ironstone ridges and sleep 




to WIL06037: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± ironstone ridges with 
Powder-bark wandoo over granite outcrop lower down carrying 
Marri - Sheoak - White gum over grass.
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WIL06038 
& WIL06039: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - York gum - Jam 
over grass on + granite outcrop.
SCATTERED West end: Unfenced, disturbed, quite dense 
Sheoak ± Jam ± Marri prominent about flat granite. East end: 
Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Sheoak ± Jam + Marri over 
grass and ± granite outcrop.
WIL06040:
MODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed Sheoak - York gum - Jam 
over grass on ± granite outcrop in the north-east; Fenced, ± 
White gum over herbage and introduced grasses + sedges over 
granite in the remainder.
WIL06041:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Brown mallet rises and ± 
granite outcrop rises ± White gum - Sheoak - Jam - Marri over 
bare ground or grass.
WIL06042:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± granite domed ± outcrop 
hill with York gum + Jam + Sheoak + White gum + Marri over 
grass.
WIL06043:
MODIFIED Unfenced, ± disturbed granite domal hill with 
Sheoak - Jam ± White gum ± Marri woodland over Parrot Bush, 
scattered understorey shrubs and native grasses and herbs ± 
pasture grasses and introduced herbs associated with an 
ironstone breakaway.
WIL06045:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± White gum 
woodland over grass on a large granite domal ± outcrop hill.
WEL06046:
WIL06047 
to WIL06052: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± White gum 
woodland over grass on a large granite domal ± outcrop hill; 
with ironstone ridges of Powder-bark wandoo over grass.
MarriMODIFIED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
woodland ± Sheoak - Jam over abundant grass in c. 2/3rd's of 
area ± natural shrubs and herbs, including Kangaroo paws, 
Lechenaultia biloba. Prickly Poison, Blackboys, and etc; 
undisturbed in c. l/3rd of area.
WIL06053:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Marri - Jarrah 
woodland over grass on ironstone.
WIL06054:
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum (± Marri ± 
Jarrah) woodland over grass on ironstone; south-west Brown 




to WIL06062: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri + Jarrah 
± Sheoak over grass rises.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri ± Jarrah 




to WIL06067: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum ± Marri ± Jarrah 
± Sheoak over grass rises.




to WIL06071: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Marri ± Jarrah 
± Sheoak over grass rises.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum 
woodland over grass.
MalletWIL06072:
SCATTERED ± Cleared granite domal ± outcrop hill otherwise 
with Marri - White gum over grass. [Part Cleared].
WIL06073:
WIL06074 
to WIL06078: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum - Sheoak - Jam 
over grass on an ironstone ridge over + granite outcrop.
MODIFIED Unfenced, edge disturbed White gum - Powder- 
bark wandoo woodland with significant crown senescence.
WIL06079:
WIL06080 
to WIL06093: SCATTERED (14 remnants) Unfenced, disturbed Marri ± 
White gum woodland over grass on a large granite domal ± 
outcrop hill.
SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed ± ironstone ridges with 
Powder-bark wandoo over granite outcrop lower down carrying 
Marri - Sheoak White gum over grass.
WIL06094:
WIL06095 
to WIL06097: SCATTERED Unfenced, disturbed White gum + Marri ± Jarrah 
± Sheoak over grass rises.
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probably Lepidosperma spp. 
Templetonia ? sulcata 
Eucalyptus rudis 
Eucalyptus salubris var. salubris 

















Melaleuca cuticularis (sensu. lat.), 
M. preissiana, M. rhaphiophylla 
Dryandra sessilis
Eucalyptus accedens____________



















Common Name Scientific Name














Eucalyptus spathulata ssp. 
spathulata








Melaleuca ?? ximimea 


































* Against the convention of Bennett (1992), Swamp Gimlet is used here as the 
common name for Eucalyptus spathulata ssp. spathulata, and Swamp mallet for 
Eucalyptus spathulata ssp. grandiflora. This is because Bennett gives the same 
common name for both subspecies and since I have come across Eucalyptus spathulata 
ssp. grandiflora most often in the field and referred to it as Swamp mallet the name 
Swamp mallet appears for that subspecies on all field maps. Brooker & Kleinig (1991) 
also refer to both subspecies as Swamp mallet.
#Also called Blue mallee in south-eastern Wheatbelt
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Appendix 4 Details of Comprehensively Surveyed Bush Areas
Lake Grace Shire
Species Lists are provided for each detailed surveyed remnant.
LG16020
Lake Grace [LG16] Hyden SI50-04 1:250 000.
Surveyed 14.08.92
Location: 97 km SE of Hyden, 22.5 km SE of Varley, and 12 km NE of Lake Camm; 
32A54'15"S, 119A43'00"E; 340 m.
a - Allocasuarina spp. (A. corniculata & A. acutivalvis) scrub heath, 
b - Allocasuarina acutivalvis scrub over heath.
c - Melaleuca spp. (M lateriflora, M. uncinata & M. scabra) low scrub/heath 
community.
d - Mallee over Melaleuca spp. scrub.








































































Lake Grace Shire [LG13] Hyden SI50-04 1:250 000.
Surveyed 20.08.92
Location: 3 km east of Holt Rock South Road, 21 km SSW of Varley, 17 km WSW of 
Lake Camm (Town/Site) and 76.5 km SE of Hyden; 32A58,30"S, 119A25’15"E; 330 m; 
(Pinnizza).
Area is 600 Ha; permit to clear by WADA and will leave only the drainage areas, the
rocky ridge areas and an area in the SW comer.
a - Heath and scrub heath + mallee (Eucalyptus) community (Allocasuarina spp. 
mixed scrub heath in south.
b - Mallee over scrub over heath community (as for a. but generally on more elevated 
ground).
c - Mallee over mixed species (including Melaleuca) scrub community (different 
species composition compared to b. due to an apparent absence of laterite in 
the profile).
d - Tree mallee + Salmon gum/Gimlet Melaleuca spp. scrub layer community in a 
drainage low area.
e - (Open) MJlee on ex Melaleuca spp. low scrub community.
f - Mallee over (tall-) scrub(/thicket) community - stony/bouldery breakaway edge 


















































































Melaleuca sp. nr. 
adnata
Nemcia sp (nr. adnata) 










































Lake Grace Shire [LG15] Newdegate SI50-08 1:250 000.
Surveyed 21.08.92
Location: East side of Old Ravensthorpe Road, 43 km SE of Newdegate; also abutting 
the west margin of the SW comer of the Dunn Rock Nature Reserve; 33A20'52"S, 
119A23'08"E; c. 370 m.
a - Mallee ontx Melaleuca spp. scrub.
b - Mallee - Broombush/heath.
c - Eucalyptus tetragona - Eucalyptus sp. mallee over heath/tall shrubland &/or open 
scrub.
d - Heath community (on south facing slope and carrying many of the lower stature 
species found in c.)
e - As for c. (= Eucalyptus tetragona - Eucalyptus sp. mallee over heath/tall 


































Eucalyptus aff. rigens 

































Lake Grace Shire [LG15] Newdegate SI50-08 1:250 000.
Surveyed 21.08.92
Location: Along the Lake Magenta Road, 17.3 km by road south of the junction of 
Giles and Page Roads; also 52.5 km SSE of Newdegate, and 55.5 km NNE of 
Jerramungup; 33A3r35"S, 119A15'45"E; c. 305 m.
a -1-1.2 m Hakea cygna dominated heath and scrub vegetation.
Soils: pale yellow brown fine to medium sandy clay loam over laterite V/C - 
2/3; lOYr 3/3 (wet); pH = 5.5; Photos B&W/Colour 2/6. 
b - Allocasuahna campestris dominated c. 1.8-2 m shrubland over 1-1.2 m heath and 
scrub vegetation (more clay in the soil than for 71a.). 
c - Mallee (Eucalyptus tetragona dominant) - Broombush - scrub and heath 
vegetation.
d - Eucalyptus occidentalis open woodland over Paperbark (Melaleuca) tall 
shrubland over mixed shrubland and ground layer Cyperaceae. 
e - Mallee (Eucalyptus spp.) over Melaleuca spp. over Microcybe and Acacia spp. low 
shrubland (thick hard clay crust on soil surface), 
f - Melaleuca uncinata (Broombush) - Melaleuca eurystoma (= Melaleuca sp. aff. 
depressa obovate leaf species) - Melaleuca spp. scrub and heath on dark brown 
sandy (clay) loam soil with patches of Leptospermum erubescens shrubland.
Field Notes
Area north of the granite has been burnt, but many years ago i.e much greater than the 
20 years category on the field sheet, according to die farmer to the north, who said it 
has not been burnt since at least 1960 when he came to the district.
Community LG15009c. dominates beyond the mapped area of the remnant (to the 
north of LG15009d.) for (665.1-662.35 =) 2.75 km with Banksia baueri an important 
component + Grevillea multidivided flat leaves (= erect form of species seen in 
LG15009b) also present. North of this point the vegetation cover changes to mallee 
o\tx Melaleuca spp. scrub (ref LG15009a/ LG15009e) for (666.2-665.1 =) 1.1 km, 
but cleared farmlands commence to the west of the road at (665.8-665.1 =) 0.7 km 
(3.45 km from d.). East of the road the vegetation grades through mallee over heath 
and then c. with Banksia baueri again up to end of the bush at (667.5-662.35 =) 5.15 
km (from d.)
Remnant area is comprised of a slope off and to the north of a granite rock/rocky hill 































































Beverley Shire [BEV05] Pinjarra SH50-02 1:250 000.
Surveyed 07.09.92
Location: "Wyalgima Hill" bush; 11.5 km north of Beverley, 86.25 km east of 
Kelmscott, and 97.5 km NNE of Boddington; 32A00'36"S, 116A55'48"E; 320 m.
a - Powder Bark Wandoo (+ White gum) woodland over scrub, 
b - Scrub/thicket ± Powder Bark Wandoo.
c - Brown mallet woodland over sparse to open shrubland over + herbaceous ground 
layer.
d - White gum woodland over Hypocalymma angustifolium shrubland. 
e - White gum + Powder Bark Wandoo woodland over + mallee over + tall shrubland 
over shrubland.
BEV05026 Species List



























































































Beverley Shire [BEV07] Corrigin SI50-03 1:250 000.
Surveyed 23.09.92
Location: "County Peak" (= Quajabin Peak - 354 m); 24.5 km NE of Brookton, 22 km 
NW of Alderside, and 22.5 km SW of Dangin; 32A12'00"S, 117A10'50"E; c. 354 m.
a - Summit ridge White gum woodland over scrub on skeletal soil, 
b - White gum ± Brown mallet woodland with scattered shrubs at upper slope fringe, 
and an otherwise sparse herbaceous ground layer, 
c - Salmon gum - Morrel woodland over grass and Cotula sp. + Eucalyptus 
calycogona in association with boulder outcrop, 
































Brookton Shire [BRO02] Pinjarra SH50-02 1:250 000.
Surveyed 09.09.92
Location: 6 km south-west of Brookton (Town/Site); 32A24'30"S, 116A57'35"E; ca. 
350 m.
a - Powder-bark Wandoo {Eucalyptus accedens) woodland to 10-12 m tall over 1-2 m 
open shrubland.
b - Powder-bark Wandoo {Eucalyptus accedens) woodland over mixed open 
shrubland.




Hemigenia sericea var? 
Hibbertia sp.
























































Brookton Shire [BRO03] Corrigin SI50-03 1:250 000.
Surveyed 11.09.92
Location: "9 Acre Rock," 10 km ESE of Brookton (Town/Site); 32A23'50"S, 
117A06'50"E; ca. 340 m.
a - Sheoak woodland over open/sparse shrubland.
b - Thryptomene australis ± Dodonaea angustissima shrubland/dwarf scrub/moss 
mats.
c - Borya spp. dwarf scrub/mixed moss herb mats.
d - ± Sheoak, Jam, White gum woodland/pasture grasses; grazed by stock as below 
the level of the granite dome.
BR003008 Species List
Rhodanthe manglesii 




















Kent Shire [KEN15/16] Newdegate SI50-08 1:250 000.
Surveyed 22.08.92
Location: Along the Lake Magenta Road, 18.35 km by road south of the junction of 
Giles and Page Roads; also 53.5 km SSE of Newdegate, and 55 km NNE of 
Jerramungup; 33A32,28"S, 119A15,48"E; c. 310 m.
a - Hakea cygna 1-1.2 m heath and scrub vegetation.
b - Allocasuarina campestris 1.8 m scrub and heath vegetation (more clayey soil than 
a.).
c - Eucalyptus tetragona mallee with Broombush, scrub and heath vegetation, 
d - Mallee over Melaleuca spp. over Microcybe and Acacia spp. low shrubland (thick 
hard clay crust [difficult to dig] on soil surface), 
e - Broombush - Melaleuca sp. (aff. depressa) - Melaleuca spp. scrub and heath - 
patches of Leptospermum erubescens present, 
f - Eucalyptus occidentalis - Acacia lasiophylla (to ca. 10-12 m) woodland and thicket 
over tall rushes and sedges about granite fringe, 
g - Granite rock mixed community of Acacia lasiophylla woodland over shrubland 
over dwarf scrub.
KEN14001 Species List



















































Kent Shire [KEN 12] Newdegate SI50-08 1:250 000.
Surveyed 18.09.92
Location: Immediately abutting the NE quarter of the (T-)junction of Townsend Road 
(running east towards Lake Magenta N.R.) and Needilup North Road (the main road, 
running north); also 42.5 km NNW of Jerramungup, and 27 km ESE of Pingrup; 
33A34'10"S, 118A47'50"E; 340 m.
a - Blue mallee (Eucalyptus tetragona) ± Mallee wandoo (E. capillosd) 3.5-6.5 m 
mallee over 90 cm -1.8 m scrub heath.
b - Mallee (Eucalyptus spp.) over Broombush and mixed (Melaleuca spp.) scrub, 
c - Moort (Eucalyptus platypus) - tree mallee scrub and woodland over Melaleuca 
spp. scrub (to 2.5 m tall).
KEN12003 Species List



















































Kent Shire [KEN14] Newdegate SI50-08 1:250 000.
Surveyed 21.09.92
Location: West side of Newdegate Road between Dyke Road (north end) and Ryans 
Road [Parrot Junction Extension] (south end), with central area located 50 km NNE of 
Pingrup, and 30 km south of Newdegate; 33A22'37''S, 119A00'29',E.
a - Diverse, natural, low 2-3 m Blue mallee (Eucalyptus tetragona) and scrub over 
heath; mostly (heath) less than 1 m tall on sandy loam soil - depth of sandy 
loam (over laterite) influences plant species composition.
Notes
Central narrow strip of Mallee - Broombush/heath (LG15008b)/Mallee Eucalyptus 
spp. over Broombush and mixed Melaleuca spp. scrub (KEN 12003b ) with Banksia 
baueri and including Leptospermum. A further area of Mallee Eucalyptus spp. over 
Broombush and mixed Melaleuca spp. scrub (KEN12003b ) about 3/4 of the way 


























Kent Shire [KEN03] Dumbleyung SI50-07 1:250 000.
Surveyed 22.09.92
Location: 10 km SSW of Nyabing, 48.5 km south of Kukerin, 21.5 km east of 
Badjebup and 35.5 km NNE of Gnowangerup; 33A37'48"S, 118A07'35"E, ca. 350 m.
a - Mallee over 1-2 m scrub and heath.
b - Sheoak - Acacia lasiophylla tall shrubland over heath and dwarf scrub, 




























Pingelly Shire [PINOS] Corrigin SI50-03 1:250 000.
Surveyed 01.10.92
Location: 8 km NNE of Pingelly, 14.5 km SE of Brookton and 19.5 km WSW of 
Alderside; 32A28'00"S, 117A06'23ME; 350 m.
a - Powder-bark Wandoo {Eucalyptus accedens) woodland to 7-12 m over 2 m 
shrubland {Petrophile divaricata + Blackboy) over ca. 80 cm mixed sclerophyll 
scrub (includes shallow slope areas).
b - Brown mallet woodland over ± open ground layer with Gastrolobium (3-spine 
poison).














Daviesia cor data 







Cuballing Shire [CUB01] Pinjarra SI50-02 1:250 000.
Surveyed 07.10.92
Location: 8 km ESE of Pumphries Bridge, on the east side of Napping Pool Road (see 
Map Book), 12.5 km west of Popanyinning, 600 m north of Popanyinning West Road; 
32A40'25,'S, 116A59'10"E; ca. 340 m.
a - White gum (± uncommmon Sheoak) woodland over mixed shrubland/ herbage, 
b - Eucalyptus drummondii (approx. = tree) mallee over ca. 2 m average height mixed 
scrub.








































Cub ailing Shire [CUB04] Corrigin SI50-03 1:250 000.
Surveyed 09.10.92
Location: 2 km SSW of Cuballing, 10.5 km north of Narrogin, and 34 km SSE of 
Pingelly; 32A50,12"S, 117A09'55"E; ca. 390 m.
a - White gum woodland over 80 cm -1.2 m scrub and heath (+ Sheoak, ± Marri). 
b - Powder-bark Wandoo {Eucalyptus accedens) woodland over Petrophile - 
Dryandra + Leucopogon ± Gastrolobium 80 cm - 1.5 m scrub/shrubland. 
c - Brown mallet woodland of ± dense character over Gastrolobium shrubland over 
herbage (soil has a non-wetting character).
d - Summit ironstone ridge with Powder-bark Wandoo {Eucalyptus accedens) + Marri 








































































Williams Shire [WIL03] Collie SI50-06 1:250 000.
Surveyed 13.10.92
Location: [Two Blocks separated by Zilcos Road] 14 km WNW of Williams, 15.5 km 
ENE of Quindanning Bridge, and 36 km due north of Darkan; 33A30'00"S, 
116A43'45"E;c.360m.
Jarrah - Marri - White gum woodland to 15+ m tall over ± Dryandra spp. shrub land 



























































































Williams Shire [WIL05] Collie SI50-06 1:250 000.
Surveyed 27.10.92
Location: "Rathgar," 7 km NE of Williams (acces via Clayton Road); 32A59'38"S, 
116A56'00"E.
a - Jarrah ± Marri + White gum (± Sheoak) woodland over ± Dryandra 1.5 m 
shrubland over ca. 80 cm scrub.
b - Brown mallet woodland over sparse shrubland with a heavy layer of leaf litter (5-10 
cm layer, which promotes a non-wetting soil character), 
c - White gum - Sheoak + Brown mallet (at upper fringe) + Marri woodland over ca. 
80 cm shrubland over herb layer.


























































West Arthur Shire [WEA05] Collie SI50-06 1:250 000.
Surveyed 04.11.92
Location: 2 km ESE of Dardadine, 23.5 km south of Williams, 16 km NE of Darkan, 
and 21 km NW of Arthur River; 33A14,55"S, 116A52,00"E; c. 300 m.
a - Jarrah - White gum + Marri woodland over Dryandra spp. shrubland.
b - Marri + White gum woodland over shrubland.
c - White gum ± Marri woodland ever shrubland.
d - Sheoak + Jam + White gum woodland over shrubland and herbland.
e - White gum woodland over Dryandra scrub community.
f - Open White gum woodland over grass - herb - shrub layer on sandy loam soil.



























































West Arthur Shire [WEA06] Dumbleyung SI50-07 1:250 000.
Surveyed 10.11.92
Location: 10 km NNE of Arthur River, 27 km WNW of Wagin, and 27 km SW of 
Highbury; 33A14'55"S, 117A03'42"E; ca275 m.
al - Banksia ± Sheoak + Drycmdra sessilis (3.5-5.5 m) tall shrubland over Eremaea 
paucijlora ca. 1.5 m open shrubland.
a2 - Banksia over Eremaea paucijlora ca. 1.5 m open to closed shrubland. 
b - Eremaea paucijlora - mixed shrub scrub and heath to 80 cm - 1.2 m tall, 
c - White gum - Sheoak woodland on ironstone ± granite outcrop; sand soil non­
wetting in character
WEA07007 Species List






























































Daviesia ? aphylla 




















Kojonup Shire [KOJ04] Dumbleyung SI50-07 1:250 000.
Surveyed 13.11.92
Location: 20 km NNW of Kojonup, 45 km west of Katanning, and 35 km WSW of 
Woodanilling; 33A40,00"S, IIT^WE; ca. 260 m.
a - Open White gum woodland over scattered shrubs and herbage, 
b - Jarrah + open forest to 10-12 m tall over ca. 80 cm - 1.2 m heath to low scrub, 

























































































Gnowangerup Shire [GNO02] Dumbleyung SI50-07 1:250 000.
Surveyed 19.11.92
Location: 22.5 km ENE of Gnowangerup, 25 km WNW of Ongerup, and 36 km SSE 
of Nyabing; 33A51'42HS, 118A14'28"E; ca. 310 m.
a - Mallee Eucalyptus spp. (4-6 m) over Dryandra mixed scrub-heath, 
b - Mallee Eucalyptus spp. to 6+ m over dwarf shrub ground layer, 
c - Moort community ± Brown mallet over a variable shrub layer.
Survey took place during wet conditions with strong cold SW winds forecast; and 
snow eventually falling in the Stirlings and Porongurups. While in the borrow pit a 
council official approached us stating that the borrow pit was to be fenced off, and this 
was subsequently accomplished.
Disturbances include several, small, old borrow pits along the west edge and on the 
southern edge near the SW comer. In addition, a new borrow pit, which is less than 1 
year old, has been opened up along the southern boundary commencing ca. 1 km east 
of the SW comer; this pit is planned to expand to 49 Ha. Weeds have already been 
brought into and become established in this new borrow pit by machinery/vehicular 
movements associated with the gravel extraction and by waste material dumped here 
during this work. Furthermore, rabbits have already established warrens in the borrow 
pit heaps.
GN002035 Species List































Baeckea ? preissiana 
Beyeria ? brevifolia 
Bossiaea sp.
Chiranther a preissiana 
Conostylis sp. 
Dampiera juncea 





















































Gnowangerup Shire [GNO09] Dumbleyung SI50-07 1:250 000.
Surveyed 21.11.92
Location: "Nooramunga," immediately NE of the junction of Toompup South and 
Oakdale Roads, and immediately east of the junction of Toompup South and Nightwell 
Roads, also 25 km south of Ongerup, and 25 km ESE of Borden; 34A10'54"S, 
118A30'39"E.






Melaleuca ? conferta 
Melaleuca ? scabra 















































































































































Cranbrook Shire [CRA04] Mt Barker SI50-11 1:250 000.
Surveyed 02.12.92
Location: 6 km SE of Frankland, 15 km NE of Rocky Gully, and 40 km WSW of 
Cranbrook; 34A25,05"S, 117A0755"E; 235 m.
a - Eucalyptus occidentalis + Marri over Melaleuca sp. swamp over ca. 60-70 cm 
orchid - sedge - Boronia - Drosera ground layer 
b - White gum woodland over low shrubland; soil non-wetting in character, and larger 
ironstone fragments diamictic.
c - Jarrah - Marri forest over mixed shrubland (with a 5 cm brown organic layer in the 































































































Cranbrook Shire [CRA09] Mt Barker SI50-11 1:250 000.
Surveyed 05.12.92
Location: 21 km east of Cranbrook, 31 km SSE of Tambellup, and 37.5 km NNE of 
Mt Barker; 34A18'25,,S, 117A46'59"E; 245 m.
a - Diverse mixed scrub community ± mallees ± Eucalyptus staeri (where sand 
becomes skeletal over quartzite).
b - Melaleuca spp. swamp which becomes more heath like on deeper sands, 
c - White gum + Eucalyptus occidentalis woodland over scrub ± grass, 
d - Mixed Blue mallee {Eucalyptus tetragona) - mallee/scrub heath and White gum - 
























































































































































Plantagenet Shire [PLAO8] Mt Barker SI50-11 1:250 000.
Surveyed 11.12.92
Location: "Little Mount Barrow"; 3 km NNE of Mt Barrow, 8 km ENE of Mt Barker 
(Town-Site), 38 km SE of Cranbrook, and 75 km SW of Borden; 34A36T0"S, 
117A44'32"E; c. 350 m.
a - Eucalyptus cornuta tree mallee over Darwinia citriodora 80-90 cm shrubland 
(snow meadow area)
b - 4-5 m *Jarrah closed woodland (NW) to low forest (SW & NE) [*the species 
occurring in this area may in part be the stunted form of Eucalyptus margitiata 
i.e. E. staeri, however, a stunted form and the normal form both appear to 
occur here, the former in the NW of this remnant and the latter in the SW & 
NE.
c - Mixed mallee and scrub thicket with + Marri upslope.
PLA08031 Species List










































































































Plantagenet Shire [PLA14] Mt Barker SI50-11 1:250 000.
Surveyed 14.12.92
Location: 13.0 km east of the junction of Chester Pass and Chillinup Roads, ca. 46 km ENE of 
Mt Barker, 21 km SSW of Bluff Knoll and 73.5 km SE of Tambellup; 34A33'00"S, 
118A09'40"E; c. 175 m.
Mixed low Eucalyptus spp. woodland and mallee over mixed 1-1.5 m scrub or thicket on a 
sand over gravel soil profile.
PLA14010 Species List










































































































Verticordia aff. plumosa 
Verticordia insignis
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